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JOURNAL

OF
WJ:LLIAM H. NATCHER

MEMBER OF CONGRESS
2ND DIST. OF KENTUCKY

VOLUME I I
PART II

721 December 6. 1954
paul M. Butler of Xndiana was
elected Democratic dhairman at the
New Orleans meeting on saturday,
December 4. On the first cal.l of the
roll he had 70 votes with onl.y 53
required for el.ection. Mr. Butler
was opposed by Michael Disalle of
Toledo and James Finneqan of Pa. I:t
seems that Harry s. Truman was opposed
to the election of Mr. Butl.er, but
that Mr. BUtler had the bl.essing of
Adlai stevenson who hopes to be the
Democratic nominee for president. and
stephen M1tchel.l, the present chairman. congressman Sam Rayburn attended
the meeting and suggested that the
election be postponed until February
or March. Mr. Rayburn. who wil.l.
be the next speaker of the House. is
one of the most powerful figures in
the Democratic party today and he
made the suqqestion of postponement
hoping to avoid a contest for the
chairmanship. Other members attending
this meeting saw no reason for postponement, particularl.y in view of the
fact that 71 members of the National
Committee were present in person and
the balance were represented by
proxies. I personally am glad that
BUtl.er was elected and bel.ieve he
will make us a good chairman. :r am
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not at all. sure that Mr. Raybur:n I s
suggestion was a good one and was
sorry that he attempted to secure
a postponement of the vote. At this
meeting, the 1952 loyalty oath provision
was tossed out of the window. Retiring
oemocratic National Chairman stephen
A. Mitchell, GOVernor BattI.e of
Virginia and senator HUmphrey of
Minnesota, announced that no oath of
assurance in writing as a prerequisite for the seating of Delegates
woul.d be i.ncluded in the CODrnittee IS
recommendations. J: hope the Advisory
committee will further recommend that
laws be enacted in the various states
to make certain that the Democratic
nom.inees of the National COnvention
will have their proper places on the
election ballots for President and
Vice president respectively.
During the second session of
the 83d congress, J: voted for the
bil.l providing for an advisory educational committee. I was one of
the few Democrats in the House to
vote for this particular legislation, and notwithstanding the fact
i t gave t.."'le Republicans t.'le chance
to set up anot-~er advisory c~ttee,
I favored any bill which might tend
to help edUcation. At the White
House conference on education which
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will be held next year, Neal H.
McElroy of Cincinnati, Ohio, who by
the way, is president of ProctorGamble company, will preside, and
according to the chairman he hopes to
recei.ve proposals from conferences
in the various states Which are to be
held beforehand. This White House con-ference is slated to be held from
November 28 to DeCember 1, 1955. 'l'he
conference hopes to bring about a
more wide-spread KnOWledge, appreciation and interest in education
creating a continuing concern on the
part of the citizens to face their
respons1bilities toward education.
and further, serving to bring about
an analysis of the present condit~on
of our educational system wi. th alJ.
proposals to be considered for the
acceleration and planninq of more
active programs for school improvement.
'l'he signing of the mutual s4!!C!urit:y
pact by t1le United states and
Nationalist China may well te~inate
all of Chiang Kai-Shek's hopes and
expectations of returning to the Eain:Land.

t.."nd@r +-""'is security

pac~,

"We

pledge to prevent by force, if
necessary, any communistic attempt to
invade Formosa and the pescadores
Islands. No decision was made as to
the other isl.ands or OUemoy. whicb
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have been targets of communistic
raids recently. l: believe that we
must now take another good look at
the dlinese situation.
washington will remember the
year 1954 as the year of the Vl:P
i.nvaaion. DUring the present calendar
year the capital has greeted and
entertained more than twenty of the
worLd's foremost celebrities who
have been in Washington to visit
president Eisenhower or confer with
high ranking officers of the GoVernment. Those received in 1954 were:
president celal sayar of TUrkey,
Emperor Haile Se1assie of Ethiopia,
president ~gman ~ee of South Korea
and president william Vacanarat
Shadrach Tubman of Liberia. ~e
shah of :Iran and his Queen are coming
to town December 13, but theirs is
not an official visit. 'l'he other
celebrities here so far include
Queen MOther Elizabeth, Gov. Gen.
Vi'lC'ent Massey of C"''lada, Malcolm
MCDOnald, United Kingdom commissioner
in southeast .Asia, and this imposing
array of prime Ministers: Adnan
Menderes of Turk~J# sir Winston
Churchill of Great Britain, Ben Halim
of Lybia, Mohammed Ali of pakistan,
Shigeru yoshida of Japan and pierre
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Mendes-France of France. Also on
this level, under the title of
Chancellor, came Konrad Adenauer
of west Germany, and Julius Raab of
Austria. EXpected tomorxow is Prime
Minister sir John Kotelawala of ceylon.
December 7,

~954

The oecember 10 issue of the U.S.
News and World Report carries an
article enti tied .. Admiral Kimmell's
own story of pearl Harbor" _ The
Admiral gives his reasons as to why
neither he nor General short should
be blamed for pearl Harbor.
l:n
reading this article, I was very much
~ressed with the dispatch dated
November 26, 1941. from the Chief of
Naval operations which was sent to
Admiral Kimmell as oommander-in-Chief
of the pacific Fleet. The first two
lines of this dispatch read as fol1.ows:
"nis dispatch is to be considered a
war warning. Negot.iations wi.th Japan
lookinq to\r¥-ard stabi1ization of
conditions in the Pacific have ceased
and an aggressive move by Japan is
expected within the next few days."
Notwi~~s~anding ~~is dispatch and
similar dispatches, we were very
much unprepared at Pearl Harbor.
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paul M. Butler. the nE'W'ly elected
Democratic National Chairman issued
a statement on Monday to the effect
that there is growing evidence that
pr~sident Eisenhower lacks the
capacity to govern and unite the
AJn~rican people.
'l'his is quite a
change ;!.nsofar as the strategy of
our party is concerned. Up to this
ti:me, we have merely accused President Eisenhower of surroundinq himself with men Who are not:prepared to
advise and who have i11 adviEJed the
president. president Eisenhower's
~pularity apparently was not at
st.ake in the November 2 election,
therefore, from now on he wil.l be
held strictly to account party and
policy. His leadership will be
subjected consistently to the kind
of critical analysis Which was
commonplace during the ROOsevelt
and Truman administrations.
It seems
to me that more Republican leaders
hate president Eisenhower than
Democrats. The strategy of tbe
liberal wing of the Republican party
is to continue with President Eisenhower because as a practical »atter
they have no choice if they wish to
win in 1956. The President has indicated on more than one occasion that
he wi11 not be a candidate for reelection in 1956 and I definitely am
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of the opinion that we shoul.d continue our strategy of divide and
conquer, rather than to start hur~ing
darts at the president. :r am a J.ittle
afraid his popu~arity is much stronger
than some of our DemOcratic leaders
beJ.ieve and since he has held himse~f heretofore a~oof as far as a
great many political matters are
concerned, he has increased his
position so far as his popul.arity w:ith
the peopl.e is concerned.
Yesterday, COngressman O'NeilJ.'s
secretary rushed in to infOJ:lll us that
congressman-elect James Roosevelt.
had drawn the office Which is being
vacated by congressman wayne Aspina1l
located at 325, which is just down
the haJ.~ from us. A ~ot of wisecracks
have floated back and forth down
the hall for the past 24 hours and
the Repub1ican slogan of "Elect. Roosevelt, the wife you save may be your
own" was revived.

:r

was very much surprised when
the secretary of Labor Mitchell in
his speech before the CIO annual
convention in LOs A.~geles yesterday
came out flatly against state rightto-work laws, outlawing labor contract provisions that workers must
become union members. 'l'hi s spokesman
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for the present administration is
contrary to the belief now e~isting
in 17 of our states where right-towork laws have heretofore been
passed. This clearly demonstrates
the about-face of our present administration insofar as the strength
of the labor organization is concerned.
The November 2 election must still be
discussed in the ~ite House. president Eisenhower was opposed by labor
in hi.s race in 1952 and succeeded in
securinq the farm vote which offset
labor. With the farm vote now unhappy and labor still united against
the present administration, we find
this change in philosophy.
philip Young. ct\air:rll21n of the
Civil service commission, has recommended a 5% pay increase for posta1
and classified Federal employees.
This recommendation went to the
White House and comes at a time when
the Democratic leaders of the 84th
congress have issued statements to
the effect that a reasonable pay increase of from 5 to 10% must be
passed during the first session of
the 84th congress. president Eisenhower's veto of ~~e pay increase,
fl~ible price supports, unemployment
and labor's solid stand on November 2
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have changed considerab~y ~~e
attitude of this administration.
I be2~eve that president Eisenhower's
state of the union message wi~l. contain several recommendations which
will. startle the conservative section
of the GOP.

oecember 8# J.954
secretary of the Treasury
HUmphrey announced on Monday of this

week that ~t wiJ.J. he impossible to
balance the budget for the next. year.
The secretary said that present estimates of a deficit of about four and
three-quarter billion for the current
fiscal year Which ends on JUne 30th
appear to be about right. '!'he campaign promise of 1952 to balance the
budget certainJ.y has not been carried
out.
senator Joseph R. Mccarthy J.ashed
out at President Eisenhower yesterday
in a direct personal attack accusL~g
the President of a shrinking show of
weakness in combating corrmunism. It
seems that Senator Mccarthy interrupted
a hearing o£ his own Senate !~?esti
gations subcommittee yesterday afternoon to make the attack which he
called his temporary swan song as
Chairman. Mccarthy said that there
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was considerable talk about an
apology to the senate for his fight
agaj.nst communism, but that he fe~t
rather that he should apologize to
the American people for what was an
unintentional deception upon them.
He stated that in the Eisenhower
ca:mpai9Jl he spoke from coast to
coast promising the American people
that if they would elect the Eisenhower Administration they could be
assured of a forceful. vigorous fight
against communists in government.
unfortunately, the Senator stated,
that he was mistaken. Mccarthy
blasted the president for congratulating
Senators watkins and Flanders when,
according to the good Senator, these
two particular gentlemen were guilty
of holding up exposure of communists.
The White House replied by ignoring
Mccarthy personally, but i.ssued an
accounting of its anti-communist
record which added up to 875 persons
either convicted, indicted, deported
or subjected to other legal action.
The fact that the White House was
ready with the list clearly indicates to me that McCarthy I s break
was eA'-pected.

Mccar-...hy· 5 st.atement

was timed for the evening papers,
and I :imagine he was somewhat
chagrined to find that the White
House was ready with a prepared answer.

- 731 According to Republican Chairman,
Leonard W. Hall# Senator Mccarthy
has made a major e-rror.
J: believe
that M-ccarthy' s statement will carry
a lot of weight with too many people.
'!'here is no question in my mind as
to why the president has attempted
to ignore Mccarthy. Mccarthy's
following I which amazes me from day
to day, is the reason for this slight
on the part of the president.
According to the new DemoCratic
National chairman if Adlai stevenson
obtains the party's 1956 presidential nomination he will have to
seek i t vigorously and will not be
drafted. :r certainly hope that
stevenson will neither be drafted nor
nominated. A ticket composed of
Senator Russell of Georgia, and GOvernor
Mennen williams of Michigan, would
certainly meet with my approval.
According to rumor at the
present time, a number of Republican
Senators are informally discussing
the possibility of electing a new
Floor Leader to succeed Senator
lUlowland. J: presume that this movement will receive ~ite House assistance
due to the many and sudden outbursts
from the Majority Leader during the
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past few weeks concerning communist
Ch.ina and the Administration' slack
oE foreiqn pol-icy.
December 10, 1954
A charge of absentee vote buy-

ing was aired before the House
campaign znvestigations committee
in Taylorsville, N.C. yesterday.
This hearing was held in the district
oE my <]COd friend., HUgh Q. Alexander,
wh.o defeated Republican william E.
stevens, Jr. '!'he Republican EXecutive committee aSked for the investigation. '!'his particular district is
becoming very much like the three
districts in the state of Florida.
A great many northern Republicans
have moved down and are now votill9
Republican.

yesterday, the soviet Union requested the united Nations Organization to declare the united states
as the aggressor in the present
CIlinese controversy. Our demand for
release of the 13 Americans who were
recently sentenced in China for
alleged spying charges brought on
the soviet demand. Russia mainta;_ns
that our defense of Formosa and aid
to dhiang Kai-shek should be
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immediately condemned. It now
seems that secretary Mitchell was
eKpressing his own opinion insofar
as right-to-work laws are concerned.
The day fo11owing his speech before
the ao. the president of thE! united
states issued a release to the effect
that secretary Mitchell was expressing
his own opinion and not that of the
present Administration, therefore,
any resemblance between Labor Secretary Mitchell's speech to the ao
to repeal so-called right-tO-WOrk laws
and the Administration's position on
labor legislation was purely accidental.

December ll, 1954

X attended the American veterans
banquet last night. General George
Marshall was t:he honored guest. and
ex-GoVernor stassen was the principal speaker. A beautiful steel helmet
mounted on a very unusual base was
presented to General Marshal.l. To
me General Marshall is one of our
outstand;~g Americans, and I agree
with ex-president Harry S. TrWllan
that he is one of our great Generals
of all time. Last night I coul.d not
help but think that president Eisenhower's occupancy of the White Eouse
at the present time was brought about
directly as the result of his friend-

- 734 ship with General Marshall. Gene%al
MarShall advanced president Eisenhower from Lt colonel to Lt General
in less than fifteen months in order
that he might have sufficient rank
to serve as EUropean COrmander during
World war :[]:. He placed hi.s trust:
in the president and same was wel~
placed. The distinguished guests sat
at three tables and marched in to
their tables with band musi.c from
the united states Army Band. It just
so happened that only four Members of
congress, Senator Wiley of Wisconsin,
congressman walters of pennsylvania,
congressman Ford of Michigan, and I
were present. A great many other
Members of the House accepted but
failed to appear. We were treated
unusually nice, and the members of
this organization seemed to appreeiate
the fact that we were in attendance.
Last night' s banquet was the tenth
anniversary of this fine organization.
Today the U.S.S. Forrestal will
be launched at Newport News, Virgi:nia.
This is the largest ship ever constructed. I am just wondering what
part t;~is ~~ip will play during our
atomic era.
Before leaving the banquet last
night, I agreed to present a Kentucky
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colonel's commission to AMVETS
commander, Rufus H. WiLson,
at a special ceremony tomorrow. xt
seems that wil.lard F. Hughes. the
fifth Vice COmmander of l'l!WJ!:fS, who
re$ides at Jefferstown, KentucKy,
wall" :Lnstrumental in securing tll.i.s
commission, and X agreed to present
saIlle.

Nationa~

several weeks ago I spoke to the
Postmasters of the First, Sec01ld and
FOurth congressional. Districts at
their annual meeting which was heLd
at BOWling Green. Before 1: was presented, one of the postal inspECtors
made a short stateJDent informing the
poSltmasters that another chain letter
aval.anci1e was under way. and that if
anyone of them. or any members of
their family. were on chain letters
he would advise that their names be
removed immediately, and that was all.
the info:rmation he would give. :r
received a cute chain l.etter notice
from the Hopkins county Times this
morn:Lng which reads as fol.l.ows:
"Hopkins county Times
40 sout:h nain
Madisonv:5.Ue, Ky.
Dear Sir:
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This letter was started in
peoria, rll., and I send it to you
in hopes of bringing re~ief and
happiness to tired and weary husbands.
"unlike most chain letters, this
one will not cost you any money.
S~p~y send a copy of this letter to
five of your married friends who are
equally tired. Place your name at the
foot of this letter, then bundle up
YO'Ur wife and ship her to the man
whose name appears at the top of the
list. YOU may receive as many as 178
to 797 warnen. all married, and same
of them should prove to be dandies.
"Have fai. th and do not break the
chain. One man broke i t and got
his own wife back.
Artie Shaw
TOJI'IIIy Manville
King Farouk
Dr. Kinsey
Ali :Khan

sam Sheppard
Liberace
George
Rubirosa
Errol Flynn

P.S. At the date of this writing, a
friend of mine has just received his

737 36 5th woman.
They buried him yesterda.-y and i t took three undertakers
tl...l.rty-si.:x (36) hours to <Jet the
maile off his face.

Respectfu1l.y,
B.A."

DeCember 14, 1954
Mccarthy's blast at the president
cLears the air to a certain extent.
I-=- places the Republicans in a
pctsition now Where they cannot cl.aim
t~ b e both for ;rke and Joe.
According to news reports the
p~esident has had 105 days vacation
so far this year. This includes
week ends. 56 days of this time
was spent at Denver, l7~ at Augusta,
Georgia, 6 days at palm Springs,
2~ days in camp David in nearby
M.-ryland, 2~ days quail hunting near
T:::to:masv:i.lle, Georgia, ana 2 days
p:.easant hunting near TOledo, Ohio.
~::te

On Wec.nesday of this past week
President's appointment list

i~cluded ~~e

£oll~Ning:

9:30 AM. Officers of the
Automobile Dealers Associatio~

N~tional
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and postmaster General summerville
to invite the President to address
tl1e 39tl1 Annual. convention of the
Association in Chicago next January
31st. 10:30 AM. press conference.
Ild.S J!\M. Budget Director, Roland R.
HUghes. and 8: ()O PM. Supreme court
Dinner. On press conference days
the president's schedule is adjusted
accordingly.
president Eisenhower called
hi8 RepUblican congressional leaders

to the White House yesterday for a
first £u~l dress review of the new
legislative program he will send to
comgress next month. TOday the
President and his aides will discuss
National Defense and foreign policies
wi~ both the Repub~ican and DemOcratic leaders present.
~ definitely am in favor of reducin9 foreign aid expenditures in
order to make more funds avai~able
for river, harlx>r and f~ood control
projects in this country. The back1<lg has mounted from $400,000,000 in
1927 to $8,000,000,000 today.

lOth the ~~ited Nations
by a 47 to 5 vote in the General
AsserobLY cond~~ed Red China's sentencL~
On

Dec~ber

- 739 of e1even American airmen as spies
and instructed its chief executive
to negotiate with peiping for their
re1ease. TOday I have just been informed that some thirty-five Chinese
students who are completing their
education in scientific fields have
been notified that they cannot return
to China due to the fact that scientific
know1edge acquired in this country
wou1d be adverse to our interest if
we permitted these students to return. communist China states this
is a vio1ation of the Internationa1
LaW and was done in reta1iation of
the sentence of the eleven American
airmen.
On sunday I presented a Kentucky
0010ne1's commission to Rufus F.
Wi1son. Nationa1 commander of the
American ~s. The AMVETS are
holding their tenth annual convention
at the Mayflower.

According to the Daily Treasurer's
statement we have on hand 620.299,885.3
ounces of gold owned by the united
states Government valued at $21.7l0,495,e·
335.4 o~~ces of si~ver owned by the
Federal Government valued at
$2,168,551,866.49. In addition to the
silver, we have 207,976,270.4 ounces
of silver in 268,898,612 silver do11ars.
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We have outstan.ung at the present
time $2l,219,76l,310.31 in gold
certificates. 'We have $2,398,269.931.00
in silver cert:i. ficates.
:In addi tiexb to all of the aboll'e
we have a Natio~al indebtedness
amounting to ~2:i8,268,775.l73.89.

:r

was very much surprised when
General James A. Van Fleet, and
certain other high ranking Axmy ancl
Navy officers ill. retired status,
endorsed Mccartlly's action and had
supported him for II'Onths.
since
Mccarthy blasted. the president.
General James A~ Van Fl.eet, one of our
great heroes n~ retired as corrmander
of the Seventh ~, immediatel.y w:i.recl
Mccarthy in£orm:ing him that he was
shocked at his per~nal. bitter attack
aginst the pres.ident of the united
states. and that although in the past
he had supporteCl Mccarthy in his
fight against intemational communi-sm,
this l.ast attac:k on a great President
caused Van Fleet to wi.thdraw all of
his support. Van Fleet further stated
that ali-hough he had never agreed
with Mcca~~y's me~ods he had agreed
with his ma~or aim.
The CiviL Service commissi.on, on
saturday, December 11, took out of its
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melit system the jobs of about 900
Deyuty U. s. Marshals. These jobs
wele taken oot of schedule A and
ple-ced in schedule B. which means
the Justice Department is now free to
hile people outside the Civil Service
l.iets to fil.L the jobs provided they
meet the proper requirements in
job standards. This action came very
much as a surprise because several
bills were introduced at the Second
Session of the 83d conqress attemptinq
to accomplish this purpose. and these
bill.s were never brought out of
committee. This action affects every
Dep~ty Marshal in the western District
of :Xentucky.
secretary of state DUlles now
states that the character of
conpetition between the soviet and
non-Soviet blocs in this atomic age
is -chang incr. He is of the opinion
tha t we are moving out of the
military build-up phase and into a
peliod of economic rivalry. A sort
of contest to prove which system,
western or Soviet. promises more to
the uncommitted nations of the worl.d.
If t'lis theory is correct, then we
Me.OCbers of congress wil.l hear a lot
during t.'1e :84't.'1. Congress about money
the United states should spend to back
+he western cause. ~'lereby buil.ding up
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our Al~~es economica~~y and demonstrating to the world that our economic
system :LS best.
Ex-president Harry S. Truman
stated ~ast week that he felt sorry
for poor old ike. Mccarthy's attack
and senator Rnowland's pulling out
of line probably have been very distracting probleJl\S for the presi.dent.
DeCember 15. 1954
My two good friends. Vincent J.
steele and Lawrence W. Hager. of
owensboro, are engaged in quite a
controversy before the Federal COJIIIIUn~cations commission here in
Washington. These two gentlemen are
battling to secure television franchise. on MOnday of this week a
state police officer testified that
LaWrence Hager, Jr., HUgh Potter and
RUssell Rowell. Attorney for the

owensboro publish:inq company.
attempted to get him to si9J1 an
affi.d.avit to the effect that V. J.

steele interfered with the operat:ion
of the law insofar as liquor traffic
i n Ohio COtmty is concerned.
The
officer testified t.'I1at he would not
s:i..gn the affidavit and the next day
was transferred to the JIIOuntains.
He refused to accept the transfer

-
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and resigned his job. These ~
men are both outstan«iing men aneL r
certainl.y hate to se~ this controversy.
~e Braden Sedition trial. CAme
to a close in Louisvjlle, Kentu~~y,
yesterday with carl. mraden, a pDOOf
reader for the courier-Journal 1:_
ceiving a sentence
fifteen years
and fined $5,000. ~ good friend,
A. scott Barnil.ton, is COltluonweall:h
Attorney, and he and his staff were
operating in virgin territory, and
certainl.y are to be congratulated.
Inmeciiately after the verdict of the
jury was returned Ba1:J:Y Bingham,
President of the COu1:ier-Journal and
Louisvi11e 'rimes, iSSllled a stateJOent
to the effect that ca.rl. Braden' s emp10yment with the OOwrier-Journal
had come to an end wi t:h his conv:'...ction
by a jury of his peer!!. !!.'he newspaper
had gone on the time J:\onored prirciple rooted in our American constitution that a man 1s innocent
until proved gui1ty.

o.

At a conference at ~~e White
Bouse on Tuesday, President EisenhOWer
reviewed his legislatjve program ~o
a certain extent with Democratic and
Repub1ican Leaders. Senator 1'1:il.l::i.ken.
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Republican of colorado, stated that
those present acted like cooing doves.
On Monday the White House reviewed
the program with the Republican
Leaders and proposa~s agreed upon
included extension of the reorganization and defense p~uction acts,
the expansion of the small Business
Administration. Hawaiian statehood,
the e.i.ghteen year old vote, Reciprocal Trade. self government for the
District of COlumbia, the President's
ten year highway proqram. hea~t:h reinsurance program, Taft-Hartley Law
rev.i.sions, public housing, Civil
service and postal pay increases,
greater opportunities for sma~l
farmers, need for pay increases for
military personnel and greater
benefits for them and their fami.lies,
and proposed Far East economic aid
program. In fact a complete resume
of the 1952 Republican Platform
wi th the exception of those provisions concerning balan~ing the
budget l f:L'"'ted price supports at
90% ~f parity, and no legislation
which would be detrimental to TVA.
The president has also indicated that
he wil~ seek to cancel scheduled
tax cuts which are to take effect
during the year 1955. The scheduled
corporate tax cut under the Administration's program will not take effect,
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and this, in my opinion, should
cause the National Association of
Manufacturers very much unhapp±ness.
This organization went a~l out for
the present Administration in ~952.
%n yesterday's issue of the
COngressional Record, whi.ch, by the
way, is probably the last issue for
this session of COngress, senator
John Sherman COOper, asked unanimous
consent to include in the appendix
of the Record his message delivered
to the General Association of Baptists
in Kentucky in OWensboro, Kentucky,
on November 18, ~953. This message
is a little late appearing in the
COngressional Record, but presume
he wanted same to be preserved for
posterity's sake.
'!'he A.F. of L. of Kentucky endorsed A.B. "Happy" Chandler for the
Democratic nomination for GOvernor
on MOnday of this week. This endorsement ,,.~s rr.ade by' 't£"le Kentucky LabOr
League for Political Education, which
is the political arm of roost of the
AFL's claimed membership of 135,000
in Kentucky.

This enaorse.."t\ent cer-

tainly seems a little premature to
me. In yesterday'S COurier-Journal
A~ Whitehouse, head of the c:IO of
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Kentl1cky. stated t..'lat he cou~d
name 500 men :in Kentucky who could
defeat Happy Chandler for GoVernor,
and that h:is organization would
certa.inly stand with the state Administration and wa:it for the Adm:inistration's candidate.
supreme court Justice Douglas,
aqe !>6. married a member of his
staff, a Mrs. Hester Davidson. age
37. This marriage took place yesterday a.nd is the second marriage for
each of the two parties. This supreme
court Justice is the walking and
climl>ing JUstice and has been kicked
by he>rses a1.1 over the world.
congressman Broyhill, Republican
of virginia ,who resides just across
the potomac River in Arlington, representing the Tenth District of va.,
annol.Ulced before the close of the
sec~nd Session of the 83d COngress
that be was offered a $500 campaign
contribution if he would support a
1% ~y raise bill pending at that
time before the House Civil service
committee. congressman Broyhill refused the offer he stated which was
made :by a postal. employee and promptly
reported the matter to the Justice
Department. The Justice Department
and the united states Attorney's office
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here in the Distr~ct of COlumbia have
today launched a full scale investigation to deter.mine wnether Members
of congress rece~ved tmproper payment
to influence their votes on Federal
pay raise legislation. This man
Broyhill is quite a character and
apparently is very wealthy, just having
a good time in congress. His election
as a Republican from this particular
District surprises the politicians
each time that same has happened.
EX-president Truman's SOB Drew
pearson, ~ his column on Monday.
December 13th, stated that this is
the season when COngressmen would go
a-junketing and that at the present
time are setting a high water mark
for congressional pilgrimages. In
all there are some eleven under way
at the present tLme. MUch ridicule is
directed at most of the pilgrimages
by Brother Pearson.
For instance, he
states that congressman Jim FUlton,
pennsylvania Republican. helped save
the Rio de Janeirc Economic COnference by telling the Latin American
people that not everyone agreed with
SecX'etary of Treasury Humphrey. Another
trip through Guam and Hawaii to stUdy
terrLtorial probl.ems is :being made,
and my colleague, Frank Chelf, of the
great commonwealth of Kelltucky, together
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with pat Hil~ings, of california. and
DeWitt Hyde of Maryland, will visit
puerto Rico, Jamaica and the Virgin
IsLands to study immigration and
1abor.
December 17. 1954
president Eisenhower's announcement yesterday of this recess appointment of Joseph campbell. as com.ptroll.er
Genera1 of the U.S. has caused considerabl.e discussion. According to
my 1n:fOmat1on, the t.biiiptroller
General's position is strictly an
appointment for the congress of the
uni.ted states and not of the execut:iv~.
This job is known as the watch-doq of
the Treasury and the main duty consists
of seeing that the Treasury Department
properly expends all appropriations
made by the congress. Mr. campbell
has no experience in congress and as
a Eo~er official. of COlumbia university he has been right close to
the President for several years.
ThLs appointment was made :in preferenCE
to several congressional candidates.
For instance, congressman sterling
coLe of New ll'ork, Chairman of tne
Joi.nt committee on Atomic Energy,
was a serious applicant, and Senator
Homer Ferguson of Michigan, since his
deE eat for reelection, was a likely
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candidate. Another reason why :r
think this is a bad appointment is due
to the fact that this man Campbe1l.
is one of the two Atomic Energy
commission Directors who origina~l.y
approved the Dixon-Yates project.
Z believe that the president has
vio1ated tradition in making such a
non-congressional appointment and
in a11 probabi1ity it wi11 be some
time before this appointment is
confirmed by the Senate.
Chinese COIl'l\lunist premier Chow
En-Lai has agreed to meet U. s.
Secretary General nag Hammarskjold,
in peiping to discuss the case of
the eleven imprisoned American flyers.
The secretary General has suggested
the date of December 26 for this
meeting. The OOIl'l\lunist premier again
repeats charges that the united states
is threatening the Government and is
stirring up trouble in the Orient.
The &~erican Far.m BUreau at its
annual convention in New York yesterday refused to endorse the use of
private power to supplement the
Tennessee Va~1~x Authority power
supply. This question of public
versus private power will. be cussed
and discussed considerably for the
next several. months.
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secretary Benson's announce.rn~nt
yesterday that the U. s. Government
is considering direct trade in agxicultural surpluses wi~~ Russia and
its satellites wi~~, in my opinio~J
bring about another controversy ~
our agricultural program set-up.
The secretary in his speech before
the American Farm Bureau Federation
predicted a bright future for far.ners
under present and contemplated administrative action. He contends that
the majority of the farmers do not
like the fit of the straight jacket
of GOVernment regulat.i.ons. In my
opinion, the present administration's
agricultural program caused the defeat of more Republican congressmen
than any other issue.
I understand a new military manpower plan calling for ten years
reserve duty for youths who areaccepted for six months basic gro\l!1d
training and less reserve t~e for
those who enlist or are drafted wi~
be announced very shortly. under I::his
plan, two year enlistments or draf~e-es
will have a reserve obligation of ~ix
years. ~~iversal Military Training
or its equivalent will be one of the
main issues before the 84th COngress.
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December 21, 1954
virginia, celeste, Louise and
I spent the week end in Philadelphia
with Fred D. Reardon. Jr- s fand1y I
and certainly had a fine time. Had
lunch yesterday at the union League
club with colonel W. R_ Bettisen.
This is quite an institution.
president and Mrs. Eisenhower
made quite an impression at the
Christmas tree lighting ceremonies
~iCh took place on Friday of last
week.
The young gentleman who represented the Boy scouts got along fine
with his memorized speech until he was
about half finished when he suddenly
for90t the next line. H& swung right
back and said "AW shuoks" and everybody laughed. including ~e President
and Mrs. Eisenhower.
He immediately

started again and finishee up in fi.ne
shape. president Eisenhower jtnnped
up and shook hands with him as soon
as he finished and whispe:red "that
was just fine and very felli people could
have pulled out of a difficult situation
as nicely as you did". president
Eiser~ower's message, to me, contains
a fine thought and for that reason !
am incorporatj.ng same herewith:
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"My fellow Americans, at home
and across the seas: my fellow men
and women of all nat.ions:

"Christmastide is a season of
hope of hearten.i..nq hope for
peace on earth, good will among
men. This year, even as 2000 years
ago. When the prince of Peace was
born into the world, the drums of
war are stilled. In their silence,
after a whole generation of ceaseless beating, many -- who are now
fathers and mothers -- enjoy the
best Christmas they have ever known.
Mankind's unquenchable hope for
peace burns brighter than for many
years.
"Our hope, true enou9h, is
by some brutal facts.

b~em.i..shed

"Oppression, privation, cruel
suffering of body and mind imposed
by inhUl'l\an tl\8sters on helpless
vi.ctims -- these scourges still wound
the daily living of mankind.
"Even at this happy sea$on,
we dare not forget crimes against
justice, denial of mercy, violation
of human dignity. To forget is to
condone and to provoke new outrage.

753 "Nei ther dare we forget our
To count them ~s to
gain new courage and new strength,
a firmer patience under test and
a stouter faith in the decency of
mankind and in the providence of God.

bless~ngs.

"AmOng the greatest of thes~
blessings is man's strengthened
hope of lasting peace. Hope without
works, however, is the prelude to
disillusionment. They, whose cause
is just, must be prepared to meet
the harsh cha1lenge of inertia~ despair~
statism~ materialism.
':this bright:
Christmas must not be followed -ever -- by a Christmas of universal
tragedy.
"We Americans know that a mighty
part of promoting and serving peace
is ours to do.
"without friends, we must enlarge the design of our partnership
so that we, who marched together in
evil days when war and fear of war
darkened the earth, shall enjoy in
days of light the rich rewards of
a secure and stable era.
"There are some who have believed it possible and desirable to
hold themselves aloof from today's
worldwide struggle between ~~ose
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who uphold government based upon
freedom and dignity, and those who
consider man merely a pawn of the
state. The times are so critica1
and the difference between these
world systems so vital and vast that
grave doubC is cast on the validity
of neutralistic argument. Yet we
shall continue to demonstrate our
respect for the right of self-decision
by these neutrals. Moreover, ~ause
they hate aggression and condemn vara
for conquest, even as we, there is
provided a strong foundation upon
which we can proceed to build mut~al
understanding and sympathy.
"with those who stand against
us, in fear or in ignorance of OUX
intentions, we have chosen the hard
way of patient, tireless search
in every avenue that may lead to
their better understanding of our
peaceful purposes. They know, as
well as we. that the world is large
en~~gh, the skills of man great
enough, to feed and clothe and to
house mankind in peace. This universal knowledge can be the fruitful beginning of prosperous life to-

gether.
"}\IIIerica speaks from strength __
streng~~ in good allies, in arms, in
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readiness. in ever-increasinq productivity, in the broader sharinq
of the abundant fruits of our
economy, in our unchanging devotion
to liberty and human justice. she
speaks for peace based upon decency
and human rights. But let no man
think that we want: peace at any
price: that we sha~l forsake principle
in resigned to~erance of obVious evil:
that we may pawn our honor for
transitory concession.
"At this Christmas season,
America speaks too in humble gratitude for the friendship of peoples
across the world. 'Without their
warm confidence. this earth would
be the bleak ground of endless clash
and conflict.
"America joins with all believers
of every faith in a prayer of t:hanks
and a plea that, whatever lies ahead,
we may be strong and courageous
and wise in ~~e doing of our task in
accord with the Divine will.
"To the countries of t.'I1e world,
:! spea." for t.~is Republi.c when I
say that t.'I1is Nation prays for you
the fullness of the Christmas spirit,
peace and good will.
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.. And now -- a personal note Mrs. Eisenhower and J: w~sh all of
you, e"!/'erywhere, a very Merry
Christnas. As I 1ight the Nation's
Christnas tree, 'GOd rest you •••
Let nothing you di smay •• "
To me, there has never been
any daDger of a partisan cold _ r
as between the Democrats and the
president. president Eisenhower made
such a statement prior to the
November election. 'l'O me, this type
of cola war existed only in the mind
of the president when, for campaign
purposes, he allowed himself to
IIItIIIke big speeches requestine] the
election of a Republican congress.
The president, in ~ opinion. will
have to face acme hot war rat:her
than the cold war from the extreme
fringe of his own party. 'the Presi.dent falls short of understanding
the true picture insofar as his
domestic: program is concerned. and
here we have the question of his
a~isors.
J: still maintain that
hLs advisors, such as Sherman Adams J
ce~ainly do not advise for the best
interest of ~~e American people. T~
the president's program was satisfactory
insofar as the domestic issues are
c:oncerned, and labor was not completely
ignored, we DeIlIQCrats would be out of
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the White House for a great many
years to come.
'l'he Foreign Ministers of thE
fourteen member nations of the
North Atlantic Treaty organizaticn
met in paris last week to discuss
just how far the NA'l'O shall be
committed to atomic warfare. The
main issue will be a decision as to
whether or not the new weapons are
our only means of cancelling COJlmUnist superi.ority in manpower and in
weight of the atomic weapons.
J. LoVestone, who is now

connected with the .AFL, and admits
to bei.ng a former communi.st, stated
that he no longer wanted to play in
the ashes of his past. Upon being
exammed as to his past communi.st
connecti.ons he further stated ~
":I've drawn a line of fire
through my past, and am using i t
as a light for the road to the
future."
J: had the pleasure of meeting
Flight Nurse Genevieve De GalardTerraube, the angel of Dien Bien
Phu. She was selected the other
day as the Woman of the Year in the
~3th ~~ual women's editor poll of
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AP newspapers. Others selected
were Jacqueline Cochran, business,
business worna~-aviatrix-aut.~or: Babe
Zabarias, sports; oveta cu1p Hobby,
education: Clare BOOthe Luce, public
service: pearl S. BUck, literature:
Aubrey Hepburn, entertainment:
Margaret Chase smith, politics.
president Eisenhower has ordered
a further cut in the Armed Forces
that will slash draft cal1s in half
and reduce mi1ita%y manpower by
403,000 in the next 18 months. This
decision ref1ects the Administration".
belief that the threat of ~ediate
all-out war has been diminished in
recent months. It seems that defense
planning, including the new nationa~
reserve program, is being geared to
a long cold war. The reduction wil~
bring the total roen under a~s from
3,218,000 to 2,815,000 by the s~er
of 1956. Draft calls which have been
running at a IIIOnth1y rate of 23, 000
since July will drop to 11,000 in
February and remain at 10 to 11,000
through the spring.
soviet Russia's threat to scrap
the British-Soviet Mutual Assistance
Treaty of 1942 if ratification of
the paris agreements to re-arm west
Germany is completed, brings to mind
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our history of the past. At the
close of wor1d War I we heard a
great many of our leaders say
that we failed when we did not go
in and occupy Germany. and further.
that the treaty of versailles was
too stringent. Totally Wlprepared
we were called upon to enter world
War I I again against Germany and
we heard a great many of our leaders
recite ehe tremendous military power
of Germany which had been built up
over a period of years since ehe
close of world War I and Which should
have been prevented by ehe Allies.
world War I I with all of its terrible
casualties and with Germany oomplete~y
occupied by the Allies now brings
us down to the present time when we
are rearming a portion of Germany as
a matter of protection. '!'he 1Imerican
people would have been hard to convince that this action was proper
in August 1945.
December 22, 1954
Representative Alan Oakley
HUnter, who has offices just down
the hall from me, and who. by the
way, lost a third term bid, will be
tbe General Counsel of the Housing
and Home Finance Agency. Here, again,
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we have a Republican ousting a
mighty fine Democrat. V. T. Fitzpatrick, the Democrat, resigned last
Friday after twenty years in the
Federal GOVernment. :rt is rumored
that HUnter was vigorously sponsored
by Vice president Nixon and senator
I<nOWland.
One of our Representatives
apparently will not throw in the
sponge. He is congressman william
Wampler, the youngest Member of the
House and the son-in-law of congressman Howard Baker, of Rnox:v-il.le.
Tennessee. The COngressman lost to
smyth county sheriff, pat Jenn~s,
by less than 1000 votes in a total
count of 77,441. congressman
Wampler has never conceded the 9th
District election although Sheriff
Jennings has resigned his office in
preparation for condng to washington.
7t seems that more than 10% of Lee
county's 8,235 votes were by mail.
and nearly 10% of Wise COu~ty's
total vote of 9,662. These two
counties by mail had a total of
1,876. Federal Marshals moved into
Virginia's Lee and Wise ~Q~ties
to impound all mail ballot records.
This action followed a surprise
grand jury session held here in the
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My good friend. congressman

sam

Rayburn. does not like to travel
When the president held
his conference on Tuesday of last
week with the Republican and Dem0cratic leaders congressman Rayburn
received the word to come all the
way from Texas. He called the
White House direct attempting to
beg off from the long train trip informing the President that the cammit tee dlairrnen worked out the legisla tion and not the speaker. and he
further explained that dlair.men of
the COmmittees were sometimes a
power unto themselves. therefore,
i t was far better for the dlairmen
to confer with the president rather
than the Speaker. president Eisenhower still insisted that Mr. Rayburn
attend. and congressman Rayburn
traveled in by train, and following
the conference by tra~n on his return
trip home to Texas to spend ChristIras
with his two sisters.
by plane.

~n going over president Eisenhower's 1955 legislative pr~3raro it
seems to me that ~here will be no
drastic economizing through curtailment of GoVernment functions. High
tax rates will be continued for at
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least another year. and blame for
SaRe will be placed on the cost of
maLntaining world security. Domestic
fumctions of the Federal GoVernment
us~ally account for 10 or 15% of the
bucl.get. 'rhere will be no balanced
bucl.get this year. Apparent1y, there
will be some n_ elements in the
president's foreign and military
p~ram for 1955, but domestic
l~islation will consist principally
of holdover proposals from the 83d
COllgress.
Yesterday, the Indian Government
WOll the overwhelming support of the
Lower House of parliament for its
proposals to establish a welfare state
bas ed on socialism. prime Minister
Nell%U infonn.ed the LOWer House t:hat
he sought to create a socialistic
society in which industry is bound
to be more and more nationali2ed
ino"Ustry. He is of the opinion that
India cannot progress without public
initiative and that strategic industries must be controlled by the state
and the line dividing public and
private sectors must always be a
changing on~. ~~e.:.'lru is of the opinion
that private industry must be left
free to function under certain broad
strategic controls. This is a com-
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which followed pro1onged consideration
by the cabinet of the country's
economic condition and proposals in
the first three years of its five
year pl.an. J: pres1.ll(\e that prime
Minister Nehru is sold on the idea
of this new policy in preference to
out and out cOIllllunism.
December 27, 1954
In reviewing the major events
of the year 1954, the legislation
passed by the second session of the
83d congress benefitting the Second
congressional District of Kentucky.
of course, is important. For a
great number of years very little,
i f anything, had been accompl.ished
insofar as my District is concerned.
We succeeded in securing an appropriation of $4,800,QOO, together
with supplemental. appropriation of
$800,000 for use in beginning constructi.on of new lock at Spottsville
and new lock and dant at Rumsey. TOday
we have under construction at a cost
of $3,777,337, a new lock at Spottsvi11e, K~ntucky. ~n addition to the
Spottsville lock under construction,
we have under construction a new
lock and dam at Rumsey which will cost
the sum of $4,200,074. In addition to
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in passing bill providing for purchase of the two privately owned
caves, Great onyx and crystal, which
are located in the 51,000 acre boundary
of Marmnoth Cave National park. operation of these two privately owned
caves within the boundary of the
Mammoth Cave National park has
caused considerable confusion for a
number of years, and passage of this
bill will be of great benefit to my
District. We also succeeded in having
the necessary authorization law
passed providing for $3,400,000
authorization for canalization of
Green River beginning at the mouth
and extending to m:ile 101. The
channel after dredging will be 9
feet deep and 200 feet wide. These
are the major items concerning the
second congressional District, and
I hope that the year 1955 wi11 also
bring abOut more progress for the
second congressional District.
The year 1954 saw the death of
the European Defense comnunity,
petition of Indo-China. It a1so
saw the conception of a western
European union, the establishment
of an anti-communist bloc in South
East Asia, and the adoption of a
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relatively solid united Nations front
against Red Chinese outrages. DUring
the year 1954 ~ere were fears early
in the year of a bUsiness slump, but
this failed to take place. A milestone in race relations came from
the supreme COurt in mid-year. voters
:in NovE!lllber returned nernocrats to
power in congress.
January was president Eisenhower's
month. He presented congress with
a series of messages analyzing the
state of the Union and offering solutions to one hundred and one
problems.
senator John W. Bricker, Republican of Ohio, thought the executive was sneaking in unconstitutional
1_8 through the back door of internationa~ treaties.
He wanted to
amend the COnstitution to provide for
congressional or state approval of
all. foreign agreements that affect
internal tlnited states. 1"he White
House, however, said that there was
no attempt to circumvent the COnstitution, that treaty law was hemmed
.;," .......
~"'''''.9
, eg-'
sa- I ana-'--~
;...;:t,. "'"',
;;;---..........
--;r 0"
.,!,..:.
1;:,":"
::;equaro.s
that further restrictions would cri1:>ole
our diplomats. Senator Bricker dur:':ing the year 1954. and after many
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weeks of debate, saw his amendment
fail.
The year 1954 could almost be
designated as Mccarthy year. prior
to 1954 he had demonstrated his
power over both legislative and
executive branches but his bullying
of the oni ted states Army surely was
his hig-ll water mark. This dispute
arose ~er the pxomotion and honorable
discharge of Major ~rving Peress, an
Army de-nlt:.ist. who had pleaded Fifth
Amendment:. when asked about communist
activities.

un employment was one of the
problems during the year. and the
president conceded in a press conference that rising unemployment
had him lrfOrried. He said that if
the picture did not brighten in
March h~ wou1d step in with drastic
Federal action. It was at this
point tbat certain Democratic congressmen ~~reatened ~~e White House
with a non-cooperation strike if
the Republicans did not abandon their
party of treason talk.

On ~arch I of this year five
Members ~f the House were shot down
by Puertoo Ricans. All survived, but
congressman Kenneth ROberts is still
in baa sJ'lape.
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DUring this year a c10ud
appeared. on the horizon and grew
roore than 25 mi1es high spreading
across more than 100 miles of sky
and ki1ling everything on earth
within a 50 mi.le diameter. 'l'his was
the explosion of a hydrogen bomb set
off on a 10nely pacific ~s1and. The
public had known for several years
that a hydrogen explosion was
theoretically possible. and they bad
read news stories in the fall of
1952 hinti.ng that such a bomb had
been exploded at Eniwetok. TOday
bOmbs are avai1ab1e with 1000 times
the po#er of the bomb which 1eve1ed
Hiroshima.

A major news release during the
year 1954 incl~ded the reve1ation
that or. RObert Oppenheimer had been
suspended by the Atomic Energy commission from access to secret atomic
energy data. The reason given was
that he had been declared a security
risk. 1'"nis news came as a great
surprise to the peop1e of this
country because Oppenheimer was
known qenerally as the fa~~er of
t...'l.e A-ronW.

A new goveonmenta1 scanda1 broke
in the Federal Bousing Administration
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which apparently involves millions
upon millions of dollars.
As stated above, Chief JUstice
Earl. Warren on May 17th read the
supreme court's unanimous decisions
outlawing segregation in public
schools. 'this brought on an outc:ry
immediately from the south. some
of the Southern states today are
passing the necessary measures
abolishing p~lic schools as a neans
or circumvention of the COurt order.
The fall of Dien Bien phu and
Northern xndo-ehina arter 57 days
or seige plunged the western world
into the depths of despair. The
fall. of Dien Bien Phu marked the
effective end of French resistance
and was another vietory for the
communists.
The capsule war which broke
out in Guatemala wag suddenly
brought to a close through a great
deal. of United states assistance.
Here we have a failure for the
communists.
Xn the field of domestic politics
the Dixon-Yates contract received a
great deal of publicity. The Atomic
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Energy commission entere4 into
negotiations with ~e D~n-Yetes
aroun for construction of a private
Powe~ p~ant at west Memp~is. Arkansas.
just across the river f~ Memphis.
Tennessee, for the purpose of feeding
current through the Tenn~&see va~~ey
Authority system supplemGlting 'l'VA
power needed by the Atomic Energy
conmission at paducah. K4IltUCky.
senai:or Arthur watkins. Re-

pablican of ut:ah, waa chosen as
Chai:r:naD of the six man ClOImli ttee
delegated to decide w}lf~t!ter senator
Mccart:hy deserved censure. 'this
canmi1:tee recommended unanimously
that MCcarthy be censurec\ on two
counte, with the first being contempt
of a Senate committee by refusing
to testify before same as 1:0 his
personal finances. and second for
statements made concerniD) the six
man committee's investigation of the
cenaure proceedings. In Oecem:ber
the bon1b fell. By a record vote of
62 - 22 plus two pairs fOor- and
against, Senator Mccarthy stood
condemned December 2nd ;f00r- his conduct. The afterma~~ was typically
Mccarthy. He showed no r-elI1Orse but
castigated ~;e men who ha~ headed
the Censure committee, se~ator watkins.
and ~~e president of the ~iteO States.
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It was the president's intention
early to keep hands off local races,
but by October he had changed his
mind, and on october 29th he was out
stumping for Republicans in four
cX1llcial states - Ohio, Michigan,
lCentucky and Del.aware. He coupled
thLs spectacular aerial tour with
a ~eneral. pl.ea for a Republican
senate and a Republican House. The
efforts of the president failed. '].'ihe
Republicans lost two upper chamber
seats and sixteen Members in the
]101:1se.
On the foreign front the case
of the thirteen American fl.yers held
~ the ~inese communists continues
to gain importance.
with all of our troubles during
the year 1954 as far as the commu-

mists were concerned we were pleasantly
surprised on Christmas day with the
special half hour Christmas story
be""'I!\ed from Moscow. This story concelDled the dream of a small American
girl and pertained to the rearmdng
of West Gexmany. '!'he fable ended
~i~~ Mose~~

radio broadcasting

Christmas greetings to North America.
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Here are some of the thin(}s
that our statesmen needed but did
not get for Christmas:
secretary of Agriculture,
Benson: A matinee show by the
girls of Minsky - to take his Jlli.nd
off Ladejinsky.
senate DemOcratic Leader
Johnson:
some method of running for
President without risking the chance
of being nominated the same year Ike
runs again.
House DemOcratic Leader Rayburn:
some method of embarrassing President Eisenhower that the Republicans
haven't tried already unsuccessfully.
Treasury secretary HUmPhrey:
Some way of saying hello to a
balanced budget without saying
g~e to the Republican party.
Adlai stevenson: An invitation
to visit the Eisenhower farm at
Gettysburg in 1957 - and bring along
the secret service with him.
The Eisenhower team: A political
problem that has a solution that
doesn't make all the Republicans
sore at White House Assistant Sherman
~.daT'Q.s

•
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December 28 r 1954
According to the Associated
press poll, the man. oE t:he year is
pierre Mendes-France l and John
FOster DUlles, man of the year for
foreign affairs~ siLly Grahmn. mab
of the year for religion~ Robert
young, man of the year for business:
walter Reuther. man. of the year for
labor: Dr • .:ronas M. salk, man of
the year for mediciner Ernest Hemingway. man of the year £Or Literature~
ROger Bannister, man of the year
for sports: and Geerge Gobel. man
of the year for entertainment.
president Ei senhower was man of the
year for two previous successive
years.

The late Dwi'9'"ht L. ROgers' son,
paul, will be the candidate for
u. S. Representative from the Sixth
District of Florida, and he will be
opposed by Republican J. Herbert
BUrke, 41-year ala attorney a former
resid~~t of ~icago, ~llinoiB.
Three
of the Florida districts have during
the past five years added thousands
of Republican voters wbo have moved
in f~~m otnex sections of ~~e united
states. The Rogers District is now
a very close district.
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One of my cc>nstituents from
owensboro, Kentucky I req'Uested tbat
I obtain a copy of the printed
hearings of t.'le House J:nvestiqa ting
committee pertaLning to tax free
foundations for examination. DUrinq
the latter part of the secc>nd session
of the 83d congress, this committee
composed of 3 Republicans and 2
Democrats, made a rather intensive
study of tax free foundations. ALl
dtrinq the hear-Lngs, the chairmen
of this COJllllittee, conqressman
carroll Reese, Republican of Tennessee,
who by the way, is a foxmer Chairnan
of the Republican National committee
and is serving his 14th term in the
Rouse, and congressman wayne L. !lays,
De:'IIOCrat of Ohio. constantly disagreed over all matters of procedure
and the questioning of witnesses.
The printed report shows that 1&
public hearings Were held and that
OD JUne 17 it becaJlle necessary to
di.scontinue public hearinc;Js due to
the conduct of the minority meInber ..
congressman Bays. The report states
that Congressman Bays constantly
.i.n.t:.errupted witnesses. attempted
to frighten ~em. and to ais~rganize
their presentation and an orderly
in terrogation l:fy others.
It seems
in one session of 185 minutes.
Co:l1g-:ressman Hays interrupted 246 times.
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The printed report further states
that his interruptions were very
frequently intemperate bo~ in tone
and substance and totally disregarding alL parliamentary procedure and
rules of the House. '!'be report further
states that the congressman villified
other members of the committee.
questioning their good faith. and
pubLiCLY accusing the chairman of
lying and being a coward. One excerpt
from the record states that COngressman Hays made this stat_ent. and J:
quote: ":r: will say this to the
gentlerum. that out where X come
fran we have a saying that if a man
do~le crosses you once that is his
faULt: if he double crosses you twice
that is your fault. 1: just want you
to know that you won' t CIet: the second
opportunity." '!'he chairman remarked
that the statement of the gentleman
from. Ohio would not proVOKe the chairman and that no living man could say
that the chairman @\fer double crossed
anY' one or failed to keep his 'WOrd.
congressman Hays then stated that he
was saying both and that the chairman was pretty hard to disturb. and
further. that he t.hought t..':Iey had
more guts in Tennessee. congressman Hays under his constitutional
right of free speech can say what he
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pl.eases, but it seems to me that
his conduct fa~ls in the category
of that of the junior Senator from
~isconsin.
such conduct. in my
opinion, shou1d be condemned and
~ing Mr. Hays as I do, I was not
at a11 surprised to read of his statelIIents in the printed hearings of the
Special House Investigating oommittee.
For days now, we have read statements made by 1eading Republicans
concerning the Eisenhower draft of
1956. It seems that nearly a1l of
the leading Republicans in congress
are for some reason or other now issuing
long 1earned statements to the effect
that Eisenhower wi1l be drafted in
1956 and that he will accept the
draft. ~is drive, of course. is
generated by hard-boiled practical.
politicians and their motives are
not sentbnental but cold1y cal.culated
in short, they are looking for a
winner.
December 29, 1954
Was somewhat amused to read in
Drew Person's column today that
John Sherman COOper, the Kentucky
~epub1ican who has twice attended the
Senate of the united states for short
teDnS and twice been defeated is
being urged bot.! ~..1hite House advisors
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to start maneuvering to run again
aga~nst Senator Ear1e C. C1ements.
In order to keep
before the
- COOper
pub~ic, pearson states that the
~ite House advisors are ready and
willing to have cooper named as one
of the U. S. Delegates to the united
Nat~ons, assisting Henry cabot Lodge.
To me, notwithstandinq his popuJ.arity,
John Sherman cooper is the most overrated man in Kentucky politics during
the present 20th century. Senator
Barkley succeeded in removing the
halo and in my opinion Senator
clements' majority would be just as
great as Senator Barkley's.

on several occasions

have had
requests to intercede for presidentia1
pardons and have flatly refused to
take part. According to a Justice
Department release today, a great
number of our congressmen and Senators
have interceded during the past two
years and been right succesSfu1.
congressman James S. Golden of
Kentucky, according to the Justice
Department, interceded in behalf of
Arnold Honnicutt of Baughman, KentuckY,
sentenced to four years for desertion
from the Army, and was successful in
his request. A presidentia1 pardon
followed. Senator Russell of Georgia
and ~everal other~. including both
I
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senators from F~orida. have interceded and with the action of these
Members coming as a real surprise.
president Eisenhower announced
today that he would send a special
message to congress on January ~lth
urging pay raises for classified
civil service and postal employees.
along with increased postal rates.
~e President's plan calls for a
graduated pay increase ranging from
a min~um of $125.00 a year for GS-I
employees to a max~ of $900 in the
top grades. Apparently. if passed.
such a pay increase woUld cost in the
neighborhood of $250 million per
year. therefore. the postal rate increase will be sent a~ong ~th the
pay increase. I still am definitely
of the opinion that the classified
and postal employees are entitled to
a reasonab~e pay increase but I am
not sold on the idea that such a pay
increase would at the present time
justify a postal rate increase.
Tbe French National Assembly
will decide tonight as to whether or
not West Germany should be rearmed
and Pierre M~~des-France is expected
to win by a narrow margin. This
fight climaxes debate and delay which
has extended for a four year period.
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The case of wolf Ladejinsky
will be fully unfolded in Qonqressional
hearings early next year. Mr. LadejinsXy is the Russian-born U. s.
Agricul ture attache at To:kyo who upon
retU%Jl to this country recently was
fireo by secret::ary of Agriculture
Benson for security reasons. Secretary Benson maintains that the Russianborn agricultural attache is a
securi ty risk due to the fact that
he has two sisters residing in RUssia
at the present time. This gentleman
is a naturalized American citizen
and placed in force the U. s. policy
of land reform in Japan to the full
and perfect satisfaction of General
Dou9~as MaCArthur.
congressman walter
Judd of Minnesota, our Republican
medical miSSionary, and senator
Bl.Im.phrey of Minnesota, have taken up
Ladejinsky's fiqht.
~ hav~

this day sent in the
wi.lliam Laffoon, a young
gentl~ xesiding in Madisonville,
Xentu~ky, who is financially unable
to r~eive a college education without a$sistance. for appoi.ntment as an
eleva~o~ operator in one of the
House Office Buildings. This recommendation goes in to the policy committee and r hope to secure this
name

~f
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appointment when the House is organized by the Democrats. We will have
the chance to place 425 Democrats in
jobs on the House side, and the
Senators will have some 175 jobs.
These jobs beJ.ong to the major party
and most of same pay salaries below
$5.000. :r will feel right good if
this appointment is approved because
:r would like to be of assistance to
this young man in compJ.eting his education.
It seems that mistakes still
happen in the best of fam.i.lies. There
were quite a few red faces on the
fou~ deck of the pentagon yesterday
with this embarrassment brought about
as the resul.t of a teJ.egram from
Navy secretary Thomas to Clarence
MitcheJ..l, washington official of the
National Association for the Advancement of coJ.ored people. :rt seems that:
MitcheJ..l urged the Navy to have no
part i.n the sugar Bowl ticket arrangem~~ts whic~ call for ce~~in sections
of the BOWl. for White peepJ.e only.
Secretary Thomas in answer to Mitchell
drafted a reply to the effect that
J..ess of who presented same. Shortly
thereafter. a news service heard of
the reply and put i t on the wire.
Mitchell denied receiving the reply
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amd upon checking found that a Navy
stenographer had addressed the w~re
tel the National Association for t.."te
Aoivancement of COlored peopl.e but
u~ed the address of the National
A~sociation for the Advancement of
White people.
Instead of universal Military
Txaining. I favor a 25% pay increase
felr enlisted men in the Amled Forces,
~ereby bui1ding up a career fighting
fC)rce and minimizing the need for
u-tilizing the draft. our service
m~ should be paid enough to encourage
~em to make a career out of the
Anned services. In this way, it
WClu1d not be hard to maintain a
fighting force of 3 million men i f
tlley were properly paid.
December 31, 1954
y~ar

On this the last day of the
1954, we shou1d be thankful for

o.r many bl.essings. All. in all we
a~e ending the year a little better
o::ff than we were when we started it.
I~ is true that we still do not have
a peaceful world, but, to say ~"te
l_st, we are in better shape to
m~et whatever may come in the year
1555. Most of us will gauge the
pest year no doubt by the degree in
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which personal. fortunes turned out
in our favor. '!'his has been a wonderful year for me, and r appreciate
all. of the nice things that have
taken pl.ace during this year. For
instance, we acquired samuel, a new
cocker spaniel, at nry house, and
Virginia • s broken foot is a thing- 0.£
the past with no ill effects.
Postmaster General summerfield
announced yesterday that junk mail
will be abolished on Mareh 31. :r:
received a notice f~ the pOstmaster
General today to t:he effect that the
junk mail experiment has proved
neither a service to the pUbl.ic. nor
the expected source of revenue to the
Department. To me, it was a great
annoyance, and :r received many complaints about same.
Representative-elect Winfield
K. Denton, DemOcrat of EVanSVille,

Indiana, was arrested yesterday in
a car whose owner reported it stolen.
It seems that Representative Denton,
by mistake, took the wrong car thinking that the car he was driving on
his way to WashL~gton near the city
limits of New Albany, Indiana, belonged to his d.aughter. Upon being
stopped by the police he explained
that he took t..~e car from a parking
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to EVansviJ.le. '!'he police accepted
this stoxy. and upon returning the
car found i t to be identical. wi.tn
that of his daughter, and i t was
parked very close to her car. The
owner of the automobile, upon being
informed that her car had been returned, stated 1:hat she did not vote
for him anyway because she was a
staunch RepUblican. Representative
Denton defeated Representative Merritt,
and takes over his old seat.
At 6:45 PM yesterday the French
Assembly approved Ge~n rearmament
by a vote of 287 to 260. This marks
a new era in European history, and
after the vote the Assembly sat in
dead silence, uneasy at the decision
it had reached after four years of unce-rtainty. Mendes-France has served
as Premier for only seven months,
an-d during this time he has secured
peace in Indo-~ina. sel.f government
in TUnisia. re:formed France' s backwa.rd economy. and now secured a decision
on the rearmament of West Gemany.
~east, France is
to ~;e world again the
fact that she is attempting to survive.
and still hopes to become again one of
the world's outstanding countri~s.

TO say the

d~n9tra~~r~
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This, to me, does not app~y to
Argentina, especia~Ly since I read
~~e news release that today president Guan D. peron signed a measure
legalizing prostitution in spite of
the many obj ections from the re~igious
orders of the wor~d.
1: hope that the New Year brings
peace and happiness to the wor~d.
and that this great fear complex
which we have in th! s countxy today
subsides. It is true that the
Russians are still on the march, just
as 9raspinq, diabo~ical and treacherous
as liNer, but we shall finally succeed
because we are on the right side.

January 3, 1955
I am now at 117, 10cated just a
few steps from the New Jersey entrance

on the first floor where ~ park my
automobi~e and is much more convenient.
On January I, president Eisenhower entered an order to the effect
that e£fective January 31, 1954, any
one entering the Armed Forces after
said date will not be eligible for
various special wartime veterans'
benefits. This proclamation wil~ save
the government bill~ns of dollars
although the savings will not become
appi9_rent for se'J'eral years.
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The president meets with the
RepUblican congressional leaders today to discuss the contents of his
state of the Union rnessaqe which
will be delivered to conqress on
January 6. De!I'OOcratic leaders are
not invited, which clearly indicates
that the president intends to make
the field of foreign policy and
national defense bi-partisan hut to
go no further. :In all domestic
matters only the Republican party will
be briefed in advance.
On New year's eve. England delivered to this country ~ checks,
one for $137,845,431 and another for
$4.250,000. These two checks represent principle and interest on 3
billion 750 million loan made to
England in the year 1946. SOme 46
years from now the balance of this
indebtedness will be paid.

We are all looking forward to
the caucus meeting tomorrow. I believe t.;at Ralph ROberts will be the
new Clerk, Fishbait Mil.ler, new
doorkeeper, Zeke Johnson the new
Sergeant at Arms and H. H. (Happy)
Morris the :new postmaster. In
addition to the above, I believe ~~at
Sid Herlong, Gene Mccarthy, BUrr
Harrison, Frank Ikard and Fr~~
Karsten will he the new members of
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the committee on Ways and Means.
Of course, Mr. saan Rayburn wi.ll be
the next Speaker and COngressman
John MCOOr,mack the Majority Leader.
Was somewhat amused to read an
article in yesterday's paper concerning T. James TUmulty. Ed Hart's succeSSOl
from New Jersey. J:t seems that .Mr.
TUJ1\U1ty is the nephew of Joseph P.
Tumu1ty who was Secretary to WOOdrow
Wilson, both when Mr. Wilson was New
Jersey GOvernor and later president.
~is new COngressman issued a statement to the effect that the unique
feature of his election was the fact
the .Democrats nominated him and he
was elected by an increased majority
even though he supported General
Eisenhower in 1952. ~is young
gentleman further stated he believed.
be was the only Eisenhower Democrat
to be elected in the recent election.
January 4, 1955
The House Democrats met this
morning and nominated Representative
sam Rayburn of Texas, :for speaker,
Ralph Roberts for Clerk, Zeke Johnson
for sergeant at Arms, W. M. "Fishhait ..
Miller, Doorkeeper, R. R. "Happy"
Morris for Postmaster. The caucus
was presided over by Representative
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Mills of Arkansas, with permanent
~aucus chairman Representative
R.ooney of New York. elected for
servi.ce with the- 84th congress.
R.epresentative John Mccormack of
Massachusetts, was elected Majority
Leader, and he, in turn, announced
that Representative percy priest of
~ashville. Tennessee, tendered his
resi9I1ation as Minority ~ip and that
Representative ~rl Albert of Oklahoma.
was designate« as Majority Democratic
"Whip.
The new Members of the House
'W-ere presented and the return of
R-epresentative Dan Flood of
P-ennsylvania, and the introduction of
R-epresentative TUmulty, of New Jersey.
caused some cOitment. Representative
1\OOsevelt, of California, when presented. reminded me of the little
lloy who had just. been caught in the
act of removing cookies in the cookie
jar.
Representative Rayburn made a
very stirring speech in which he
stated ~~at he would neither forgive
nor forget ~~e m~ny slanderous remarks
made by the Republicans during t..1:le
November election. He further stated
t:..l-tat when it came to his money or his
life he ~s in favor of his life.
Therefore, congress would favor National
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Defense. He maintained that the
balancing of the budget was not as
important as preservLng lives of the
people in this country. He was foll.owed
by congressman John McCO:rmack who,
in turn, stated he did not forgive or
forget the many slanderous, stupid
statements made by the Republicans
during the campaign. He further stated
that he would attempt to make a good
Majority Leader and would try to
solve all differences that arose to
the best of his ability.
The following COngressmen were
elected as new Members of the committee on ways and Means:
Sid Herlong of Florida, BUrr
Harrison of Virginia, Gene Mccarthy of
Minnesota, Frank Karsten of Missouri,
and Frank :Ikard of Texas.
The necessary resolutions providing for the Majority party set up
were adopted, and. one of ~ilich made
the COImlittee on ways and Means the
party committee. thereby placing the
committee on Ways and Means in the
assignments for the Members.
A great number of the Members of
the House will change committees, and
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this includes the Representative of
the second congressional Oistri~t of
Kentucky.
"Happy" Morr.is of Kentucky,
who is now the Administrative Assistant
of congressman John Watts of the sixth
District, defeated his opponent ..
Truman Ward for pOstmaster by a vote
of 214 1:0 100. zeke Johnson of
Tennessee. defeated his opponent,
Landon Mitchel.1 by a vote of 114 to
H. H.

11.0.

No dissension whatsoever. and
~eryone seemed to enjoy the caucus.
The Democrats will open an intensive campai<jl1 to regain the White
House at precisely 12 noon tomorrow,
and from that day on until the polls
close on November 6, 1956 , oemocratic
strategy, according to the speeches
of congressmen Rayburn and McCOrmack
today. will be directed toward separation in tlle public mi.nd of president Eisenhower, the popul.ar military
leader, from President Eisenhower. the
civil. and political leader. In my
opinion. we DeI1\oc:t'ats wi11 let Ue
f~oner alone and hope that domestic
.issues will take care of the latter.
r ?ersonally am of the opinion that
G~neral Eisenhower is the major and
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aJ.most only political. asset of the
Republ.ican party. His philosophy
aqrees somewhat with that of the
philosophy promulgated by presidents
R<>oseve~t and Truman, and, accordingto certain Members of his own party
the second session of the 83d congress
c~early demonstrated the President's
fete of "out New Deal.ing" the New
Dealers.
The fact that senator wayne Morse
o£ oregon, has left the Republican
party, setting himself up as an Independent and agreeing to vote with
the forty-eight Democratic senators
in the organization of the senate,
comes as a blessing. The forty-seven
Republican Senators together with
MOrse wou~d place Vice President N~
in the position of deciding the or9anization of the senate and all other
Jllajor issues.
on sunday afternoon senator
cal.led informing me that
}cis daughter was to be married in
~ and one-half hours at the Episcopal
Church. Be stated that it was all
news to him and that was the reason
for the sudden call. I was unable to
attend due to the fact that virginia
and Louise were taking one of their
annual week end tours of Virginia and
c~ements

~
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vic:inity. E~izabeth HUghes clements
mar:ried Tyler Abel, the son of MrS.
Drew Pearson. Drew Pearson, of cours.
;is the an~thor of the column, "Washingtoll
Merry-Go-Round u , and is ex-president
Truman's favorite SOB. It seems that
Abel. :is the son of George Abel, Who
is a member of the family that owns
the Abel Publishing company, publishers
of the Saltimore sun papers. l:n
sunday' s courier-Journal appeared a
p:icf::ure of clements in Drew Pearson' s
arti.cle, and the Merry-Go-ROund went
on t:o state that senator Clements was
doing a fine job as Democratic Whip
in the senate.
Sel/'eral weeks ago
another Pearson article pertained to
inqtliry made in clements' office by
one of the Mccarthyites concerning
t:.he attitude of the senator on the
censure vote. several weeks before
t:.hat other artic1es very favorab1e to
clements appeared, and I was not at
a.ll. s-urprised when I heard that Abel
was the step-son of Drew Pearson. r
kidded my friend, Senator Clements,
a littl.e about this matter, and know
~~at he feels that his colleagues in
t:he senate certainly will. give him
~~e raised eyehrow for a few days.
on sunday night President Jose
Antonio Remon, the strong man of
pan~a politics, was assassinated at
tlIe race track. Fie was killed by sub-

machine gun bulJ.ets, and a number of
arrests have been made, including a
Eormer president of Panama. It s~ems
that one or two women also played a
vexy active part in this assassin.tion.
%:t was onJ.y several days ago that the
Federal GOVernment agreed to pay
slightly under $2,000,000 a year ~or
cana~ Zone rights.
This presiden~ was
pro-A.merican. TWO other members of
the I?resident' s party were wounded. by
the g~ fire. Shortly after one of
the ~en now under arrest left the
presLdent's box the firing began. It
seems that this lady pointed out the
President's location to the assassins.
Yesterday I received a call info:rmiJ1g me that my candidate for a
posi tion as elevator operator was
accepted, and Z have notified WilEiam
I.affoon of Madi.sonville, KentuckYr that
lle can report iImnediately, and, in
this manner, compJ.ete his college edu<:ation.
We like our new first fl.oor c>ffice.
and believe as time goes along it ..,.TiJ.I
still be more convenient. At lunc~

today i met one of the yonng ladie~
in an office down the haLl
on the third fl.oor, and she was ki~ding

~ho ~rks

I1Ie about leaving just before "the "elife
you save may be your own" Roosevel-:
a~peared.
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January 5, l.955
J: was sworn in today for my

first full tenn as a Member of
congress.
The House convened at 12 o'cl.eel<
noon. and our Chaplain. the Reverend
Bernard Braskamp, offered the fo11owLng prayer:
"Most merciful and gracious GOd.
with a humble spirit and a contrite heart we worship and adore
Thee for THOU ate the supreme
ruler of the universe and the
guiding intelligence in the life
of men and nations.
render unto Thee the tributes
of praise and gratitude, for
the coming in and going out of
all our days and years have al.ways been in the beneficent care
and control of Thy divine provi'~e

de.."'\ce.

"Grant that we may enter-upon
this 1st session of the 84th
love and with the glad assurance
that Thou art willing and ready
to place at our disposal the
infinite and inexhaustible resources of Thy grace and goodness.

"May it be the goal of all our
aspirations and endeavors to
build a finer social order and
may our vision of the ultimate
triumph of justice, righteousness
and peace never become eclipsed
by fear as we lay hold of tasks
and responsibilities which
challenge and demand the fidelity
and consecration of our noblest
manhood and womanhood.
"Hear us as we bow in adora~.ion
and unite in offering \Into Thee
the prayer of our savior, the
prince of Peace:

"Our Father who art in heaven,
hallowed be 'l'by name. They kinddOll\ come. 'l'hy wiJ.l be done, on
ea~, as :it is in heaven.
Give
us this day our da:iJ.y bread. And
forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. And lead us
not into temptation, 00'1:: deliver
us from ev:il. For Thi lle is +'he
kingdom, and the power I and the
glory,
IJAmen~

II

The Republican Clerk, Lyle o.
Snader, who, by the way, has certainly
been a real friend of mine, ca1led the
ro~l

and all eight. Members from Kentucky
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an_area present. '!'he roll call discbe~ the presence of 428 Members
elct. The next order of business
wa~ the electi.on of a speaker of the

HOII!Se.

At our Democratic

C~1U<!US

on

TUlSday, January 4th, my good friend,

Rep:esentative sam Rayburn of Texas,
nomdnated for Speaker and congress_
Rooney of New York, the duly elec:teci
Cbai.:nnan of our caucus I present:ed the
nare of Represent:ative Sam Rayburn.
~resmnan Clifford HOpe of Ransas,
presented the name of Representative
JOoeph W. Martin. Jr •• of Massachusett:s.
TelLers were appointed, and the
cl~l< cal.l.ed the roll.
'!'he roll ca1.1
which, by the way, is roll ca1.1 No. 2

~

shcged Rayburn received 226 and Martin
198 votes. Our new Speaker was presen:ed by our outgoing Speaker,
JoS'!!ph l!. Martin. Joe Martin stated
tb~ the shifting about with Speaker
Sar which has been practiced in recent
years reminded him of an old ditty
tha'. went something like this:
"Off

aila:n. on again, gone again

Finnigan~"

Joea.lartin stated that he was off
aga.:n. and in a few seconds would be
goru again, but as he gazed i.nto the
cry1t.al ball st.ated to Speaker Sam
the: be \-,vuld. not want him to become
too a ttached to that particular chair
bec~se 1957 was just around the corner.
In .:J.osing his remarks he eulogized
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Speaker Rayburn: and Speaker Rayburn,
in turn, stated that his friendship
wLch Joe Martin was based on honesty
and truthfulness1 that there are no
degrees in truthfuJ.ness, and no degrees
in honesty: that you are 100%, or you
are not. speaker Rayburn stated that
he had found Mr. Martin 100% upon
booth. Speaker Rayburn further informed us that he had served with I'I'Ore
than three thousand men and "'<IOmen in
the House, and to date he had more
faith in America under Dur leadership
th.1U1 at any Dther time. He further
st~ted that this Republic is going
tOo live if we dD our duty and if we
prtotect, defend and perpetua te our
great institutions we will continue
tOo be a free people.
The Speaker requested tllat the
Me'lIIbers rise and be administered the
oath Df office. prior tOo administering
th It oath of office to us congressman
Rayburn was administered the oath of
ofEice by congresgman car1 Vinson of
Ge->rgia. who is serving his fortyfi:st year in the House. rbe next
or~er of business was the election of
a Bajority Leader, and Representative
Jolin w. MCCOrmack of Massachusetts, "Was
el~cted.
Joseph w. Martin, Jr. of
Massachusetts, was elected Minority
Le~der.
Next the Clerk, the sergeant at
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Arms, DoOrkeeper. Postmaster and
Chapla~n were e1ected.
Next House
Resolut~on 2 was offered by Jere
cooper of Tennessee, new Chairman
o£ the committee on ways and Means,
notifying the senate that a quOruJII.
o£ the House of Representatives has
assemb1edr that sam Rayburn, a Repr_
sentat~ve from the state of Texas.
was e1ected speaker, and Ralph Roberts
was e1ected cLerk. Next the Speaker.
upon the adoption of House Resolution
No. 3 selected a conmittee composed of
conqressman Mccormack, cong'ressmen
Rooney and congressman Martin to
notify the president of the unitea
states that a quorum of each HOuse has
been assembled, and that oong'ress
was ready to receive any communication
that he might be pleased to make. Next
we had usual orders of business and
adoption of resolut~ons providing
for the swearing in of absent Mernl>ers.
Then we held memorial service for the
late DWight L. ROgers of Florida.
'!'he opening of congress was one
of apparent gOOd will wi th the Democrats in the driver's seat. The
galleries were crowded, and my good
friend, Senator

A~ben

w.

T3arkiey, vas

receiving his share of ~~e
over on the senate side.

publici~y

As the Democrats replace the
mepub~icans as the majority in both
branches of our congress the system
~f seniority privi1eges brings to
experienced and we~l known Democrats
the posts of leaderShip and great influence. :In turn, because unbroken
nemocratic service has become somethinq
~ a hal1mark of Southern po1itics, it
is southern DemOcrats who are takin.".
oqer most of the committee chairmanships, and other offices of cont:rol.
s:peaker Rayburn of Texas~ on1y one
~her speaker - Henry clay - ever
served in this particular role on
~ree different occasions, and Speaker
lU-yburn's total time in the Speaker's
Chair already constitutes a record.
() n the Senate side Senator Lyndon
~hnson of Texas. Majority Leader:
Senator George of Georgia, president
l't"O Tempore of the senate: Senator
Rnssell of Georgia, Chairman of the
"med services COIllllittee: congressman
carl Vinson of Georgia, chairman of
~1e House Armed Services committee:
s-enator Byrd of Virginia, Chairman of
the Senate Finance committee: congressman Howard smith of Virginia, Chairman
o~ ~~e Rules COmmittee1 congressman
Jollre cooper of Tennessee, Chairman of
~e committee on ways and Means;
congressman TOm Murray of Tennessee,
~airman of the Committee on post Office
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and Civil service; congressman James
Richards of south carolina, chaixman
of Foreign Affairs in t-~e House;
COngressman Brent spence of Kentucky,
chairman of the committee on Banking
and currency. And on and on with
Southerners all the way.
Read an amusing article in the
paper yesterday. the same being an
AP rel.ease from california.
It seems
that Federal Judge Sherrill Halbert of
Sacramento, california, stated that
he thought it was a disgrace that the
COogress of the united States continues to cut down on the money that
is avail.abl.e for the operation of the
Federal. courts. This Judge stated
that he noticed the other day that
COogress provided more money for the
-care of monkeys in the Washington ZOO
than i t has for the Juvenile Department of the Federal COurts.
xt seems strange to me that the
united states Army will, within the
nen few days, offer $:2,500,000 in
greenbacks at an auction to obtain yuan
to pay its Korean help. It seems that
under some salary agreement ~~at we
have with the South Korean Government
t.'J.e Army is allowed to sell united
states currency to the highest bidders
among individuals and firms dOing
~usiness in Korea.

-
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January 6, 1955
president Eisenhower delivered
his state of the union Message to
t:be congress today. He pledged himself to cooperative and constructive
relations with the Democratic controlled 84th congress in all areas
basic to the strength of JInIerica. We
were informed that bipartisan cooperation is a "must" to avoid paralyzing
indecision in the face of the growing
power of the soviet union. He set
off a noisy demonstration when he
departed from his text to pay a tribute
to speaker Sam Rayburn, of Texas.
After thanking the congress for its
cordial greeting, president Eisenhower asked the Members to pardon
him for making a personal reference.
Tnen he called attention to the fact
that today was sam Rayburn' s birthday, and that he joined with the
M~ers of congress in saluting h~.
In introducing the president, speaker
Rayburn said:
.. r have the high
privilege and great honor of presenting to you the president of
the tlhited states". '!'he expression
on rhe Spea~er's face rhroughout
the speech was one of doubt and indecision, and rhe pictures clearly
showed the frowning countenance.
~s. Eisenhower, together with her

- ace
daughter-in-law, appeared in the
gallery. and received a nice ovation.
:r do:> not believe :r have ever seen
as ~any police officers around as
on this particular occasion.
congressman Burdick, Republican
of North Dakota. who has been a
~requent critic of the Administration,
passed up the opportunity to hear
the president. While the President
was delivering his state of the Union
Message, congressman Burdick sat at
a n~ce table in the House Restaurant
enjDying a nice luncheon.
Briefly. president Eisenhower
inwrmed the congress that the COmmunist rulers now understand that
America's response to aggression will
be swift and decisive~ tax reductions
,.,uld not come this year; we must expand international trade and investment; we shall continue to ferret
out and destroy communist subversion:
economic outlook is good and we
can look forward to an easing of the
infLuence depressing farm prices;
we must carry forward the Housing
pro~ra~ au~~orized by ~~e 83d OOn9ress; strengthen and improve existing
hea~th services; increase to 90
cents an hour for minimum wage -
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pres:ent rate 75 cents per hour: as
the complex problems of Alaska are
solved then that territory should
expect to achieve statehood, but in
the meanti.me there is no justification for deferring the admission
of Hawaii: class room shortage and
educational responsibilities of
schools serious problem: renewed
request that the principle of selfgovernment be extended, and the
rig~ of suffrage granted to the
ciUzens of the District of columbia.
pollowing the President's state
of the union Message, the Kentucky
Dele;ation was polled by the OOurierJournal as to what impression, if
any, was made by the president. I
stat~ that the President's state
of t~e union Message contained a
n\lJllber of proposals that would be
vig~~usly supported by the Democrats, although Z disagreed with the
President in regard to flexible
pric ~ supports= I a..m for fixed. prl.ce
supports at 90% of parity.
I was very much surprised when
Sena~or A1b~n

W~

Barkley failed to

walk into the House Chamber with the
othec Senators. He did not appear
for ::he president's state of the union
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Message notwi~~standing all the
publicity and the pictures that
appeared in today's papers.
Mrs. Ed Edstrom, correspondent
for the Washington Post, and the
wife of a member of the COurier-Journal
Washington Bureau, invited Virginia
and me to the Women's National press
Club banquet night before last at the
statler Hilton, but, due to a prior
engagement, we were unable to attend.
:It just so happens that we missed a
lot of fun. The two speakers for
the occasion were Senator case,
Republ.ican of New Jersey, and
Senator Neuberger, Democrat of
Oregon. senator case is the gentleman that senator Mccarthy attempted
to defeat and Senator Neuberger is
the gentl.eman that Vice President
Nixon attempted to defeat, using such
language as left winger while makin~
speeches in oregon. During Senator
Neuberger's speech he demanded that
character assassinations in campaigns cease, citing certain remarks
made against him by a distinguished
member of "'he Repub1ican party.
Viee
President Nixon was sitting at the
speaker's tabie, and everyone prese~t
knew to whom t~e Senator referred.
At ~~is point Senator Malone's wife,
of Nevada, aX'Ose, booed in a lo...~d
tone of voice and proceeded to walk
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out of the banquet hall. upon
~eaching ehe outer door she was confronted by Mrs. perle Mesta. who
proceeded to inform her that she
was acting right ugly in walking out
on one of her husband's colleagues.
~rds followed and Mrs. Mesta. who
is unofficially known as the "hostess
with the mostest", and the former
1!mbas sador to Luxembourg. infoXI'l\.ed
Mrs. Malone that her prior acts
~ught about deletion of her name
from Mrs. Mesta's social list. Mrs.
MaLone's husband has now been designated as Nevada's Folly - senator
MoLly. Here is another example of a
mall.' s wife destroying him politically.
The 84th Congress is marking
tine today. It will continue to do
so until Monday while party leaders
in both Houses parcel out committee
assignments.
January 10, 1955
Attended reception yesterday
afternoon in ehe apartment of Justice
and ~xs. Reed at t.~e Mayflower given
Ln honor of Senator and MIS. Alben w.
Barkley. Virginia and I were really
a!!\.a zed to see the people t.'1at
attended this reception. The Vice
P"re-gid.ent and Mrs. Nixon, every member

i

I
I

I
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of the cabinet with the exception
of two, the Supreme Court Justices,
two or three A~bassadors a~d a
great many M~bers of the House and
the united states Senate. senator
ana Mrs. Barkley apparently were
enjoying themselves and Senator
Barkley really 100ked tired.
On Friday night of last week
president Eisenhower gave a stag
diener at the White House, and
Arthur Godfrey of radio and television, together with the following
eiqhteen were present:
Sherman Adams, assistant to
the president: H. Meade Alcorn, Hartford. Conn., lawyer: Ralph H. BOnnell,
Winchester, Mass.. banker: 'rtlomas B.
Butler, president of the Safe Deposit
& 'l!'rust co., Baltimore, Md., Edward
G. Janeway of South Londonberry, vt.:
Robert Lehman, New york investment
banker, John D. LOdge, former
Governor of COnnecticut, recently
named Ambassador to Spain, Barak '1'.
Mat.tingly, st. LOuis lawyer: Robert
E. Mcconnell, retired mining engineer
of the p~ains, Va.: Junius S. Morgan,
dicector, J. P. MOrgan & co., New
YOt"k: Thomas J. paolino, providence,
R.I., lawyer: Thomas A. pappas, New
York exporter-importer: Fred C.
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Jr., port2and, Me.,
1a""yer: Frank J. su21oway, COncord,
N.FI., lawyer: Herbert H. warburton,
fozmer Representat~ve from De1aware;
Louis Van N. Washburn of Center
Ose~ppi, N.H.: Leonard W. Ha21,
chairman of the Republican Nationa1
COllmittee, and Samuel Lubell, New
Yoltk writer.
Scz~bner,

The above list speaks for
itself.

One day last week the Associated
Press inquired as to my feeling
coccerning an annua2 report by
the C!hief Justice of the Supreme
COort to the congress of the united
st~tes. setting forth in detail the
status of the judicia%y and its
needs. Of course, an invitation
woold have to come from congress
pursuant to a joint resolution, and,
since the Federa1 Judicia:ry is one
of our three coordinate branches
of g'Overnntent, some think that an
an..nu.a1 report is i:'npexative. J:
wiLl be much more interested in a
rep:>rt from the secretary of AgricuLture as to what he intends to do
ti~ it seems to roe that since ~he
ChLef justice is an appointee of
the president of the United states,
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and the Federa~ constitution provides that the Pr~sident may appear
before the congress making recommendations, I am mot sold on the
idea at the presemt time of having
the Chief JUstice appear.
one more meeting is to be hel.d
in Red China toda:; between the
United Nations secretary General,
Hammarskjo~d. and the Chinese
premier, Chou En-J.ai, concerning the
release of eleven American Airmen
sentenced to long jail terms as
spies. X hope that this final
meeting wi~l be s~ccessful..
According to the washington
pOst yesterday Rourt F. Kennedy,
twenty-nine, COunsel. for the
senate subcommittee on Investigations,
and a brother of senator John F.
Kennedy, DemOcrat of Massachusetts,
is among the Nation's ten outstanding
young men of 1954 selected by the
t~ited

states

Jl1~~or Ch~~her

of

commerce. I had an experience with
this young gentleman on the Senate
fl.oor l.ast year, and, judging from
'h;
----c:
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dumbfounded to read that he has been
selected as an outstanding young man.
This clearl.y shows to me that some of
the selections are considerabl.y pressured
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Senator Barkley's reelection,
and his taking the oath again, reminded one of the newspaper reporters
here in washington of the fact that
such action has been going on so
long that Kentucky school kids are
taught the state's major exports
were Daniel Boone. Bourbon and
Barkley.
January 11. 1955
~e senate Democratic leadership announced its committee assignments late yesterday afternoon. It
was a departure from tradition, and,
as a result of this departure,
Senator Barkley. Senator 0 'Jllalloney
and senator Morse received their
first choice in committee assignments. senator Barkley was restored to the committee on Foreign
Relations and committee on Finance.
Senator O'Mahoney of Wyoming. was
assigned to the Interior and Insular
Affairs committee and Judiciary commJ.~~ee.
Senator Morse,. Independent
of oregon. who holds the key to
the present Democratic majority in
t..1te senate, was assigned to tlle committee on Foreign Re~ations and the
committee on Banking and currency.
The COrnmi ttee on ways and Means in
the Rouse should mDk~ its report in

~~~

OUO

-

t..'le £orm of t.'le proper resolution
to be passed upon by the House
. itJ:J in t..;'e next five or six days.
:cn crder to move from veterans
~f£airs. X decided that it wou1d be
advisable to ask for the highest
committee assignment in the House.
tber-eby hoping to drop down a notch
to either ~'le committee on Interstate
amd Foreign commerce .. or the co~
nittee on Agriculture. After requesting assignment on the committee
em JI:ppropriations, I found that my
ohances were exoeedingly good and
have continued my efforts along this
loine. J:f:r sucoeed i t wil~ be the
Eirst time that our District has
held an assignment on this important
committee.
The Republican organization in
the House is a little unusual due
to the fact that the Majority
Leader, congressman Halleck of
:cndiana. during the 83d congress,
Ls not the Whip of this. the 84th
cong:ress. When speaker Martin stepped
down he definitely did not want to
serve as Minority Leader, but the
Republican caucus, according to my
Lnfo:rmation, was definite~y antiHalleck for any position due to his
sene:ral demeanor and attitude toward
the Republican Members in the 83d
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congress. The majority of the
Members on the Republican side
informed speaker Martin, and the
caucus general~y, that he owed i t
to his party to serve as Minority
Leader. congressman Arends of
Illinois, who served as Majority
Whip is continuing to serve as
Mj.nority Whip during the 94th congress.
Ordinari1y congressman HalleCk, as
Majority Leader, would have inherited
the position of Minority Whip.
Congressman Arends and congressman
Martin are t'wo of the most popuJ.ar
men on the Republican side, and
Congressman Halleck is everything but
popular. On several occasions
during the 83d congress I observed
the Majority Leader when he, in a
loud tone of voice, red in the face,
would simply insult one of the
Members on his side. In severa1
instances I observed the Majority
Leader examining discharge petitions,
and, in order to get names of his
Members off, he would immediately
confront tlu,~·.rn On the floor of the
Rouse and inform them that unless
they did remove their names t..l:tey
wou1d have no control over patronage
in their Di~tricts in the fu~ure.
He was an unusually rough ri.der, and
attempted to put ~he president's
program over regardless of how
many were crushed along the way.

-
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He has a lot of ability, but is
a very impatient man, and the poorest
listener that I ever saw in my life.

TwO messages received f~ the
president this morning, and, after
the Reading Clerk read same, the
House adjourned until Thursday. '!'he
first message concerned the president's proposals in regard to group
health insurance, and other aspects
of Federal personnel management including adjustments in basic pay
scales, employee training, personnel
practices and increased travel
allowances. The second message contains the president's proposal concerning classified and postal employees
pay increases, together with his
proposal to adjust postal rates to
provide needed revenue.
January 13, 1955
President Eisenhower defended
Vice President Nixon yesterday.
~~ing ~~e past few days vice
President Nixon has been severely
criticized for his smear tactics
during ~~e congressional election,
and President sise~~ower now says
l'
.
+-h e _oya
1
, .~y
.
...
_ e b,e_J.eves
...
any,
th a t h
patriotism of the Vice president,
and certainly he is not a smear

'_n _

artist. Mr. N=_xon lias assured the
president that he never ca~led the
Democratic party the party of
treason, and the president, h1mself,
statoo that he belioe'Ved the Democrats were just as patriotic and
loyal as the R~publicans, and he was
sure Mr. Nixon felt the same way.
The vice president is planning a
good will tour in tJLe caribbean area
beginning next month., and some Democrats maintain that he is not the
proper person to seIkd on such a
missi-on.
committee assi~nts will be
voted upon in the Hc>use today.
The Democratic Committee assignments made by Sena~r Lyndon Johnson,
Majority Leader, seem to many, to
have that "forward Look" politically
speaking. The fact that senator
Barkley received Fo~eign Relations
and Finance may have eliminated as a
rallying point the only man around
Whom opposition couLd be built against
Lyndon Johnson in 1956. My good
friend, Senator EarLe C. clements,
apparently had less seniority ~~an
senator Robert Kerr of Ok~ahoma,
and senator Allen Frear, Democrat
of Delaware, but stLll he was assigned
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to the potent Appropriations COmmittee.
For days now the president has
been criticized over his Federal
Employees security program. and
especially since the faux paux in
the Ladejinsky case. At his press
conference the president knocked
down all rumors of changes in the
Federal Employees security program.
and does not think that a review
by a special coromission is necessary.
The president maintains that the
Securit~ Program in general is
vulnerable to a certain extent due
to the fact that it is made by humans.
and that i t was simply a case of
honest disagreement between individuals.
Xn the Ladejinsky case the Department of Agriculture maintained that
Ladejinsky was a security risk. but
the State Department cleared hLm
for security.
Senator Flanders. of Vermont,
initiat.ed t...l}e net., Senators in t".;'e
snuff ceremony one day last week.
It seems that snuff boxes are still
maintained in the senate and the art
thing of the past. Several of the
new senators followed Senator Flanders'
example, sniffing snuff up each nostril

-
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which was followed by a terrific
sneeze.
severa~ of the new Senators
learned that they just were not
snuffers.
We will again be confronted
shortly with a postal rate increase
bill, and, although costs have advanced sul::lstantially since the three
cent stamp rate was fixed in 1933, :r
do not believe that the rates for
first class mail should be changed.
First class mail generally pays its
way, and second and third class mail
bring about the huge deficit. An
adjustment in second and third class
mail 'WOul.d probably be justified at
the present time. The question seems
to be is it better government to
charge at the stamp window, thereby
making our post Office Department
pay its way with the users bearing
the burden, or is it better to add
additional taxes or continue the
present tax rate to take care of
huge deficits. Assessing tax and
the collection thereof involves
considerable cost which WQuld be
eliminated. ~_f the postal rates were
sufficient to keep ~~e Post Office
Depart.-nent i.n proper );)a~ance
financially.
I have this day received a
letter from vice Admiral J. L. Holloway,

~'A

0.1. ..

Jr •• Chief of Naval personnel. informLng me that the secretary of the
Navy has recently approved a cnange
in t..'1.e regulations governing tlle admission of candidates into the United
states Naval Academy, and with the
change providing that each Member of
congress may nominate a maximUIll of
six candidates for each vacancy. thereby making an increase of two additiona~
alternates for each principal. candidate. This change in regulations was
promulgated in order to provide an
opportuni ty for the Members of COngress to nominate a larger number of
their well qualified candidates, and
to provide a wider base for the
selection of candidates to fill. the
Naval. Academy classes.
January 14, 1955
House Resolution 85, which was
a privileged resolution, was offered
yesterday by COngressman Jere COOper,
Chairman of the COImnittee on Ways
and Means, Which, by the way, is the
committee on committees for committee
assignments to the Democratic Members
of t.'>e House. and thi .. Resolution
provided that the following named
Members be, and they are hereby
elected Members of the COmmittee on

-
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Appropriations:
Clarence cannon (chairman)
Missouri, George H. Mahon, Texas~
Harry R. Sheppard, california, Albert
Thomas, Texas, Michael J. Kirwan,
Ohio: W. F. Norrell, Arkansas, James
L. Whitten, Mississippi: George W.
Andrews, Alabama; John J. Rooney,
New ~rk: J. Vaughan Gary, Virginia:
John E. Fogarty, Rhode Island, Robert
L. F. Sikes, Florida; Antonio M.
Fernandez, New Mexico: Prince R.
preston, Georgia; Otto E. Passman,
Louisiana: Louis C. Rabaut, Michigan,
Sidney R. yates, Illinois: Fred
Marshall, Minnesota: John J. Riley,
south carolina: Alfred D. Sieminski,
New Jersey; Joe L. Evins, Tennessee,
Eenderson Lanham, Georgia; Charles
8. Deane, North carolina, John F.
shelley, california: Edward P. Boland.
Massachusetts: Don Magnuson, washington:
William H. Natcher, Kentucky, Daniel
J. Flood, pennsylvania; winfie1d K.
Denton, Indiana: James C. Murray,
I~l.inois.

Yesterday, January 13, 1955, was
a great day for me. I was indeed
fort~~ate to be elected as a Member
of the committee on Appropri.ations.
This is ~he outstanding COmmittee
of the House, and, since my District

has never ~ad a M~~er on this com~
mittee, I honestly believe that we
are entitled to ~~is appointment.
The Third congressional District, and
the Eighth Congressional District of
Kentucky, yea:rs ago had a Member on
the CQmmittee on Appropriations.
Under the rules and procedure of the
House, since ~ was ~~e freshman Member my name appeared following the
name of Don Magnuson of Washington,
and si.nce Daniel J. Flood of
pennsylvania, Winfield K. Denton of
Indiana, and James C. Murray of
Illinois, are all former Members
with seniority who were defeated and
returned to the House. they automatically had to go to the foot of
the committee.
Congressman cannon is serving
his 17th term ;in the House from the
9th District of the state of Missouri.
He is the author of our Rules and
Procedure used by the House. and is
one of the outstanding Members of the
House. The ranking Republ.i.can Member
of the committee on Appropriations
is congressman John Taber of the 36~h
District of New York. serving hig 17th
te~, and also an outstanding Member
of the House.
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committee assignments, and the
Chairman of the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs was really upset.
A great number of vacancies occurred
on his committee, and same had to be
fil.led~
The new co~ored congressman
from Michigan, congressman Diggs, and
t..'1e colored Congressman powell from
Harl_.. New York. were pl.aced on
this committee. On each side of
these colored Members will be seated
southex:n congressmen. and Clair Engle,
the Chairman of this COmmittee. knO"<iS
that this simply will not work. It
means that several of the Members wi.ll
not attend commi.ttee meetings like
they should.

In addition to committee electi.ons
yesterday we had another right unusual
happen Lng in the House. On March 1st
of last year we had the shootinq. and
yesterday a determined widow by the
name of Grace Jackson Cl.ark of New
Kensin~ton, pennsy2vania, invaded ~~e
House o-f Representat.ives.
She simply
walked through the main door from
the speaker's LOunge and casually
saunter M

onto

th~

Speaker's rost:r-?.L.1l'l.

informing Speaker Sam Rayburn that
she wanted permission to address the
House.
Speaker Rayburn was very much
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t.~in.."< of just
'J.pset. and couJ..d
what to say. He told her that he
did n.ot t.'link t.'lis was the proper
time, and he asked the sergeant at
Arms, zeke W. Johnson, to escort her
out. speaker Rayburn commented that
this was the darndest thing he ever
heard of, and proceeded immediately
to i$sue necessary orders for private
plainclothes detectives and more
security. Mrs. Clark appeared later
at the washington post and Times
Herald Office informing them that she
wanted to make a speech to the American
people on behavior. she stated that
people did not realize the state of
affairs of the world, and they needed
shaking up. She said she simply
wanted to stir up the people with her
lectu.re. The thing that attracted my
attention was the red hat which this
good lady had on. under the rul.es of
the !rouse, the women Members cannot
wear bats on the fl.oor. and I immediately assumed that one of our new
Members had not been informed of the
rules. This good l.ady could have
carried in a machine gun r presume
and p~aced same on the speaker's desk
wit.~Qut any interferenc~ from t~e
police officers and doorkeepers.

President Eisenhower has selected
former Senator John Sherman COOper to

be tee new American Ambassador to
J:ndi.2! and Nepal..
J:t now appears
that Senator cooper has agreed to
take the post. '.this part;.c1JJ.ar
ambassadorship was vacated by George
V. Allen, who was named Assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern
Affairs. cooper' s name has been
mentioned for this post ever since
his cefeat by senator Alben w.
Barkley. The Administration has been
anxious to find a post for COoper,
and at one time there was talk of the
White House naming him as a special
advisor on TVA policy. COOper,
heretofore served as a Delegate and
alternate Delegate to the United
Nations in 1949-1951, and was an
advisor at three meetings of the North
Atlantic Treaty organi.zation in 1950.
yesterday we received a message
from the president seeking approval
of' a mi.~i tary manpower program call.ing for extension of t.'fJ.e draft. and
the creation of a vast reserve force
for speedy use on an aggressor providir-g such an attack was made. The
prog~arn, as outlined by the president,
provides for a. !;:ational Reserve plan
ca~l~ng for mil.itary training of all
,?hysLc"'lU.y fj.t young men to provide
one 9roup of reservists for immediate
mohiJ3.za.tion req'J.irements, and a second
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non-organized group available for
scr..r;Lcc in t..."'1.c event of a

g~"1era~

mobilLzation. His proposal further
provides for a four-year extension
of t.'"le c.raft, with same expiring on
~uly I, 1959, and for a two-year extension of legislation providing for
induction of doctors and dentists.
The president also believes that the
National Guard should be strengthened
and au~~ority granted to permit states
to raise and maintain peacetime military forces to take over the National
Guard' s duty if same is called out.
Was somewhat amused to read in
Tuesday's courier-Journal of my good
friend, Noble J. Gregory's appointment by A. B. Chandler to his advisory board. Upon being interviewed
Gregory stated that: "'!'hat' s the
first I had heard of it". This article
goes on and reviews the feud between
Noble J. Gregory and Senator Clements,
and Barkley's and ~andler's past
episodes.
Immediately after my appointment
as a Member of the committee on
Appropriations, I cast the vote of my
District for the Urgent

DefiC!5~ency

Appropriations Bill of 1955. This
~i~l was introduced by our Chairman,
~X. cannon, and provides for deficiency
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for the Legislative
Branch. Department of Ag~iculture
and Independent Offices.
payment of
$12.500 to Florence R. Rogers. widow
of DWight L. ROgers, is provided for
and also $12,500 to the mother-in-law
and two sisters of paul w. Shafer,
late, a Representative from the
state of Michigan. Also slightly
under $200,000 is provided for our
investigation of windfall pr01its in
the Federal Housing A~nistration
scandal. This was the first bill
passed by the 84th congress.
paUl G. ROgers, the son of
DWigh t Rogers. was sworn in :),esterday
as a new Member from Florida.
One of the great bank mergers of
all time was announced yeste:rday.
The ~ase National Bank and the
Bank of Manhattan county announced a
decision to merge into the Chase Manhattan Bank with resources o~ more
than $7,500,000,000. This will be
the largest bank in New York City and
the second largest in t.~e worl.d.

In considerL~g t~e u~gent Deficiency Appropriat:!.ons Bill yesterday
~~e question was raised by Congressman
T~ .. ~ e
T1\.o..:.........
.r!
Mi.' SSLSSLPPL
•
•
•
v~'ll_
M' .... '-'-en 0"- ,
r as to
the disposal of s1.1rp1'.1s commodities
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in foreign markets. !t seems that
the secretary of Agricu~ture, Benson,
has L~dicated to ~~e Appropriations
committee ~~at he has no intention
of placing certain commodities in the
foreign market due to the fact that
such a program would break wor~d
markets. Today the corrmodi ty credit
COrporation has au~~ority to o£fer
Lts holdings for export at any price
it wants, and has used this authority
V'ery sparging~y due to our foreign
relations program.
1: was glad to find out that our
speaker, Sam Rayburn, has expressed
the thought that ~e Chief Justice
should take his judicial pxoblems
to a congressiona~ committee, thereby
Dot violating precedent. J: am
definitely of the opinion that such
a system would be more in J.ine with
our present gove~entaJ. setup.

ALbert SchWeitzer ce2ebrates
his eightieth bi~day today. Here
we have one of the world's greatest
musicians, historians, theologians,
philosophers and physicians, having
spent nearly all of his life in
darkest Africa rendering service to
~umanity.
One of the great men of
the world today.
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Last evening Virginia and ~
attended the \~ite House reception
given by President and Mrs. Eisenhower for M~ers of congress.
On
the way to the White House we picked
up my good friend, congressman prank
<!helf. He p:roceeded to inform \1S as
to how he was able to tie his tie, and
have h±mself properly girded down in
his white vest and tails for this
White Bouse reception. :It seertlS that
first the el€Vator operator in his
apartment hotel attempted to tie his
white tie and failed with Congressman
Chelf ending up in the lobby with the
desk c~erk and two bell hops tying
and one bell hop and the night janitor
holding congressman Chelf. Vi~inia
laughed until she almost cried ~er
this very vivid description of the
congressman's maneuvers in properly
dressing himsel.f for the White HOllse.
Nearly all of the Members of the Bouse
and senate. together with their wives
were present. president and Mrs.
Eisenhower looked unusually fine and
both were in a very fine humor. As
V::i.rginia and I were presented in the
r~piv:ing

lirte to t:he President and

Mrs. E::i.senhower~ Mrs. Eisenhower, who
had met Virginia before at a tea at
the White House, was very affable anQ
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5~arted

to comment upon Virginia's
beautifu~ pink evening gown.
it
seems that this is the color that
M;:rs. Eisenhower loves, and she started
t~ make some comment and then ~ooked
a~ Virginia and me and laughed as if to
scy, "we~l. i want to tell you what
a beautiful gown you have, but maybe
:I had better not".
Nearly a~l of the
cabinet Members were a~ao present,
and every one of them was unusually
n~ce to me, and especially Postmaster
G~neral summerfield.
X introduced
virginia to a great many people that
She had never met, and we both enjoyed
tile reception. Shortly after we
aIrived, congressman Chelf informed
e-reryone around that he would only
~ there a few minutes because at
all command performances he presented
n~self and left as soon as possible.
Hqwever, on this particular occasion
noe informed those around in a very loud
bOne of voice that he did not come down
tm see president and Mrs. Eisenhower
bQt was merely on an inspection trip
t . see exactly how they were taking
care of the White House because we
O~crats would definitely take over
i.m 1956=

Ex-~peaker

Joseph 'Z,y. r.!artin

just as red in the face as a
tQrkey gobler, and, with t~is exception
tIIose around just howled.

~t
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After the WhLte House reception
Virginia and X we~t to the Kentucky
Society dance at the sheraton park.
We were i.n the reeeiving line with
Senator and Mrs. Clements, congressman
and Mrs. watts, co-n<Jressman and Mrs.
Perkins and COngre-ssman and Mrs.
Robsion. We met a lot of fine Kentucky
people that we had :never seen before
and saw a lot of ~ur old friends. we
enjoyed this dance- 'Very much, and all
the members of the- society seemed to
appreciate the Members of congress
attending this, ~e:i.r first meeting
of the year.
Looking forward to the president's
budget message Mon~ay because r have
received reliable information to the
effect that we have nearly $8,000,000
i.n the budget for -the further develo~
ment of Green River in my congressional
District.
panama ousted Jose Ramon Guizado
from the presiden~ last ni.ght for
complicity in the Eurder of his
predecessor, and. in an emergency
night meeting, the cabinet named
Ricardo Arias to h~ad tl1e Republic.
Guizarao i~ ~~der ~cuse arrest.

One of o~rr Re~ublican senators,
Senator Thomas H. ~uchel of california,

-
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yery vigorously requested that
Senator Joseph R. Mcccarthy be asked
to take his seat on ~e floor of the
senate yesterday. The bitter row in
which Mccarthy renewea his charge
of twenty years of treason against
the Democratic party broke out after
the Senate voted 84 to 0 to approve
a resolution pledging it would continue
diligently and vigoroosly to investi~ate. expose and combat communism.
~his resolution was sponsored by
Senator Daniel of Texas. Mccarthy. who
~oted for the resolutton. got up
yesterday, and. in a long, vigorous
tirade, proceeded to slay all of his
fellow Senators who voted against him
in the censure proceeding, and further
went on to state that tne House Democratic Leaders were aEraid to give
Representative Martin Dies. Democrat
of Texas, whom Mccarthy termed the
greatest communist hunter of al~ time,
a seat on the un-.~erican Activities
committee which Dies once headed.
Mccarthy then stated that he was convinced ~~at control of the Democratic
party was still held by the same men
responsible for twenty years of treason.
Mccarthy was so bitter that Kuchel.
and other Repub2ican

S~nators,

~·ere

very much upset, and Quring t~e Mccart~y
tirad.e he was twice ordered. to take
his seat.
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Ex-Sen<:lt.or John sherman cooper
of Kentucky, has agreed to accept the
post as Ambassador to India and
Nepa~.
cooper attended the Kentucky
dance ~ast night and went out of his
way to be nice to me. but I am just
wondering if this is the same prescription that he attempted to use
some four months ago.
Articl.e in the COurier-Journal
yesterday entitled ~Kentucky DemOcrats
Get Key Jobs in House". The article
was very complimentary and went on to
state that Kentucky picked up seats
on the powerful. Appropriations and
Agricultural committees when the
House elected me to Appropriations
and John C. watts to Agriculture.
On the front page of the courierJournal appeared an article pertaining
to and a picture of Freshman congressman T. James Turoul ty. The picture
shows the congressman with white tie,
vest, shirt and tails without trousers
standing in front of a mirror in
Jersey City, New Jersey. It seems
that the freshm<:!n Congressman weighs
320 po~~ds and was desperate over the
Iact that he could not secure a
reaClyrnade size 56 dress suit in
Washington to wear to the president's
a~nual congressional Ball.
It seems
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the congressman had to return

to .rer.s-ey city to secure his tent~ik~ array.
A right unusual picture
of a congressman in his under-drawers
be£Qre a mirror, and I am just wondering i£ we have here another zioncheck.
Thi s young gentleman has a fine name
,,"hich was handed down to him by his
une le .. the Secretary to former
pre siaent woodrow Wilson. This young
gentleman took a bad start by bragging
over the fact that he was an Eisenhower
Democr.at and was elected.
January 17, 1955
have this day received my subcommittee assignments as a Member of
the committee on Appropriations. I
,,"as indeed fortunate to be placed on
the sUbcommittee for Agriculture, and
als~ on the Subcommittee for Foreign
Aid. I decided not to make any issue,
or ~e a request concerning any subcommittee assignment, of Chairman
canJion, and just hoped for the beet.
Ele ss his heart, he certainly took
900-<1 care of me.
Prior to this time
the committee on Appropriations had
eleyen subcommittees, and two of the
I

SDNO!mlitteeg fonnerly designated

as Civil Functions and Independent
OffLces were combined making the new
S~o~ttee, public Works.
Instead
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of pertaining just to civil Punctions
and the Ar.my corps of Engineers projects, this new subcomnittee now perta:i.ns to a great many agenctEs. For
instance, Tennessee Valley Al!t::hority,
southeastern power Administration,
Atomic Energy oommLssion, as wel1
as Civil Functions, all come before
thi.s subco:mmi ttee. TO me, the choice
subcommittee on Appropriatio~s is
Agriculture, and I am right p~ud of
the fact that I was assigned to this
particular subcommittee.
I have this day receiveC. a
beautiful red rose, together with a copy
of House Joint Resolution lO~, introduced in the House by Representative
Frances P. Bolton of Ohio, acd with
similar resolution introduced in the
Senate by senator Margaret Chase smith.
The resolution provides that ~e rose
has long represented love, CClu:rage,
loyalty and devotion. There1o:re, be
it resolved by ~~e senate and Bouse
of Representatives of the united states
of America in congress Assembled. that
t..'le flower commonly known as the rose
is hereby designated and ado~Ed as
~"e national flCftWer of ~'le t.-1!!i"ted
states, and the president is requested
to decJ.are suc1.1 fact by procJ.ar:nation.
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Toeay we receive the budget
message from the presieent. Shortly
after receipt of the message the
Qr~ntee budaet will be available for
each Member of the House. According
to my information the budget this
year contains $15,152,000 for river
flood control and harbor projects for
Kentucky, and with $4,400,000 for the
completion of Locks and Dams 1 and 2
on Green River in my District, and
$2,275,000 for canalization of Green
River. We are certainly moving forward
and just for a change the Second Districl
of Kentucky is receiving recognition.

.

-

Wesley A. D'Ewart, Republican
of Montana, was a Member of the 83d
congress, serving his fifth term, and,
to me, was one of the able Members on
that s.i.de of the aisle. He was talked
into running for Unitee states senator
against senator Murray, and was defeated. The secretary of Agriculture,
Ezra Taft Benson, has this day named
him as his special Assistant and this,
to me, is a splendid appointment.
Mr. D' Ewart was of vital assistance
to me in the passage of the hill providing for the purchase of the two
privately owned caves in the Mammoth
Cave

~at.:tonal

park

~~ea.

senator Barkley has not been
feeling too well lately, and on Friday
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had a s1ightly s~ollen face experiencing
quite a bit of difficulty ~;_th 0_

toothache. He remarked that since he
is t.'I::Ie Junior Senator he was trying
to preserve a wisdom toOt.'I::I1 and the
swelling in his face made it hard to
articulate in making requests for
more surplus foods for Kentucky.
The Navy is testing the atomic
power submarine Nautilus today. This
is the first of its kind, and will
undergo tests from now until the
l.atter part of March. The General
Dynamics corporation has announced
that it will appropriate funds for the
creation of an Institute of Nucleolar
Medicine to explore new medical uses
for nucleolar radiation, nucleolar
equipment and radioisotopes.
It now appears that Ruben Miro,
a former student of catholic university,
here in washington, and a meI1lber of
the boxing team at that institution,
is the assassin of president Jose
Remon. This fellow is an attorney
at Panama, and was prondsed the post
of Minister of GOVernment and Justice
as his reward for the killing.
The Republicans are now very much
chagrined over

~'I::Ie

action of the

Democratic Leaders who have recently
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introduced h~~ls carrying out certain
provisions of the president's state
of the union Message. Representative
Robert W. Kean, Republican of New
Jersey. was designated by the White
House to introduce the necessary legis~ation providing a three year extension
of reciproca1 trade acts. and Representative Jere COOper. Chairman of
the committee on ways and Means, introduced this particular bill on the first
day of the session. and same is designated H.R. 1. I would wager that 3ere
cooper wins because this hill was
referred to his committee.
January 18. 1955
As soon as the President's Budget
Messaqe was read to the House. rrry
Chairman, Mr. cannon, of Missouri,
was recognized for ten minutes. In
substance, he stated that he had a
feelinq of deep disappointment over
the budget~ this budget was deceitful
and to a certain extent ridiculous.
Representative Taber, ~he r~~ing
Republican Member of the Appropriations
committee, answered Representative
Cannon, and Representative Halleck.
fo~er ~~jority Leader, staton
in
recent weeks and months he had heard
quite a bit of talk concerning smears
and false accusations, and that Mr.
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cannon, who is the Chairman of the
great committee on Appropriations,
in characterizing the budget message
of the President of the ~mited states
as deceitful and deceptive was, in
turn, attempting to smear the President. Mr. cannon immediately stated
that at no time had he made any
reference to the president of the
united states and that the discrepancies
he pointed out in the budget were there
and not answered by the gentlemen on
the other side. The budget, at a
glance, contains the following functions
and amounts:
Major National security •• $40,458,000,OOO
xnternationa1 Affairs &
Finance.............. 1.841,000.000
Veterans services and
Benefits ••••••••••••• 4.684,000.000
Welfare, Health and
Education ••••••••••••

2,312,OOO,OO()

Agriculture ••••••••••••••
National Resources •••••••
commerce and Manpower ••••
General Government •••••••

7,647,000,000
1,209,000,000
6,908.000,000
1,569,000,000

interest •••••••••••••••••

6,378,O()O,OOO

classified pay Increase ••

125,000,000
200,OOO,0()O

contingencies ••••••••••••

Total Budget Gross ••••••• $73,332,OOO,OOO
Deduct Applicable

Receipts •••••••••••••• 10,923,000,000
Net Budget EXpenditures •• $62,408,OOO,OOO
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yesterday our Majority Jy€'o.der,
Mr. Mccormack. was granted permission
to address the House for one ~inute,
and stated that occasionl3.11y one
reads a news item, or a column, in
the paper about the two branches of
the congress where they refer to the
senate as the upper branch, and although they were wrong, this was not
of any great importance or disturbing, to say the least, because the
author was incorrect. However, Mr.
McCOrmack said, that when he picked
up the congressional Record and found
a distinguished Member of the other
body refer to the senate as the upper
House of OOngress, naturally it was
time to correct the distinguished
Member of the other :body. I f the
Member of the other body woul-d make a
study of the COnstitution of the
united States he would realize that
both branches of the congress are coequal. and if he further studied he
would find that when COngress sat in
Philadelphia the Senate met on the
fl.oor above the House, and they referred to one body because of their
location in that particular building
as the upper branch, a.nct ;-hey referred to til.e other body as the lOWer
bra Y1C!1,. Con.S'r~s.s!!'.2.~ ~-';al ter C."airrnan
I
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asked if the Majority Leader would
yie~d and he, in turn, inquired if
the gent~eman's attention had been
ca~1ed to the statement made by a
certain Member of the other body which
~pugns the patriotism and loyalty
of Members of the House insofar as
their interest in curtailing subversive activities is concerned. rh~s
speaker stated that it might well be
pointed out that the other body had
no monopoly on patriotism. Majorit:.y
Leader Mccormack stated that the
gent~eman was correct:, and that he
further wanted to state for the
benefit of the worl.d that "I think
the National House of Representati?es
of which we are all. Members is second
to no ~egislative body in the world
in the collective ability of its
Members, and is second to no other
~egislative body on the basis of its
coll.ective stability."

speaker Rayburn brought the disCUBsion to a quick end by reminding
~~e House ~~at it always must maintain rules of comity between both
branches of Congress.
~~~~~d~nt ~~SeT~~Ger!s

for the next fiscal

YE"","r

budget

will b€'

handled in t.,"e :House by A?propriations

subcommittees greatly rearranged
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accord.ir1.g to functi.on and ffierr"bership.
southern Democrats, main~y
because of seniority. had most of the
thirteen regular subcommittees of
the fu~l committee led by Chairman
cannon. Democrat of Missouri. Chairmen
designated for the subcommittees were
Representative Whitten, (D-Miss.), for
Agriculture and re~ated agencies~
preston, (D-Ga.), for commerce and
related agencies~ Mahon, (D~ex.), for
oefense Departmentr Passman. (D-I.a.).
for Foreign Aid~ Andrews. (D-Ala.).
for General GOVernmental matters;
Kirwan, (D-Ohio), for Interior and
related agencies r Fogarty, (D-R. I .). for
Labor-HEW, and re~ated agencies:
cannon, (D-MO.) for public Works ~
ROoney, (D-N.Y.), for state, Justice,
JUdiciary and Related agencies: Gray,
CO-Va.), for Treasury and post Office;
Thomas, (D-Tex.). for Veterans, Housing,
Civil Defense, and other agencies;
Rorrel, (D-Ark.), Legislative; Rabaut,
~Mich.), for District of COlumbia,
and Whitten, (D-Miss.), for Special subcoo:mnittee on Enforcement of the AntiDeficiency Act, and other fiscal legisLation.
Our subcommittee on Agriculture
will consider a proposed appropriation
t!o"'7
nr\rJ r\r'lr'I
O-rrtOunting to a total of v'
and our subcommittee on Foreign Aid will
t:.,.,~
,V~llvvv,vvv
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an appropr~ation totalling
$4,700,000,000 outlay for foreign
spending.
cons~der

The new budget submitted by the
president is the third unbalanced
budget submitted by the present AdrndnLstration, and this procedure
certaLnly does not comply with the
campaign pledges of 1952 promising
a balanced budget. The $4,700,000,000
out1ay for foreign spending will receive considerable scrutiny, in my
opinion, and the provisions for the
Military Services, which includes a
cut in funds and manpower for the
A~, will also be carefully examined.
A reduction of 4% in the over-all
budget, which would amount to about
$2,500,000,000, would operate to
place the budget in ba1ance for the
first time since the fiscal year 1951.
The Chinese situation is gradually
reaching the dangerous stage. communist forces struck yikiangshan by air,
sea and land yesterday. and the tiny
Nationalist Chinese island outpost has
been captured. Here we have one of
~~e stepping stones to the Nationalist
~t~nghold

of

Pormosa~

some 200 miles

north of the tiny island chain. We
have our united states Seven~~ Fleet
patrolling in the Formosa strait, and,
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since we are co:mrnitted to the
defense of Formosa, r am carefully
watching for our next step.
January 19, 1955
MY dlairman, Mr. Cannon. charged

yesterday that the Navy's proposed
new aircraft carrier already is outmoded, and urged congress to scuttle
it. This carrier in question is
scheduled to be the fifth of the
Forrestal class. Mr. cannon maintains
that he does not approve of expenditures of enormous sums on aircraft
carri.ers when authorities say that
no one carrier will be afloat for more
than ten hours after war is declared.

X feel sure that we will hear
a lot about the TVA appropriation
thi s year. president Eisenhower's
budget recommendation for TVA is, in
sQbstance, an open declaration for
destruction. His proposal for a
starved-down TVA is. to me, one 0 f
the conspicuous parts of the budget.
If W~ accept the president's proposal
the budget for ~ for 1956 would be
financed by $27,550,000 of appropriated
f~~d2,

$248,276,000 from operations,
and <' $40.4:'-1,000 cut in cash accou.nts.

sue!! a proposal, to !O.e~ is a deli~erate
move to force TVA rates upward. :r am
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definitely of the opinion that the
present Administration seeks to completely destroy the Tennessee Valley
~",ut..1'l,o:rit.y •
According to my information, the
Republicans will submit the necessary
resolutions tomorrow setting up
their committees for the 94th COngress.
The cutting down process must be
very difficu1t. A number of very
choice assignments must be given up
due to the fact that the Democrats will
have the majority on the committees.
For instance, ten Republicans will be
dropped from the Appropriations committee, making the total number now
twenty instead of thirty. The Democrats will have thirty on this
particular committee for the 84th
congress.
Representatives Bentley, Roberts
and Davis have made pleas during ~~e
past fe'W days on the floor of the
House for additional security. A1l
of t..'lUs ,,,as brought about as the result
of the lady in the red ha t entering
the House Chamber and very calmly
marching up to the Speaker I s desk.
Ea~h

of

th~

t,."'1r.e~

aJ;-:;ove Reprosentat.Lves

made a very effective speech concern.Lng this matter, and, s)_nee these
~lree gentlemen were each injured by
the Puerto Rican fanatics, their plea
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should be heeded. I believe the
House would be fully justified in
regarding the situation no,... as an
emergency, and prompt~y passing a
bill placing the capitol police jobs
on a career baSiS, and thereby securing
the necessary protection for the
Members of congress.
secretary DUlles issued a statement yesterday to the effect that the
seizure of the small Chinese Nationalist
island was of no great consequence,
but, to me, this whole island chain is
so cl.ose to t.'le mainland that same is
important.
You would be surprised at some
things that make up the 62~ .illion
dollar budget. For instance, it will
take $32,100,000 just to keep track
of where the money is going, and to
make sure it is spent properly. This
amount is requested for ~~e General
Accounting Office. The Supreme court
does not only decide such problems as
to what to do about school segregation,
but also how much it will cost to remove any snow that might fa!.l on the
COurt's distinguished sidewalks. The
S·~~ of $150 is set fo~~h in the budget
for this ouroose. We are 9aying on
a war 108 years old. The budget ::urtner
shows that 203 men remember the last
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Indian War because they are drawing
pensions as veterans of same.
January 20. 1955
Virginia and I wi11 attend the
Kentucky Dinner tonight at the
Women's Nationa1 Democratic Club, and
at 1:45 AM. I start my trip to Winter
Baven. Florida. The p1ane arr~ves at
~acksonvi11e at 4:10 AM. and, after
a two hour and twenty minute Layover.
arrives at Orlando at 7:36 AM.
0Dn~ressman Horan and I represent the
Subcommittee on Agriculture at t~e
hearing to be hel.d at. Winter Haven,
Florida, beginning at. 1.1: 00 AM tomorrow. The GOvernor of the state,
together with his ~partrnent of AqriCUlture, will be present, and the
question under disc~ssion is the construction of a new bui1.ding for the
united states citrus products station,
which is presently located at l'ilinter
Haven. The united states Department
of Agricu1ture maintains a staff of
some thirteen members, including tne
head chemist. and tbe bui1dings now
o<:<:upied were deeded to the united
states GOvernment by t."1e Chamber o:f
(Xlmmt:"rce of wint~r Ea:ven in the- y~~~
J.937.
r·lembers of the citru.s and

vegetable industries of Florida began
tn~ research station in 1931.
At
present the budget permits an ex-
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penditure of $88,000 for maintenance
of this research station, and the
question under discussion pertains
eo +-he construction of a new bu:ilding
to house additional laboratory equipment. The citrus industry has grown
from 29 million boxes of oranges in
the year 1938 to 90 million boxes in
tne year 1954. ~e facts and f:igures
wil.l be presented this week end, which
point out the crying need that today
exists in the citrus and vegetable
industry for new and adequate
laboratory equipment and facilities
for the united states Citrus Products
Station.
When r was fortunate enough to
be selected as one of the members of

the subcommittee on Agriculture of
the Appropriations committee little
did r know that within ten days I
would be of:f on a junket. The re~est, at first blush, seems to be a
?ery reasonable one, but I am sorry
that I have to start junketing so soon
after my new appoint.ment.
January 24, 1955
Presi.dent
'~ngress

in an
day to su?oort
a defense line
and hoJ..ding i t

Eise!"..h~o?er

will ask

extraorcinary message tohis plans for drawing
in the Formosa Area,
against communist
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aggre-ssion. 1'/e have a Task Force
of tnree united states Carriers. and
sorn~ nine destroyers. together with
the :F~ag ship of the united states
seventh Fleet. in Formosa waters,
This situation is right critical.
I returned from Florida last
night and certainly enjoyed our investigation of the spreading decline in
Florida citrus crops, and the need
for !IIOre research on the part of the
Federal Government. Representative
walt Horan, Republican of Washington,
Representative A. S. Herlong, Jr., of
Leesburg" Florida, and I made this
trip as representatives of the SUbcommittee on Agriculture of the
committee on Appropriations. After
the xentucky Banquet on Thursday
night of last week I flew by National
Airways at 1:45 AM to Jacksonville,
Florida. I had a layover of some two
hO'_lrs, and +-hen flew on d~"Il to
Orlando. I was met at the plane by
Representatives Horan, Herlong"
Governor Leroy Collins, and a delegation
of tl1e Florida citrus indUstry. ~'ie
proceeded by ~ar at this point, and
for t\olO days and a half travelled
5vO miJ.es 5_11 -tlie state of
Flo:rida... T",J!e ~_n,~?€cted "':..:.':.e Go. ,t!2rnmen-t
.
::;crr.:a

Laoo2"a~ories

at ;·:i.nter Raven and Orlano_o~
This is a serious problem, ana, the

c3isCOVEr-'y of the nerratode, wllich

C'::U...1.ses the spre.clding decline I is of
:i.mportance at the present time. We

will attempt to

d~~ise

a plan of

assistance to discover ways and
~,ea:n::;: of cO'rr.bating the di~ca!;~.
In
addition to our mission we visited the
famous cypress Gardens, BOk ~ower.
Mountain Lake. and several other
~aut:i.ful. resorts.
We took the boat
ride through cypress Gardens and had
l.uncl!. during the water carniva~. '!'he
Shah of Iran and Queen soraya were
also visitors at the same time and
we alJ. had lunch together. Governor
C'O~lins is a comparative~y yO'UI'lg man,
and appears to be makin<J an outstand:i.ng record.
~n

flying back last night we
really had rough weather between
Or~ando and Jacksonville.
We were
flying at 5000 feet and severa~ of
the passen<Jers almost made up their
ninds to leave the plane at Jacksonville.
~~~Jer. upon 1aaving Jacksonville we
ascended to 15,000 feet, and the trip
on into Washington was much better.
The Bok Monument, which is located on ~~e hill in Mountain Lake
park section, 5.s some 200 feet in
be:3_g?rt. anc. 2pprox5...rnately 40 feet wide.

shaped IjJ<e a hexagon..

..r:,. s!r'.a.lJ.. moat
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fi1~ed with vater surrounds the
tower, and t..i.is tower is one of the
architectural masterpieces of this
country. AJ..:m<:s t daiJ.y arch;.tects
from a11 ov~r ~.11"I.er:i_e~_ ~!!'.~ to st'J.dy
the design of this tower. Beautiful
marble, l±mestQne and granite was
used in the ~<mstruction ()f this tower
which cost slightly over ~l,OOO.OOO.
The tower has huge chimes with a
master musician employed by the year
to play same- at regular intervals
throughout the day. The MOuntain Lake
Section is c~mposed of estates owned
by millionaires, and is one of the
most exclusive sections that I have
ever had the pleasure of visiting.
The section of the Lake area which leads
to the tower is public, t() a certain
extent, but all of the balance of
the Mountain Lake area is closely
guarded and :;>rivacy prevails. To
own a home here you must be a
millionaire, ~ith this being the

first

prer~isite.

cypress Gardens is a beautiful
place. Es~~~r Williams' last picture
was made at ~ress Gardens, and the
cinemascope, which is playing here
in Washingto:n for its thi.rd yea:r:, has
<l.

!OC'O!!:l.'O!

fro:1', Cypress Gardens.
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Since dictating the above I
have had the pleasure of listening
to the president's message concerning
our foreign policy in t~e western
pacific. After setting forth the
facts concernLng the present situation
in regard to Formosa and the pescadores,
the president stated that in the
interest of peace the United states
must remove any doubt regarding our
readiness to fight if necessary thereby
preserving the vital stake of the
free world in a free Formosa. The
president stated that such a plan requires not only presidential action,
but aleo Congressional action, and
that with the situation as i t presently
eXists, taking into consideration our
modern conditions of warfare, i t would
not be prudent to await the emergency
before coming to the Congress because
it rni.ght be too late. 'The president
requested that a suitable COngressional
Resolution be adopted publicly establishing the authority of the President, as commander-in-Chief, to employ
the Armed Forces of this Nation
promptly and effectively for the purposes indicated if, in his judgment,
it became necessary. Such a resolution
would o:t_'-ltO!rlati.cal:ty
~~e

~xpi.Z'e

as $OOn as

crisis passes.

In my opinion, the President of
the United states will recej.ve the
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support of the majority of the
M.embers of the congress of the
united states in this matter.
January 25, 1955
have this day received a
f~ Clyde DOyle, Representative
from ~e 23d congressional District
of cali.fornia, who is a Member of thoe
House un-American Activities committoee.
requesting ~at I make any suggesti.ons
concerning rules of procedure to be
followed by this particular committee.
For a great number of months cri.ticism
has been directed toward this cornmittee, and to Mccarthy's committee
in the Senate, due to the fact that
no set of rules seem to be followed,
and, in some instances, witnesses have
been considerably abused, ana mi.streated due to the fact that no
particular rules were followed by the
committee Members concerning the me~hod
of investigating the particular subj ect.
I

~etter

When the House convenes today at
noon we will be confronted with the
question of approval of a resolution
publicly con£irming the president'S
right to useo our Arm_l?o Forces i.n "':!1e
defense of Formosa, proviClj.ng -t::ha-t:: i:n
the President's judgment same becomes
necessary.
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Today

~he ~~ited

states

raced to Formosa waters.

carr~ers

Things

~=e

working about as usua~ in washLngton.
~hey cut ~,e Army. expand t.'e Air
Force and send the Navy to do the
fighting.
The budget dollar for

fisca~

year

1956 will be cut up into very unique
portions. Major National Securi t~.
Mili tary, Atomic Energy. Mutual M;i:litary
program and stockpiling wi~l take 65
cents out of each dollar: charges
fixed by law such as interest. Ve~erans.
grants to states. etc., wi~l take ~4
cents out of each dollar: all oth~r
Agencies including Health, welfar~.
communications, Transportation, etc.,
will take 11 cents out of each dollar.
The budget dollar for the fiacal
year 1956 will come from the fol1~
ing sources - individual income t~es
48 cents, corporation income taxes
26 cents, eXCise taxes 15 cents,
Co'stOIllS and other taxes i cents. Utd
borrowing 4 cents.
DUring the past week Fresident
Eisenhower gave two dinners, one
honoring Vice President Nixon. an~ the
second }').onoring !buse Speaker S~~
Rayburn.
Senator Joseph R. Mccarthy
left off of the invitation list to
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these two dinners, and, according to
Mary Jane Mccaffree, Mrs. Eisen.~ower·s
personal secretary. the absence of
-Ll"te Mccarthys was not just an overs:ight.
H. J. Res. 150. provided, in
part, as follows:
n Resolved by the senate and House
Representatives of the united states
~f America in congress assembled, That
the president of the united states be
~nd he hereby is authorized to employ
the Armed Forces of the United states
~s he deems necessary for the specific
]?Urpose of securing and protecting
~rmosa and the pescadores against
armed attack. this authority to in~Lude the securing and protection of
such re~ated positions and territories
of that area now in friendly hands
and the taking of such other measures
as he judges to be required or
appropriate in assuring the defense
aE Formosa and the pescadores.

~f

"This resolution shall expire
~hen the president shall determine
that the peace and security of the
~r~a is reasonably assured by intermational conditions created by action
oE the United Nations or otherwise,
and shall SO report to t.:."1.e congress.
II
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I have just received notice
my Chair.man, Representative
(!lar-enc e cannon, informing me that
-the Democratic r·lembers of t..'1.e commi.ttee
~n Appropriations wi~l meet at 11:00
~'cl~ck a.m. tomorrow.
According to
EY info~tion. a battle is in the
~f£ing, and Representative Albert
~omas of Texas. is soliciting votes
for repudiation of the Chairman insofar
as subconmittee arrangement is concerned. I certainly do not intend
to start out on this committee casting
the vote of my District in repudiation
of the Chairman.
~rom

January 26, 1955
The House yesterday quickly
voted President Eisenhower specific
authority to fight, if necessary,
to protect Formosa. 'l'his is the 84th
Session~ first impressive demonstration
of bipartisan solidarity. The resoLuti.on was approved in three hours by
a vote of 409 to 3. This was a roll
call vote and the Democrats joined
~ith the Republicans in demanding
swift approval of the authority sought.
rhe resolution came out under a closed
!!lent", •
On]." one Deroocr",t ",.:nO. two
Re!,1.JbJ5cans voted no. They were

Representatives Graham A. Barden,
Democrat of North caroli.na, Eugene

or.

-
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Republ~can

of Kentucky. and

T iroo~"'y p. Shee.."lan, Republican of

Illinois.
Attorney General Brownell testiyesterday be£ore the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee that COngress
should ~ediately give itself and
Federal Judges a pay raise to prevent loss of able roen to better paTing fields.
r~ed

Appropriations committee meeting
cal.l.ed for eleven o'clock this morn-Log.
Adjourned until. three O'clock this
afternoon with every indication of
a peaceful settlement. The questio~
of subcomnittee assignments. and th e
consolidation of stibcomnittees has
stirred up some trouble. :r still
shall vote, if necessary, with my
dlairman.
In addition to river and harho I:
appropriation money for my District
the budget contains a request for
$612,157 for Mammoth Cave, with
$362,000 of said amount earmarked f~,
construction 'WOrk. '!'his would cove:r
basic construction of about half of
the proposed ten mile four lane
road which wouJ.d join 31,q just east
of Park c~ty. Kentucky. The Mammo~
cave National Park ..:,;ssociation has
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been asking for such a road for

about eight years, ClJ"lo.,. in fact #
demanding same every year since the
cave area became a national park.
There is quite a bit of opposi.tion
to t.L"iis n~..,;; :road due t.o the fa~t t...~at:
the new route leaves off some of the
privately owned caves, and a great
many small souvenir businesses c~ded
up close to the old :road. wi thin
the next few weeks I presume there
will be several 1ett.ers on my desk
demanding that this appropriation be
refused. 'l'he total lConstruction cost
would amount to more than $1,000,000.
The balance of the a:?!)ropriation is
for guide service ~~ntenance and
other operating cost !I of the park for
the fiscal year 1956.

plans for ilTlllediate const:ruction
of a noew post office- have been approved
for Au:burn, Kentucky'. The building
is to he constructed: by w. C. Howlett.
Auburn businessman, pursuant to long
term
the U.S.
Post Office Departlne.nt.
have wonder~ as to the attitude
of the British concerning our reso~ution.
Great Brita:in, of course,
has recognized COImllnist China, but,
I

accoruing to touay'g; press, ::aritisll
welcomed E-resic.ent Ej~sen,ower s

offic3_aJ~s

f
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Formosa declaration and called it
a fair and reasonable effort to relax tension in the Far East. Secretary DuJ.J.es now informs us that Chi.ang
Kai-shek's desire to return to the
mai.nland with forces is a thing of
the past and will not be sanctioned
by this country.

H.R. 2576 is up today providing
that the Reorganization Act of 1949,
as amended on February 11, 1953, be
further amended extending the time
to April 1, 195B. E.R. 2576 proposes
to extend the time from April 1, 1955,
to April 1, 1958, in order to provide
for the submission of the president' s
reorganization plans under the provision of the Reorganization Act.
This 1egis1ation is proposed in order
to afford additional time to carry on
an established policy of congress in
delegating to the Pr~sident authority
to reorganize ~he Ex~cutive Branch
of the Government.
congressman Dawson of Illinois,
is now Chairman of the COrrmittee on
GOvernment operations. He is one of
the colored Members :in the House, and
has ~n Azsist~nt Clerk for his Committee, of !l~_S ~. 'n
. race, who was
s~.tt;.ng on -the floor of the Rouse today. This ",as an unusual sight, and
one the.t some of the southern Members
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on his committee do not

Speaking of colored

l~ke.

M~bers,

I passed

Roosevelt's office on the third
floor in t..."'e Old House Bui.lding t.'"le
other day and saw that he now has a
colored ~ecr~ta~; on his staff.

~ames

January 27, 1955
For the past few days 1: have
made a right intensive study of our
new 1955-1956 budget. Since 1: am now
a Member o£ ~e committee on Appropriations we will have the budget before
us for several months. 1: was very
much interested in obtaining a new
definition as to the word "budget".
xt seems that the French budgets in
days of old was the leather bag in
which the Chancellor of the EXchequer
carried documents when he went before
the parliament to ask i t to vote funds.
~e term today means a nation's
financial program, and the budget submitted to congress this month is the
34th to congress from a UJlited states
president.
Today in the House we had up
H. Res. 1J.4 which provides for t.."'e
creation of a select committee to be

composed of II

M~hers

of the House

oE Representatives to be appointed by
t'he speaker r tj. £rom the .Ma j or j. ty pa.rty.
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and 5 from the M.inority party. with
saLd Merr~ers to be known as the
Select committee. The committee is
aut'ltorized to conduct and study aU.
prob1.ems concerning all types of sma1.1
busLnesses. We further considered
and passed H. Res. 112. which provides
that the COmmittee on Armed services,
acting as a whole. or by subcommittee,
is authorized and directed to conduct
a f~1l and complete investigation
into a1.1 matters relating to the procurement, use ana disposal. of materiels.
equipment, supplies. services and
matters concerning military and
civi1.ian personnel under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense,
and al.1 matters rel.ating to research
and devel.opment in support of the
Armed services. ~is committee shall
report to the Houge as soon as
pra~ticable durin~ the present COngress
the results of its investigations and
stuCly.
We further cons idered and adopt.ed

H. Res. 111, which provides that the
House resol.ve itself into the COmmittee of the whole House on tbe
state of the union for the consideration
of thE' bill, H.R. 587. H.!L 587 proVic3.ES that 1?ersons serving in the
ADned Forces on January 31, 1955, may
con.t:inue to accrue additional benefits
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under the Veterans Readjustment
~ssistance Act of 1952.
upon a ro~~
ca11 vote this bi11 passed unanimously.
January 28, 1955
president paul Magloire of Haiti,
addressed a jOint session of congress
yesterday. Only two members of the
cabinet appeared, and they were
postmaster summerfield and Mrs. Hobby.
The Supreme court included only six
members, and the FOreign ~isters
and Charge' de Affairs consisted o£
two undersecretaries.
president
Magloire, now on an official visit
here was elected by the National
Assembly in 1950. He has made an
intensive development of the little
country's agricultural and mineral
resources, and a five year program
of industrial construction which includes darns and power producing plants
is now in operation. Hispaniola was
one of COlumbus' discoveries in 1492,
arid the early history of the island
revolves around Spanish colonization.
From 1677 to 1804 the colony was
French, and it is still a French
speaking country. Except for the
United states' occupation from 1915
...
"'3.'!_, ""
- cea"by d".csoro.ers
,
'
......,'le
_0 1~_
~o ....
~n
country, it has been independent since
~rench ru2e ended.
President Mag10ire
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spoke in French and at the close
of each paragraph one of his aides
repeated the paragraph in English.
The Rouse adjourned until
Monday noon. we will. probably start
our subcommittee hearings on the
agricultural appropriation beginning
Tuesday.
I attended the National. Postmasters
Association banquet on wednesday night
of this week and last night attended
the American Legion Auxiliary Banquet.
All of the Kentucky De~egation were
seated at table 67 last night with
the exception of Gene Siler, and he
was seated across the aisle at table
68 with nine ladies. There were two
empty spaces at our table, but for
some reason he was seated with the
Ladies across the aisle. He was really
hacked over This seating arrangment,
and we enjoyed same very much. We
kidded John Robsion about his pupil,
Siler, and his first roLl call vote
against the president.
After the cameras were all set
up for the televised first session
of the President's caDinet one o£ the
techn;.c:t;:t.n.s tncruj.reo. a.s to 'Where

secretary of Defense ChBrles Wilson was.
He could not be seen due to the fact
that he was sitting back up against
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tJle ....a~l. In a very sroa~~ voice
he announcE.a. "Here J: am. but J:
aJtl not qoil1.g to say a word."
This
crone ~~~rtly after ~he famous dog
story.
Whi~e

the president of Haiti was
address ing the j oint session of
congxesB Senator Geo~e, of Georg:La,
was <::a~led from the f~oor to hear the
pres ::ident ':; statement read over the
telephone eonoerning Formosa. The
president ~imp~y stated that the
xesolution now before the COngress
~~cl be u~ed for the defense of
~ormosa, a~d the Pescadores Islands,
and c:ertailily would not extend beyond
this point. When the Senate went back
::into session Senator George, in his
addr~ss, stated that he believed the
presLdent of the united states was a
goodman dedicated to a peaceful wor~d,
and that he be~ieved what the president said. He further stated that
~either Chiang Kai-shek nor any
admi.ra:J or officer of the Line

wou~d

~ecide how we should protect Formosa,
:but th<=t it woul.d be a personal decision
~f the president of the united states.
~is speech, to me, clearly demonstrates
the st~t~s~nnghip of this £ine old
Senato~.
In my opinion, we have seldom
heard. speeches with the statesrnanJ..:i.ke
approach of this particular speech.
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I was somewhat amused at the
editorial which appeared in yesterday's
COurier concerning the "no" vote
in

~~e

House of our

freg~_man

Repre-

sentative from the 8th District,
Eugene SiLer. The courier-JournaL,
in this editorial goes on to state
that Mr. siler is very young in
COngressional service, and that he
speaks with the voice of the past.
Giving him credit for his sincerity,
he is no more deeply opposed to war
than hundreds of his colleagues in
COngress, and that a number of his
colleagues might have, for reasons
of home politics, voted as Siler did.
Such a vote is easier to display to
worried mothers, and is strict~y
political in nature. This edi~orial
further points out that Siler's theory
of a war on our own soil is the onl.y
one in which we have any business is
silly because this would simply
mean fighting an aggressor in the
streets of Williamsburg, Kentu~ky,
the home of Siler, but not in ~e
streets of Taipeh. The Members of
congress cLearly decided, in my
opinion, that we have a better chance
of peace if we show ourselves ~eady
to fight ...·,here aggression

strL'l!:es~

and that we had much rat~er man the
outer rim of our defenses than an
inner one through the heart of our
own country.
This is t.l)e year 1955,
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and our present phi~osophy has
changed c::onsiderab~y from that of
use in tbe year 1855.
~anuary

29, 1955

senator clements has been
s~rving as Majority Leader for the
past ten days.
Senator Johnson was
operated upon for removal of kidney
stone, and i t wil.l. be some two or
~ree weeks more before he returns
to Washington to assume his duties
as Majority Leader. From every indication senator Clements is doing a
fine job. and several of the senators
have sFOken to me about this matter.
John sherman cooper, twice a
Republican Senator from Kentucky,
and a former united states Foreign
kffairs Advisor, was nominated by
Presidenc Eisenhower yesterday to be
~ssa~r to India, and neighboring
N"epal.
January 31, 1955

oomnunist China rejected any
suggestion of a cease fire with the
strike eack with heavy blows if
American Forces tried to stop her
from taking Formosa, This situation
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is rea21y serious.
~e

president, in signing the
Reso1ution au~~orizing the necessary
military moves to protect FOrmosa
from the Chinese Reds, expressed his
thanks to congress by stating,
K7 am deeply gratified at the
almost unanimous vote in the
congress of the united states
on this joint resolution. To
the Members of COngress, and to
their leaders I wish publicly
to thank them for their great
patriotic service. By their
vote the American people prove
their elected Representatives
have made it clear to the world
that we are united here at
home in our determination to help
a brave ally, and to resist
corranu!'list aggression."

I often wonder about the nicknames
the pages have for the Members of the
House. In the senate they call
Senator Eugene Milliken of COlorado,
"the DOme"; multi-millionaire senator
Theodore Greene of R'l1oo,e Island, "Money
8agstl~ Senator EVerett Dirksen of
:t:J.l:i.noj_s It

tithe !>reac!1er"; Se:r"!?-,toX'

Leverei:.t Sa1tonsta:ll of ~.assachusetts.
"the Blueblood"; senator Wj_l1.:i.am Langer
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of North Dakota, "Wild BilJ.";
senator Walter George of Georgia.
"the sage" I Senator William Fulbright
of ot.!\.rkansas.. lI<t-he Professor tf

•

some

of the nicknames for the other
senators cannot be placed in print.
February 2, 1955
Our Subcammittee on Agriculture
met for the first time this session
at I o'clock PM yesterday and we
had before us Ralph S. Roberts. Administrative Assistant Secretary and
Joseph c. Wheeler, Director of Finance
and Budget Officer of the Department
of Agriculture. These two gentlemen
gave a quick SllImIary of the i terns in
the budget pertaining to the Department of 1\gricu2ture. and showed charts
setting forth increases and decreases.
We adjourned until 2 o'clock today.
I shall attend the C.I.O. Reception at the Mayflower Hotel tonight
and have accepted invitation to attend
the National Real Estate Association
for tomorrow night at the statler.
Miss EVelyn Furgerson of NortonvillE
!=,lacE' of M.iss Eva Mauzy of Dixon~ who
is now employed. by Representative
Winfield Denton of Evansville, Indiana.
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February 2, 1955
The senate Judiciary Committee
approved a $7500 annual pay
raise for Members of congress and
District court Judges.

yest~rday

In addition to the $7500 the
biLL before the senate provided for
paying the expenses of Members of
congress for five round trips horne
a year. ~is will he in addition to
the first trip now provided for which
miLeage is paid at the rate of twenty
cents per mile.
The House Judiciary Subcommittee
meanwhile reported out a bil.l increasing sa2aries of Mewbers of
congress and the Federal Judiciary.
This measure would raise congressional
salaries to $22.500, plus a $2500
eXpense allowance. The request of
the Justice Department that u. s.
At:.tOJ:'neys and ro.!1Jc; 119' Justice Department officials be also raised was
ignored.
I understand that three or four
Members from Kentucky are politically
afraid of this biil ana will vote
"no'· •
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The senate Foreign Relations
committee yesterday approved ~~e
nomination of former Republican
Senator Jo~n sherman cooper of
Kent~cky, as Ambassador to India.
The post of Ambassador to India has
been vacant for some weeks, and Mr.
COOper will leave for his new assignment as soon as the Senate confirms

him.
Yesterday Irving L. Peterson,
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,
Dr. B. T. Shaw. and Dr. George w.
Zrving, Jr., appeared before the
House Subcommittee on Agricultural
Appropriations. I examined these
men in great detail concerning the
research service, and its application
to tobacco, fruits and vegetables.
We also had before our subcommittee
O. V. Wells, Administrator of the
Aqricultural Marketing service, and
he certainly shied away from a
question concerning the state Depart1\\@n't::' s refusal to permit the Department of l,gricul ture to sellon a
competitive basis any of our surplus
commodities in foreign trade.
The 't-Tni_tec1 Nat.ions security
Council's discussion of a cease fire
in the Formosa strait today awaited
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Red chj_na' s answel:' to the COl..U1cil' s
bid for peip~gts spoke~~an to join
in the debate.
to the Ja~~csc ~bassador,
a farmer na~ed Charles E. W~1son~
who alsQ is secretary of Defense, is
about tQ receive a pair of the world's
most unusual chickens. While ordinary
chickens go about the humdrum business
of laying eggs and building up their
drumsticks. the yokohamas concentrate
on one job - producing a rooster tail
that has reached the record length of
twenty feet, six inches. some of the
tails are so long that a man has to
carry them when the birds exercise.
Th~ks

Februur.i 3,

~955

Yesterday was ground hog day,
and, as usual. Representative Leon
Gavin of punxsutawney, Pennsylvania,
made his annual prediction for and
nn
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Hog Cluh. Representative Gavin was
recognized by Speaker sam Rayburn
and made the follOWing statement:
"]!f...r. spea'ker, t.oo.ay is t.."le
traditional Groundhog 1)ay-PeJ::>ruary 2-

great p:r:ognosti.cator of "th.e ~..,ea"'.:her,
na S 0.ga:i.n spo!~"2n from ~is den on
GobbJ_er • s I{no!:> i_n the pennsy).vClnj_o. 1-jj.J_J_s
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at punxsutawney. pa., where it has
been during the last few days 18
degrees helow zero.
"I am in receipt of a wire from

Mr. sam Light, president of the

punxsutawney. pa., Groundhog Club,
and he states:

'Hear yeo Hear yeo Al~ ye
discip~es of the sage of sages, the
seer of seers, the world's greatest
weather prophet. the punxsutawney
groundhog.
'The time is 8: 51 this morning.
'The place is a windy, snowcovered kno1~ at GObbler's !<nOb,
hone of the world' s foremost weather
prophet, the Punxsutawney groundhog.
'FOr the 74th consecutive year,
mecnbers of the Groundhog Club# the
press, radio and television shiver
be:Eore the groundhog den, awaiting
the seer's prediction •
•At last the door of the burrow
cr~aks open ~nd a weary prophet bl~~~g
his eyes at t.."1e unaccustomed sunlight.
wil~ he see his shadow, foretelling
6 ~re weeks of winter, or wiil ~~ere
be no shadow, meaning early spring?
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'ALI await with bated breath.
'Sorry, fellows,' speaks our
se~r as he casts a 1ong. dark unmistakable shadow on the snow.
'You
miqht just as well have stayed in bed.
It's coid. Brrr, and it's going to
stay that way_ So put another log
on the fire or turn up the thermostat.
I'm going back to bed. See you in
the spr:ing.·
'And with that he backed into
hi.s den and slammed the door on the
outside world.
"SO that is that.
more weeks of winter.

And it is 6

"In closing, J: might say that
presume the petulant fakers, the
synthetic groundhogs from Quarryville,
Fa., and sun prairie, Wis., will
again attempt to secure some publicity
at the ~xpense of this great weather
prophet from punxsutawney by making
one of their usual quack pronouncements."
l:

We adopted House Resolution 70
':i-Estero.::ty rluthcrizing an expenditure

of not to exceed $150.000 for expenses and investigation work of the
select ~ommittee created by House
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Reso1ution 55. In addition to the
adoption of the above resolution we
aaopted House Resolution 102 authorizing an expenditure of not exceeding
$225,000 for the committee on unAmer~can Activities.
We also adopted
B~use Resolution 113 authorizing expenditure not to exceed $150,000 for
the COlnmittee on Armed services. We
also adopted House Resolution 123,
which provided that the committee on
the Disposition of Executive papers,
provided for by Section 5 of Public
Law ~15~ 78th Congress, shall consist
of ~-o Members of the committee on
House Administration to be appointed
by Ue speaker. We also adopted
Rouse Resolution ~25 whiCh granted
the committee on Rouse Administration
until April 15, 1955, to file report
with the Clerk of the House, setting
forth results of investigation concernLng ~~e dining facilities in ~;e
capitol and the House Office Buildings.
We adopted House Resolution 118
providing for certain studies to be
~de by the committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. and also House
Resolut5.on 63 providing for inspection
by 'E..h.e c-orr;rftitt.ee On veterans Affairs
of. t!1e veterans l'.dln:tni_s-l:ra"':.:.on. ~/:e
a~.so ac.op't.ec. EO'.).se Resolut.:"on 35
creati_ng a select conuni ttee to conduct
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an i.nvestigat:ton and study of the
benefits provided under Federal Law
for the surviving dependents of
deceased m~bers, anQ former members,
of the Armed Forces. We next proceeded with special orders of ~~e
day. Representative O'Hara of
Illinois, was recognized for sixty
minutes, and he discussed in great
detail the late president Franklin
Delano Roosevelt.
Our Subcommittee on Agriculture,
of the OOmmittee on Appropriations,
was in session from 1 PM until 5 PM.
and I was unable to hear all of the
remarks concerning the life of the
late President Roosevelt.
February

4~

1955

Yesterday was congressman Jim
BOWler's birthday. Thi.s congressman
sexved for forty-six: years as a
member of the city council of ~ica90,
J: ll:i.nois •
Notwithstanding the fact
the Congressman served as committeeman of his ward for many, many years
in c::!hicago, Which is down on the
rough side of the city, he never
smoked or drank..
A little llT"!us'tla1
dO'A~ there.
shor1:.~y

after tile House convened
yesterday S?eaker sam Rayburn called
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me up to his desk and informed me
that he had named me as a member of
the Board of Visitors to the united
states Naval l\cademy. Shortly after
this conversation the Speaker I pursuant to provisions of Title 34,
sections 1083 and 1084 appointed
as members of the Board of Visitors
to the united states Naval Academy
the following Members on the part of
the House:
Mr. Natcher, Kentucky; Mr.
Langford, Maryland~ Mr. ostertag, New
York, and Mr. O'Hara, Minnesota.
Representative Langford is the new
Democratic Member from Maryland, and
Representatives ostertag and O'Hara
are two of the older Republican
Members.
The BOard of Visitors to the
Naval Academy convenes annually. It
is composed of.
1'he Chairman of the committee
on Armed services of t.'le senate, or
his desj.gnee; three other Members
of the senate designated by the
Vice President~ t'he Chairman of the
comrrd_tt.z:.e on
~01.lse of

~\nncd

Services of the
or h:i.s

Re~resentat:i.ves,

desismee~ four other Members of the
House of Representativesdesignated
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by the Speaker of the House of

Representatives: six persons designated by the President.
The Board inquires into the
state of morale and discip~ine, the
curricu1um. instruction. phygica~
equipment, fisca~ affairs, academic
methods and other matters re1ating
to the Naval Academy.
washington shivered through its
coldest day in more than seven years
yesterday. i t was slightly above
zero.
The House Armed services Committee yesterday approved an Admin~stration

bi11 extending

~~e

draft

for another four years.
Red china today rej ected the
united Nations' invitation to
participate in talks on a cease fire
for the Formosa strait. Premier
Chou En-lai info~ed the United Nations
he vould not send a spokesman to
New York unless Nationalist China is
ousted from the United Nations security
COuncil. The state Department issued
a statement of regret at Red China's
~lot,Jt.:tng of t~_e !_"n_~_ted ~~E'-ttO!1S.
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'"e

adjourned yesterday until
Monday, but my subcommittee on Agriculture meets today at 1 o'clQck PM
fox further test.imony from t.he

Assistant Secretaries and their
Department heads.
Those of us who believe that
communist aggression can only lead
to the end of civilization certainly
are giving wholehearted support to
President Eisenhower's decision to
stop the communists from seizing
Fonnosa and its 7,600.000 inhabitants.
The enemy is formidable in numbers.
and much more so than most of us
realize. communist Asia alone has
more than 500.000,000 people, and
COmmunist Europe has 250,000,000.
We in the united states have
160.000.000 plus our allies who.
unfortunately. ""cannot always be
counted on. OutnUI!lbered as we are,
fLve to one, we have no choice but
to make up our lack of quantity by
~e quality of our manpower - its
health and its know-how.
February 5, 1955
1956 NationaJ. COnvention j.n ':!J:t5.ca,!o.
The IJ.linois Cj_ty was se,:tectec 'for
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t~e

Quadrennial conclave yesterday
~ a subcommittee of the Democratic
National committee which also had
a choice of

phi~ade~phia.

Both

cities offered $250,000 for the convention.
The Navy said yesterday it does
JlC)t intend to employ the compul:sary
fEatures of the Administration's
~ational Reserve program, but is
~sing its plans on a volunteer
Eaval Reserve.
Representative William L. Dawson
Democrat of Illinois, denied yesterday
be had ever accepted political contrib-utions from gamblers. This is one
or our colored Representatives and
be is serving his sixth term f~m the
1st District of Illinois. His pis~rict includes the south side of
Chicago. Virgil W. peterson, Opera tinq Director of the Chicago crime
oommission, said the congressman had
a~tted accepting contributions from
~amblers in 1948 when interviewed by
tbe investigators of this commission.
~e congressman denied ~~is allegation
and said if he had made such a state!!I.E-nt in 1949 why ~asn' ~ it publisi'1.ed
<.-t tllat time.

We have our first Kentucky Con~ressional luncheon for the year next
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week.
Senator Bark~ey wi~~ have a
chance to attend the first one that
he has ever attended.
I have had severa~ people interested in the Tennessee va~ley Author~ty talk with me concerning the
~27.500.000 appropriation in the budget for this agency. I am definitely
of the opinion that the present Administration intends to completely
starve out the TVA.
February 8. 1955
secretary Ezra Taft Benson
appeared before our Subcommittee on
Aqriculture at 10 o'clock AM yesterday. and at 5 PM we were still going.
Today and tomorxow the secretary will
h. with us discussing in detail his
present philosophy concerning agricu~ture and the proposals set for~~
in the budget for the Department of
Agriculture. During my experience
as a prosecutor :r have seen many
witnesses cross-examined vigorously,
and was somewhat surprised to see
the same procedure used with our
secretary. Our Chairman. Jamie
Whitten of Mississippi. gave the
Secretary a vigorous cross-exa.m;_nation
for several hours yesterday. After
tJle Secretary is examined by COngress-
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man Fred Marshall of l1innesota. i t
will be my pleasure to propound several
questions.
France ousts 20th premier since
World war II. On saturday of last
week premier Mendes-France was
swept from power by a rebellious
National Assembly after only seven
and a half :months of his "new-broom"
administration. The dynamic premier,
fighting to the last. lost a vote of
confidence on his North African policy
by a vote of 319 to 273.
In driving through Rock Creek
Park a few minutes ago I heard the
announcement over my automobile radio
Z wonder
that
just what this means.
~ebruary

9. 1955

House Resolution 133 providing
that ~he House resolve itself into
the committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union for the consideration of the bill, H.R. 3005,
to fureher amend Che Universal
Military Training and Service Act
by extending the authority to induct
certain indivic.'t~2-'.. Sjf Cl.ne. t.o extend
~~e benefits under the Dependents
Assistance ~ct to July 1, 1959, up
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for cons~deration in the House
Y'esterday. upon adoption of the
~1e the House resolved itself into
t:he committee of the whole House on
tile state of the union for the consideration of H. R. 3005. The chairman of the Armed services COI1'IllIittee,
Representative carl Vinson, was in
c'harge of this bill. 'l'he ptlrpose of
tlle proposed legislation is to extend the authority to induct individual
into the A:aned services through the
operation of the Selective service
System from the present expiration
date of June 30, 1955, to July 1, 1959.
After general debate, and a roll call
vote, H.R. 3005 was passed 394 to 4.
~he four voting against passage of
this law were BUrdick, Hoffman, Mason
ano smith.
We continue with our hearings
before the subcommittee on Agriculture
today with the secretary of Agriculture
Ez%a T. Benson, and his staff present.
February 11, 1955

According to Whip notice received
today on Wednesday of next week we
wi)l have up on the floor for consideration the bill providing for
pay increases for Members of COngress,
anc the Judiciary. On Thursday and
Friday we will have up for consideratio~
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H.R. 1, which provides for three
year extension of reciprocal trade
agreements.
The House ways and Means COmmittee yesterday approved president
Eisenhower's 1iberalized Foreign
Trade Program almost intact, and
sent it to the House for a schedu1ed
showdown beginning on Thursday. 'l'he
Conwni ttee voted 20 to 5 to grant
the president"s request for a three
year extension of the Recipxocal
Trade Agreements Act with new authority for President Eisenhower to cut
tariffs by 15% over the three year
period.
According to news release today
our present H-bomb, with one bomb
used. could contaminate a 10,000
square area the size of the entire
state of Maryland with radio active
fall-out.
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
said today he still favors top level
Big Four talks with the Russians.
but made clear to the new I<reJ!llin
rulers that Britain intends to push
ahead with rearmi.nq
- Gerrt'..an""
... :first.
~

AFL President George Meany pushed
t-he l.FL-C!O merger pact through his
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Executive council without a protest
yesterday, and announced an a~l-out
organization drive for white collar
employees and millions of other workers
not. in unions. Meany will bE' Pres:Ldent of the AFL-CIO union.
President Eisenhower submitted
the Administration's $7,000,000,000

Federal Aid Plan for schools this
past week. under this plan the
Federal Government could buy up to
~750,OOO,OOO in bonds from school
di~tricts unable to market their bonds
at below a 3-1/8 percent, or reasonable interest rate. under this
particular bill only $200,000,000
<:o'1lld be given to the states by the
l'E'deral. C-overnment for school construction, and the balance would be
()JH'!rated as a bond buying project.
We are continuing our hearings
~eEore our subcommittee on Agriculture,
4nd for the past week have had the
se<:retary of Agriculture, together
~ith his staff, before us.
Yesterday
~e called before our subcommittee,
~der Secretary waugh, and interrogated
~±m concerning the policy of t~e
stoat€!! Deparr-..ment in regard to cU.sposal
.,f OQr s'",~rp.!u.s commodities. Mr. i/,yaugh
stated, of record, that the state
Department was not against ~e offering
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of our surp~us commodities on a
competitive bid basis in foreign
markets. For a nwnber of months
now the Department of Agriculture
has intimated that the reason why our
surplus commodities were not offered
on a competitive bid basis was due
to the fact that the Department of
state felt that this procedure
would be detrimental to our friendly
relations with the free peoples of
the world. within the next few
days our subcommittee will release
this bit of information which will
come as quite a surprise, especially
to the farmers of America.
As pointed out above, the AFL
and cro have finally merged. This
unity, after twenty years of conflict and hostility is to me an act
of Labor statesmanship. Leaders of
both groups subordinated their
differences, their pride and their
ambitions to the welfare of 2abor
as a whole, and this is no minor
accomplishment.
Yesterday r presented Kentucky
COlonel COmmissions to Jamie ~fuitten,
~ai.rman.

()f .my subcommittee on Agri-

culture, and t~e following Members
of sa.'TIe: Fred z,,!arshall. C11arles Deane,
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carl Andersen, walt Horan and
c~arles vursell.
A comm1ssion was
alsO presented to ROSS pope, our
Executive secretary. and to Bradley
M. Webb, the husband of my secretary.
Mrs. Frances settle Webb. We had
quite a bit of fun during the presentation of these commissions, and
for the remainder of the day the
printed record will show strict
formality insofar as the use of the
designati.on "colonel" is concerned.
congressman Siler of Kentucky,
has really received quite a bit o£
publicity over his vote against the
resolution publicly endorsing our
stand for the use of our fleet in
protecting Formosa. Ano~;er letter
appeared in yesterday's courierJournal which, in substance, stated
that upon learning the vote of COngress concerning our president's
request for authority to defend
Formosa the writer was not at all
surprised to learn that Eugene Siler
was still running true to form by
always being against the majority
and his own Republ.ican party. The
writer expressed +he opinion ~~at in
all probability Siler would state that
the LOrd ~ac tolc him never to agree
with a fellowman and political party.
and that ~~e whole world was wrong.
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Melankov's resignation climaxed
months of speculation concerning his
role in the party and government
leadership. The printed statement
re1eased by Malenkov stated, in part,
that he saw particular1y clearly his
guilt and responsibility for the uncertain state of affairs which had
azisen in agriculture, because for
several years past he had been entrusted with the duty of controlling
and guiding the work of the central
agricultural organs and the work of
~e local party and administrative
organizations in the sphere of agriculture. Malenkov further stated
~at he saw the necessity now of
strengthening the leaderShip of the
COuncil of Ministers, and the nec:.d
to have at the post of the C!hairrnan
of the council and Minister another
comrade with greater experience in
state work. rt now seems that
lOlrushchev is the man behind the
throne and BUlganin takes over as
Premier in place of Malenkov.
February 12, 1955

On February 4, the world's oldest
warsnip afloat, ~ie U.s.s. constellation.
went into decommissioned statu.s for
the fourth t;me in her 157-year
career. The COnstellation was launched
at Baltimore on september 1, 1797.
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Our RepUbJ.ican friends who have
concerned thernse~ves wi th patronage
are very much disappointed with the
results obtained from tbe patronage
program directed by a White House
aide, Charles F. willis, Jr. Several
months ago an order was issued providing for clearance of certain
appointments w:i.th the Repuhl.ican
National committee. It now seems
that the clearance program is not
working.
DUring the past week several of
our Republican leaders in the House
made Lincoln Day speec:hes throughout
the ~ited states. Regardless of
politics LincoJ.n was one of the
great presidents and the finest short
speech ever wr:i.tten was written by
Lincoln on a piece of wrapping paper
during the journey to Gettysburg
and with the s!:>eecb now being known
as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
~is address is as follows:
"Four score and seven years ago
our fathers brought forth upon this
continent, a new nation conceiVed
in Liberty and dedicated to the
proposition ~h~t all men are created
equal.
"No\'/ we are engaged in a great
civil war, testing whether that
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na~Lon.

or any nation, so conceived,
and so dedicated, can long endure.
We are met here on a great battlefie!~d of that war.
We have come to
dedicate a portion of it as a £inal
resting place for those who here
ga~e their lives that that nation
might live. It is altogether fitting
and proper that we shou~d do this.
"But in a l.arger sense we candedicate - we cannot consecrate
we cannot hallow this ground. 'l"he
brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here have consecrated it
faE above our poor power to add or
d~ract.
The world will l.ittle note,
nOE long remember, what we say here.
bue can never forget what ~~ey did
heEe. It is for us, the l.iving.
rat:::her to be dedicated here to the
unELnished work which they have,
thus far, so nobly carried on.
It
is rather for us to be here dedicated
to the great task remaining before
us - that from these honored dead we
ta~e increased devotion to that cause
fo~ which ~~ey here gave the l.ast
fu~l measure of devotion -- that we
he~e highly resolve that ~~ese dead
sh31i not have died i.n va:tn: that
th~.-; nation, u..",der GOe., shal2 h.ave
a new birt.n of freedom; and +-hat
thi.s government, of th~ people. by
n~
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....he people, and for the people,
~hall not perish from the earth."
February 14,

~955

~e British FOreign Office
announced saturday that it had
tentatively rejected the Soviet
proposal for a ten power Formosa
confe%ence that would exclude
&ationalist China.

On saturday, February 12,
president Eisenhower conqratu~ated
~erican Forces in the Formosa area
on a job well done in the Tachen
Islands evacuation.
"Wil~iam

Randolph Hearst, Jr.

intervi~ed

new Russian premier
last week. Bulganin was
quoted as saying that Russia desires
to have good normal relations with
the united states Government and
that the Russian leaders are sincere
in tlLi.s desire.
Bu~ganin

February 15, 1955
'l'he Hoover commission made j.ts
report to congress yesterday on the
Pedera.~ Personnel Systern.
Thi.s is
~he

first report of a series which
will deal with all phases of Government operations. The Corrmission or
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organization of the Executive Branch
of the Government known as the
Hoover commission was approved by
congress and signed into law by
president Eisenhower on July 10.
1953. The committee was authorized
to study all phases of Government
operations and to report to the
~ngress its findings and recommendations for improvements. The
Hoover COmmission is headed by
former president Hoover and the
following members:
Dr. Harold W.
DOdds, president of Princeton
lJniversity: Frank w. Abrams, retired
chairman of the Board of standard
Oil COmpany (New Jersey): Chester :r.
::sarnard, New York e119ineer and
president of the Rockefeller Foundation7
Lewis B. cuy1er, banker7 Robert
Ramspeck, vice president of Eastern
Air Lines i fonner Member of congres
and former chairman of the Civil
serv~ce co~ssion; William Hallam
Tuck, business executive: and Leonard
D. White, professor of Public Administration, university of Chicago,
and former member of the Civil
serv~ce COromission.
congressman Wickersham of
Oklaho"".~.

appeared on televisi.on and
also rr'.ac.e several speeches settincr
£orCh his reason for voting for

the
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salary increase. It seems that the
good congres~an during the 12 years
he has been a Member of congress has
expended same $39,000 more than his
congressional pay_ As a result he
is broke and has mortgages on both
his harnes, one in washin~on and
one in Oklahoma. The congressman' s
opponent in last year's pr~ry
immediately started a "BUndles for
Wickersham" drive in the state of
Oklahoma and starting yesterday many
old shoes, shirts, overalls were
received by the Wickersham Office in
the House Office BUilding.
The courier-Journal editorially
endorsed the salary increase which
will be up for passage on this
Wednesday, but a number of papers
in my District are definitely against
an 90 percent salary ~crease for
Members of congress.
sunday, January 30, marked the
73d anniversary of the birth of the

31st President of the United states,
Franklin D. Roosevelt. It is 10 years
now since his death. U. S. Senator
Herbert E. Lehman, Democrat of :New
York, reintroduced in the Senate
~ast

week h.is resolution calling for

recognition of

Fra~klin

Delano
a legal

resolution
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is S.J. Res. 35 and same was referred
to the senate Judiciary committee.
February

~6.

1955

H.R. 3828 was up for consideration
in the House today.
The purpose of this J.egisJ.ation
is to provide for an increase in
the annuaJ. saJ.aries of JUstices
and Judges of the united states
COurts, Members of congress, united
states Attorneys and their Assistants,
and aJ.so permitting discretionary adju..tment in the salaries of the
staffs of the committees of congress.

Legislation providing for increase in Judiciary salaries have
been before the congress on numerous
occasions in the past. However,
with the exceptions of the U. S.
Attorneys and their Assist.ant.s, none
of the legislation has been enacted
into J.aw. Tbe 8lst and 82nd COngresses conducted hearings on legislation to increase Judiciary salaries.
xn the 83d congress the Senat.e committee on Judiciary reported favorably
the bill., s. 1653# to increase t...'le
salaries of t~e Judges of the u. s.
courts, M~rs of COngress, and the

U. S. Attorneys and their Assistants.
The legislation, however, was not
acted upon in the senate.
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prior to the general debate
on H.R. 3828, I gave this matter
cons~derab~e thought.
r definitely
am of the opinion that Members of
COngress sho~d have a reasonable
salary increase and especially enougb
money in order to take care of all
expenses incident to their merohership in congress. since H.R. 3828
provided that the compensation of
senators. Representatives in COngress, Delegates from the Territories
and the Resident Qommissioner from
Puerto Rico is $22,500 per annum
each and the cOltIpensation of the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
should be $35.000 per annum, I voted
"no". The $2,500 additional EKempt
expense money is still allowed and
this makes the total for Members of
congress $25,000 per annum. '!'his
amount is certainly not justifiable
at the present time. with conditions
generally unsettled, the budget out
of balance to the extent of
$4,700,000,000 for the fiscal year
of 1955, and with our National indebtedness some $281,000,000,000
and demands from every source :for
today

).9 str~~ctly \.'!.ncall~d

for.
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under H.R. 3828 Judges of the
U. S. District COurts received
~22,500, justices of the supreme
court $35,000, the Vice President
$35,000. staff members of the
different commdttees a max~um of
$15.000, U. S. Attorneys not more
than $20,000 and their assistants
not more than $15,000, and so on
down the line.
congressman spence of the 5th
District was sick and did not vote.
congressmen Robsion, watts, Natcher
and Perkins voted "no". congressman Siler did not vote. congressmen
Gregory and ctlelf voted "yes". Noble
Gregory and John watts, carl Perkins
and ~ were standing in the rear of
the House floor laughing and talking
about the vote and kidding Perkins,
informing him that under no circumstances could he vote anything but
"yes" • He is from the mountains and
with one-third of his people unempJ.oyed,
everyone knew he woul.d vote "no" and
in all fairness this was his only
vote. Just as we said he should vote
"yes", the clerk called his name
and he turned and yelled "yes" and then
saw what he had don~...

He r"1.lsr:.ed

do\'m, asking that ]IIx. Rayburn change
the vote without the usual prOCed'.1re
of changing ta~ing place. The Speaker
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perkins had to appear in the well
asking that his vote be changed
from "yes" to "no" and this change,
of course, ~ppears in the record.
The subcomm£ttee on Agricu~ture
hel.d its usual. morning meeting today and considered the appropriations
%equeeted for Agricultural Conservation Services. Beginning tomorrow
we consider H. R. 1 which provided
for a three-year extension of Reciprocal
Trade Agreements Act.
congressman Keating of New York,
offered a motion to recommit the
sal.ary Increase Bil.l and same was
de£eated on a voice vote. COngressman Burdick of Nort:h Dakota then demanded the yeas and nays. On roll
oal.l 283 voted yes and 118 voted no.
Thirty-three members did not vote and
this list included Spence and siler.
congressman Burdick in speaking
against the bill stated, in part,
as follows:
1Ilt-1,...= chairman = I hope T_hat :r
will conduct my argument on this bill
in such a way that I do not have
to reflect upon anybody who is
opposed to me. I do not have to say
t..'1~t t...~ose who are opposed to my
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views are timid so1,l1s~ t.'lJ.at they
are cynics and demagogues. If
16 years of service in this House
has demonstrated tllat I am a timid
soul, 1: do not know wh ere they got
that infomation. Many a time for
16 years I have been tJle only vote
opposed to my 0W'l'l party. r have
supported the President of the united
states When he is a Republican, if
J: think he is right.
SO that i f r
come to be a timid soul I 'WOuld like
to have the gentleman from New York
corne out to the Badlands and see
what ti.midity is.
"A demagog? 1: do not have to
demagog. I do not spend any money
in canlpaigns. '!'he last: time I received e)C<lctly no dollars. I spent
in campaign expenses exactly no
dollars. If I had to demagog, I 'WOuld
like to have the gentleman from New
yOrk (Mr. celler) define what a
demagog is. The only ones that ever
approached it, in Trrf estimation, came
from the great state of New York.
"You have some great men speak
on this subject -- men whom I admire.

Texas (Mr, Dies) more than anybody
else in this House because he has
abilitY' and he bas courage. The
gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Reed)

..... 892 and t.......e gentleman from pennsylvani.a

(Mr. walter) I admire,

~ut

I was dis-

appointed in our chai:c:nan of the

committee on the Judiciary when he
called me a t£mid creature.
"Now you are not fooling me
any, and X am not trying to fool
~u.
This bill is going to be
passed. I was not opposed to an
increase in the salary for judges,
but you lined this up so that i f J:
was in favor of an increase in the
salary of judges, J: would have to say
J: was in favor of an increase in the
salary of COngressmen. xt is not
divided. SO i f I take one I must
swallow the other. Ana you expect
me to stand. up here ana say that an
Lncrease in congressional salaries
LS not necessa:ry. '!'hat is not my
position at all. If there are young
men in this House who have families
and maintain 2 homes, a reasonable
Lncrease in salary is necessary.
once in awhile newspapermen say that,
"Of course Burdick is rich. Oil.
Uranium. One of the big cattle
barons of the West". Well, up to
this very minute I have not received
pay for a single quart o:E oil. :r
have not received a dime for uranium.
r: <i.o not know whether we have it or
n~t.
The scientists say it is there l
D'.1t I have been walking over it for
20 years <Lno. did not know it.
"cattle
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baron" • I have no dependents." I
venture this prediction, that out
o£ my salary, I he~p IIIOre dependents
than the average man in this congress, and X am glad to do it. About
all that we who oppose this bill can
do I don' t suppose there are
very rnany~ at least if they are like
the gentleman from New York said,
they are timid. They have not spoken
to me aDout it. About the only thing
that we can do i.s cut down the amount.
X want you to be thoroughly honest
about it, however. l: would like to
see you come out in the open and give
me a chance to ~e "no· and give you
a chance to vote "yes". DOn't slide
in behind the curtain and say i t
wasn't me, it was the other fellow."
You say we are getting $12,500 a
year. Why do you not tell the truth
about it? X have often said in lawsuits, when a defendant wanted me
to defend him, "For God's sake. boy,
tell me the truth, because if there
is any lying goi.ng on in this case,
X want to do i t myself.
"The fact :Ls that we are getting
$15,000. Let us put that down. Period.
'.!.,!,at :\.s v';:hat we are getti.ng. My
"
,
'&'
proJ?Os:tt:ton
'J_r::.,
;_':w
you J.ncrease ·h
__. at.
$5,000, you increase it enough to
take care of these young men who have
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aLl of these dependents so that
they can provide two homes. :r:
wonder if we wi11 have enough to
seand up he~e fo~ a roll ca~l vote.
r hope so. If I were of your opinion,
I would not be afraid to vote.
The
f~ct is r am not afraid of anything
:i11l this House.
February 18, 1955
Bri.tain announced yesterday f:hat
she wiU. develop hydrogen bombs. It
nOoW seems that the united Kingdom has
t:Jte ability to produce hyd%ogen bombs,
ana after carefully considerin~ all
iDplications of this step, the governmeont decided it should proceed wi.th
t:.hoe development and prodUction Qf
sa.me.

was very much interested in
our budget for National
De-fense and that of Engl.and and
R~ssia.
England will spend one billion
f i ....e hundred and thirty-seven pounds,
wJlich is the equivalent of $4,303,600,000.
Russia will spend 112 billion rubles,
Which at the present Russian fixed
ex~~ange rate amounts to $28,000,000,000_
~is is ~onsiderably more ~~an last
Y'e-a~.
Our bt,Idget for ~ational Defense
~~r 1956 a~unts to $34,000,000,000_
I

c~mparing

-
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president Eisenhower' s req'.1.est
for a tl1r~e year extension and
broadenin9 of t:he Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act lost a major test in
the Rouse yesterday when a 2Q7 to
178 vote threw the bil.l wide open
to amendments. Defeat of a closed
rule reconmendation, which 'III1Ould
have given opponents only one change
to change the bill, really surpris ed
the D~ratic and Republican leaderships. Amid cries of 9a9 rule, a
combination of many Democrats and
Republicans fJ:O!l\ many different
sections of the country reversed the
COlmIittee's proposal, which was backed.
by the leadership of both parties,
ca11ing for a cLosed rule. I now
understrud ~at the president has
directed a letter to Minority Leader
Martin of Massachusetts, which will
be read in the House today. to the
effect that the president p1edges
himself 0 reduce tariff rates only
in emergency cal!!es, and with due
consideration 9:i'Ven for our domestic
interest.
Ourrrade ~greements Extension
Act of 1955 began with i-he introduction
ox a resolut:O..on by C:'lairman smith of
thE' R1,lJ.E'S committee, which provided
~~at the House resolve itself into
the Committee of the whole 1!ouse on
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the state of the union for the consideration of the bill. H.R. 1. to
extend the authority of the president to enter into trade agreements
under section 350 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended, and for other
purposes. The resolution p:rovided
further that after general debate
which Shall be confined to the bill
and continue not to exceed ~ days
to be equally divided and controlled
by the Chairman and ranking Minority
Member of the committee on ways and
Means. the bill shall be considered
as having been read for amendment.
No amendment would be in order to
said bill except amendments offered
by the direction of the committee on
ways and Means. and said amendments
offered shall not be suhj ect to
amendment. After a number of speeches,
pro and con. upon a roll call vote.
the rule was refused by a vote of
207 to 178. J: voted aga:lnst the rule
because I definitely am against a
gag rule in such an important matter I
and especially since this particular
committee refused to accept amendments
offered by the COIl1!l\ittee at time of
hearing. which means a lot to my

congressional District. L have coal
and oil in my District. and, in fact,
Henderson county produces over
2,000,000 barrels of oil per year,
which is more than any county in the
state.
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After defeating the rule,
COngressman Brown, Republ.ican of
Oh;io, offered an a.!!lendlnent which
stated, :in part, that the enab~ing
clause ~nd a11 thereafter was to be
stricken out of the res01ution offered
:by congressman smith of Virginia, and
in p~ace thereof the House would
reso~ve itself into the committee of
the Whole Hous e on the state of the
un;ion for the consideration of H.R. 1,
and after general debate which sha1l
he confided not to exceed t'-'O days
to be equally diVided, the bill shall
be read for amendment under the five
minute ru~e. This opened the bill up
for amendment. The Speaker announced
that the question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Ohio,
Mr. Brown. On a roll call vote on
this matter r voted aye, and after a
great number of changes, and many
parliamentary inquiries. the final
capi.tulation was announced as 193
"aye"votes to 192 "no" votes. This
meant that the substitute was refused. prior to the refusal of
this substitute, speaker Rayburn
came down from the podium and addressed
the House from t~e well microphone.
and very emphatically stated t~at only
once in t,e history of the House in
his forty-two years has a bill of
t.l-)i3 kind ever been considered except
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'\lllder a closed rul.e. He further
stated ~~at if a closed rule was
adopted a motion to reconnnit wouJ.d
be in order, but that an open rule
'WOuld simply place crippling amendments all through the bLll. He
further stated that we are living in
a complex civilization, and as the
leaders of the world must accept the
challenge of this leadership, and
"as an old fri.end to al.l. of you, as
a lover of the HOuse of Representatives
and its procedures, I ask you to vote
down this amendment offered ~ the
gentleman from Ohio,· Mr. Brown".
Then Representative Bailey of
west Virginia, after the above vote,
requested that he be granted the
privilege of asking for a call of
the roll on the adoption of the ru2e.
Upon a ro~l call. there were 193 "yeas··
and 292 "nays". I voted no, hoping
that the bill would go back to C01Tl=
mit tee so that we would be sure of
our amendments. As i t now stands
the bill is in the process of general
debate under a c20sed rule. The
bill passed and I voted for final
passage.
Senator Wayne Morse, Independent
of oregon, who very fortunately had
~~e controlling vote in the organi-
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zation of the Senate. voting with
Democrats this tXme, returned to
his home yesterday and changed his
registration from Republican to
Democrat. Be announced today th<'l.t
he wi1l run for ree1ection to the
united states senate next year on
the Democratic ticket. 1'his is one
of the unusual happenings during my
short career in politics.
t~e

February 21, 1955
House oemocratic Leaders decided
saturday to sponsor a general income
tax cut, effective next January 1st.
Speaker Rayburn and Majority Leader
McOOr.mack met with the committee on
ways and Means and proposed a tax
cut of $20 for each taxpayer and
each depencIent. This means that a
married man would receive $40, and
with two dependent children woul.d
rece:i.ve a cut of $80. 'rbis lIIO'\7e will
be made thi s week in the £orm of an
amenoment to the Administration bill
extending corporation and certain
excise t~es at present levels.
COngressman Joe Martin, upon being
informed, quicJ<ly explained that this
was a~solutely nothing but a political
'TT'lOve l

~,nd

Co~>g:!"ess!:'fan ~cec#

";.,.."'e sen:_or

minority Member on t~e committee on
ways and Means, stated that "as usual
the Democrats are putting politics
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above the Nation's security. and
that the American people do not expect
or want a handout of this sort especially in ~~e time of international
crises.
We wi1l have a lot of fun with
this particular bi11.
The House did not meet today.
and tomorrow we celebrate Washington's
birthday. My Subcomnittee on Agriculture does not meet again until
Wednesday, and this gives me a chance
to catch up with my correspondence.

February 22, 1955
Washington' s Bi.rthday is today
and the House is in session just for
the purpose of hearing Washington's
address read again.
President Eisenhower ~is pa8t
week trotted out a new phrase to explain the general philosophy of his
Administration, when he said that
the Republican Leaders should be for
"dynamic conservatism". Apparently
this replaces "progressive moderates"
~he

President was using at news
conferences several months ago. To
me the term "dynamic conservatism"
has no meaning whatsoever and in
reality our good president is at heart
a "new c.ealer".
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The average age of rhe members
of the 84t...'l congress is 52. The
average age of the senators in the
84t...'l congress is 57. Senator Francis
Green, 87 years of age. is the oldest
me"llber of t..."le senate. and Joseph Holt
of california, age 30. is the youngest

member of the House. 'l'he House has
only 56 freshmen members and six of
these were in COngresses before the
83rd.
My Chairman. Clarence cannon, in
arranging the subcommittees for the

committee on Appropriations did so
in such a manner as to be friendly
to TVA. Bonnieville. and other public
power systems and less favorable to

give-aways of all kinds. one or t:"-'O
members of the committee on our side
of the aisle and COngressman Taber.
ranking minority :::sr.ber on our committee squawked considerably.bUt to
no avail.

Met with the corps of Engineers
saturday, February 19. together with
senators Clements and Barkley and
also congressmen perkins. watts and
Chelf. Our next project for my
congressional District:. :i_s t:he Rough
River Reservoir and we were informed
by the corps of Engineers that $750,000
would start this project, which ult±matel~
~ill cost $9,000,000.
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We are very much interested in
Planning Money for Barren River No.
2, Green River and Nolin River.
$25,000 has al~eady been spent on
Barren River NO. 2 and a total of
$602,000 will be r~~ired for tota1
planning for these three particular
projects. ~n addition to the $25,000
heretofore spent on Barren River No.2,
an additional $195,000 will be
necessary to bring this project to
a construction start. We will ask
for planning money for Bar~en NUmber 2
requesting a $60,000 appropriation
for this particular item. The $60,000
may be equally distributed for the
three projects but in my opinion will
be more effective if placed on one.
part ~ of the hearings before
the subcommittee on Agriculture of
the committee on Appropriations was
released yesterday. This printed
copy of the Hearings received wide
distribution and the portion of
same pertaining to Assistant Secretary Waugh wherein he stated, when
questioned by me, that the state
Department under no circumstances
woul-d object if the Department placed
a certain portion of our surplus
commodities on a competitive bid
~asj_s

should. receive quite a hit of

attention.

Especially since the

903

Under secretary ~ater returned to our
COnmittee requesting that his answer
be changed and with permission granted
on~y to the extent that an asterisk
cou1d be used and another answer insezted at t..."le Jx>ttOIll of t..'le page.
February 23,

~955

several weeks ago I requested
my good friend Joe W. Little, SOil

conservation supervisor for my
section of Kentucky, to submit in
writing a report covering the SOil
conservation program and especially
beneficial changes which could be
made. :r intended to use the contents
in the eKaInining of the secretary of
Ag%iculture, Ezra T. Benson, and his
sta£f when they appeared before the
Subcommittee on Agricu1ture under
thE COmmittee on Appropriations.
J:n
go;ing over Mr. Little' s memorandwn
I £ol1~d a statement to the effect
that six watersheds were approved on
January 19, by Mr. Gay1e. soil COnseruation Supervisor for Kentucky and
sulxnitted to the Director of soi~
conservation, DOn Williams of the
Department of Agriculture here in
V'i'ashington, for approval. I noted
that Mud River Watershed covering
240~OOO acres of land in Logan county,
Todd, Muhlenberg, and Butler counties,
received Number 1 priority and that

~~e
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second watershed, Canoe Creek
in Henderson county, the third, Twin
Creek in Harrison COunty, the fourth,
Cypress creek in union county, fifth,
Meadow in Wayne county. and sixth,
Big Reedy in Edmonson county. For
some reason Mud River Watershed and
Cypress creek watershed were she1ved
by the Department of Agric:u1ture. :r
ca1led Mr. O. V. Wells and also
COl.onel w. D. Milne, District Engineer
with offices located in Louisville.
and finally received information that
since the Flood control. Act authorized
the Mine city Dam construction and
the fact that Green River from time
to time overflowed, Mud River watershed and cypress Creek would be
affected thereby same would not be
approved. I then understood just
what the problem was and proceeded
to correlate all of the information
I could concerning this project in
order to be ready for Secretary
Benson before our subcommittee.
our chairman, Jami.e L. Whitten of
Mississippi, first examined the Secretary and other members of his department. Then after Congressman
Marshall and congressman Deane ex~uined th~~ I was ~~en called upon
to 9'_sk 2tny question I had in mind.
After going into ~~e Tobacco Industry
generally in Kentucky and throughout
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the v~ited states, especially since
we have a 100,000,000 pound more
production for 1954 than expected
and a crisis confronts this industry
at the present time. I next took up
with the secretary the question of
the Watersheds in the state of
Kentucky. I pointed out that the
six watersheds had been submitted
f~ Kentucky and that those in my
District had been she~ved. I informed the secretary that the corps
of Engineers had filed a memo which
caused the shelving of these two
Watershed projects and this testimony
appears on pages 239-242 of part I of
the printed Hearings before the Subcommittee. The sum and substance of
our discussion led to an immediate
investigation by Mr. Ervin Peterson,
Assistant secretary and as a resu~t
of this effort, Mud River watershed
_~,...A
.. _- ,-,,:p_'¥",oC!C!
-.zr-- . . . - "',...~c'\r
----.... TJ~"'~¥"~"'-A
.. ....... _ ... .&...- 't&!e-.". . .Io"=' both
approved yesterday by the Soil Con~

OWI ..

servation Department and the Department of Agriculture here in Washington.
With some 240,000 acres in the
Mud River Watershed and some 86,000
acres in the cypress creek Watershed;
w:lt'h se-.,;eral

!!~illior~

do1.1ars to be

spent under the next ten year pe:.:-ioO.,
naturally the people in my Congressional District were very much
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concerned.
I have received a number
of telephone calls, letters, and
very fine newspaper publicity concerning my efforts in this matter.
Being a member of the Subcommittee
on Agricu~ture of the committee on
Appropriations. which by the way is
the outstanding subcommittee at the
present time. placed me in good stead
to make this accomplishment. For
twelve straight years the Mud River
Watershed had been shelved and the
cypress creek also was turned down
£or some two or three years. As r
pointed out to the Secretary of
Agriculture. the year 1938 was the
year the barrel was "rolled out" and
every River. Harbor. and Flood control
project imaginable was approved and
authorized for construction. A great
I1Iany of the projects conflict with
SOil conservation and Projects today
even though same will ne-.rer be constructed. In order to impress upon
the secretary my position, 1: very
emphatically stated that the Mining
city Dam will never be constructed
as long as r am Representative of
the 2nd congressional District of
Rentucky, due to the fact that i t
~u~d s~~rg~ some 29,000 acres in
my district and also raise ~~e water
l.evel, making all bottom land in five
counties unsuitable for cultivation
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and destroy many mi~es of road together with the present bridges
across a number of streams. I be~ieve
that the fact that I unequivocally
took this stand, in my opinion,
brought about t.-"le approval of the

above Watersheds.
Yesterday I received a notice of
the first meeting of the Subcommittee
on Foreign operations of the COmmittee on Appropriations. I am also
a member of this particu~ar sUbcommittee and our first committee
meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon (February 24, 1955) at ~:30 PM
at which time we will consider two
supp~emental requests for emergency
legislation to be immediately submitted to the QOngress. After considering these supplemental requests,
I will go back to my Sl.L'bcO!\1!!littee
on Agriculture and after we make our
final report to the whole committee
and our bill is voted up or down on
the floor. 1: start in on regular
committee meetings with the Subcommittee
on Foreign Operations.
February 24, 1955
The switch of Senator Morse of
oregon, from Independent to Democrat,
has left congress without splinter
representation for the first time
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since 1911. Frazier Reams of Toledo,
OhiO, who served two House terms as
an Independent was defeated for
reelection last November, thereby
making every House seat a Democrat
or a Republican.

President Eis~ower said that
on a personal basis his relations
with Democratic Leaders in congress
are completely satisfactory. Shortly
thereafter at the same news conference
he stated that the Democratic Leadership was guilty of hypocrisy in their
proposal to push through a $20 income
f::ax decrease.
Edgar Faure yesterday was
approved as the next premier of France.
The National Assembly vote was 369
to 210. He succeeds Mendes-France,
and is an attorney who previously held
the premiership for six weeks L'\ 1952.
Yesterday afternoon the senate
smothered two challenges to a bill
giving Members of COngress a 50%
increase in pay. The Senate' s
version increased the pay fro.m $15,000
to $22,500 a year, allowing the $3,000
income tax exe.m~ion and five round
trips home. I was positive t..'hat the
Senate would reduce the a~ount agreed
upon in the House, and now this bill
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will go to conference w~th the
senate's proposals prevailing in
almost every instance.
Each year a Freshman M~~er is
designated to read George washington's
Farewell Address, and on Tuesday of
this week it was the Republicans time
co make the selection. congressman
Cramer of the state of Florida, Who l
by the way, defeated my good friend,
courtney campbell, was selected and
he, in turn, read the address.
Washington's address always fascinates
me, and especially those two provisions
of same Which state, in substance,
that to prepare for war is the most
~ffectual means of preserving peace,
and, further, that this country should,
under no circumstances, enter into
~ntangling alliances.
Yesterday we had up for consideration 1n the House, Souse Resolution 105 1 which, in substance, per-·
mits the committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce to make such investigations and studies as it deems advisable
with respect to any matter within
its jurisdiction, and sets up ~he
procedure for hoiding the investigations
and attendaT)ce .and testimony of w:itmesses. ,'!e furt'1.er considered House
Resolution 91, authorizing the COmmittee on Foreign Affairs to conduct
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thorough L~vestigations of witnesses
coming within the jurisdiction of said
conmittee. Also procedure for testimony of witnesses clarified. We also
took up H. Res. 150 providing for the
consideration of H.R. 3952, a bill to
amend the cotton marketing quota
provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended. Upon
adoption of the rule the lines were
drawn with cal:i.fornia, Texas and
~ng on one side, and Mississippi
on the other. The bala.nce of the
Members of the House present took
sides accordingly, and the Mississippi
proposal was defeated with H.R. 3952
passing upon a voice vote.
Mr. walter called up H.R. 3828,
the bill adjusting the salaries of
Judges of the u. s. courts, U. S.
Attorneys, Members of congress, and
for other ~~rposes, with a senate
a..-nend.i\ent t..":lereto. and requested that:
the House disagree to ~e senate
amendment and agree to the conference
asked by the Senate. With there being
no objection the Chair appointed
congressmen celler. walter and Reed
as the conferees. Next H. Res. 153
was r~ferred to the HOUse Calendar
and ordered to be printed u~n reouest of congressman smi.th of Virgini.a,
Chairman of the committee on Rules.
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Rere we have a rule providing tnat
the House resolve itself into tne
committee of the whole House on the
state of the ~~ion for the consideration
of the bill. H.R. 4259. to provide
a one-year extens~on of the existing
corporate normal-tax rate, and of
certain existing excise tax rates.
and to provide a $20 credit against
the individual. income tax of each
personal. exemption. The ruJ.e further
provides that after general debate
which Shall be confined to the bil.l
and shall continue not to exceed four
hours to be equally divided and
~ontroll.ed by the Chairman and ranking
minority Member of the Committee on
ways and Means, the biJ.I shall be
considered as having been read for
amendJnent. The rule further provides
that no amendment shall be in order
to said bill e¥~ept amendments offered
by' direction of the CO!!m!littee on
ways and Means. At the conclusion of
s~ch consideration the committee
shall rise and report the bill to
the House with such amendments as
may have been adopted. and the previous
q~estion shall be considered as ordered
on the bill and amendments thereto
to fina1 passage ~it~out intervening
motion except one motion to recommit.
~~e next took up House Res. 150,
providing for the consideration of
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258J.. a hiJ.J. to promote t..'1e
Nhtiona! Defense by authorizing the
CDnstruction of Aeronautical Research
~~ci~ities. and ~he acquisit~on of
l.and by the National Advisory COrn~ttee for Aeronautics necessary to
the effective prosecution of aeror:autical research. The rule was
adopted and. at close of general
aebate, the bi11 was passed.

H. R.

February 25, 1955
Yesterday an emergency meeting
cf the COll'ltlittee on Appropriations
'\Jas called £or the purpose of discussing B.R. 4260, a bill providing
=or a Federal Highway COrporation
~or financing the construction of
~~e National system of Interstate
Eighways. and with said bill amending
~d supp~ementi."'l9' the Federal. Aid
~oad Act approved July J.l, 1916, as
-L.'ltended and supplemented. This Act
~s known as the National :Interstate
:::Iighway Act, and provides on page 8
-)f same, that there is hereby
lppropriated and shall be paid by
the secreta:ry of the Treasury to the
:orporation for the fiscal year 1957,
~nd for eacb fiscal year thereafter
Ln which there are outstanding unnatured obligations of t.~e COrporation
Dut of any II\Oneys in the Treasury not
Dtherwise appropriated, amounts equal

913 to the revenue ~n excess of
$622,500,000 collected during each
fiscal year as shown by the official
accounts of the Directors of Internal
Revenue, and with said bill further
providing on page .16 of sa.."'tle t.."lat
the secretary of Commerce is hereby
authorized to make payments in an
anount not to exceed $25,000,000,000,
or such lesser sum as estimated by
tl!.e corporation on the basis of
prospective revenues to be the
max~um amount to be available for
the purposes of this Act. The contents
of this bill are frightening, to say
the least, and upon introduction was
referred by the Speaker, sam Rayburn,
to the QQ.mmittee on public Works.
Our Chairman, congressman cannon of
~ssouri, called attention to our
Committee to the fact that this bill
provides for an appropriation. and
under the rules of the House the
bill should have been referred to
the committee on Appropriations. We
adopted a resolution that our chairman immediately call this matter up
as provided for under the rules of
the House at the close of the reading
of the journal and pursuant to this
resolution, our Chairman, at the
proper time, moved that the bill,
H.R. 426Q, and H.R. 4261, a companion
bill, be re-referred to the committee
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The question '\vd.S

taken, and, on a division demanded by
cour Chairman, the "ayes" were 87
i1tnd t-he "nays" were 131. There was
am insufficient number for the "ayes"
auld "nays" so the matter stopped at
!;his point. However, the Chaixman
cof the committee on public Works inEorms us now that an amendment will
be added providing that the amounts
~isted above are to be appropriated
vhich will make this matter then
come before the committee on Appropriations. We would have won on the
aivision vote but it seems that the
l!Iembers of the House take delight in
~lways voting against any request
lIlade by our Chairman, Mr. Cannon, because for over thirty years now he
has whittled every item in the budget
Eor the purpose of saving th:is country
~~,,;o~o~
a·nd
...
"'- __ ....
.. -<"'ons
...u..a............l o~• do"ars
wI..L
I
~ some instances, has whittled away
pet appropriations of same o£ the
..&~

l!Iembers.

rmmediately after the vote
nentioned above several resolutions
were adopted. and then as provided
for under the rule, general debate
began on tne Revenue ~ct of 1955
which is H.R. 4259. This is the ~20
~ive away bill, as the Republicans
eall it, and some harsh terms were
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used during the general debate such
as blackjacking the President and
irresponsib~e ~eadership of the
Democrati.c party.
1: was unable to
listen to all of the general debate
due to the fact that both of my subcommittees, Agriculture and Foreign
Operations of the COnmittee on Appropriations were meeting during the
afternoon session.
1 first attended the subcommittee
on Agrieu~ture. and at 1:30 went to
the SubcOliinittee room for Foreign
Operations. We had before our c0mmittee Ambassador wadsworth and his
assistants requesting $8,000,000
supplemental appropriation for the
united Nations Technical Assistance
program. On thi s particular SubcomnU. ttee we have as our Chairman
congressman otto E. passman, serving
his fifth ter.m from ~~e Fifth District
of Louisiana. congressman cannon.
Chairman of the whole COnunittee, and
congressman John Tabor, ranking
Republican Member of the whole committee are also members of this
particular subcommittee. There are
seven Democrats and five Republicans.
~~bassador

and his very effeminate
little assistants, (r have heard quite
a bit about some of these little boys
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since I have been in Washington).
I went into detai1 concerning why
we should contribute $8,000,000. On
examination the Ambassador. and his
assistants, admitted that last year
we contributed 55% of ~~e total, and
wi th there being no set rule as to
how the 55% was arrived at. Sixtyone other nations contributed 45%.
My examination of the Ambassador discLosed the fact that Russia has
contributed $1,000,000 for the calendar
year 1955, and contributed $1,000,000
for the calendar year 1954, with
every penny of this money earmarked
for payment only to Russian employees
of this particular Technical Assistance
Program, and for the purchases of
RUssian goods used in the program.
My question as to the percentage of
Americans employed brought forth
t..lte answer that 1.4% were J1..merican
citizens, but stilL 55% of the money
was ours. My ex""nination furt-her disclosed the fact that no definite control was had so far as sending'
technical Russian experts into the
free countries. Here we have expert
salesmen for communism, and it burns
me up to think that we silently sit
by and contri~~te our money which indirectly spreads their philosophy.
Destroying our Government with our
own money. w~~en I started questioning
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the Ambassador, Congressman cannon
came around and sat :in congressman
Denton's seat, which was vacant to my
left, and urged me on. He leaned
over, and, in a loud whisper said, "Go
after hLm son, you are on the right
track" • After my examination, and
the examination by the Republican
Members of the SUbeomnittee, we went
into executive session, and, without
too mucb controversy, cut the $8,000,000
into half, and directed the ct1ai:rman
and the Clerk to prepare the necessaxy
supplemental bi11 providing for
$4,000,000. un1ess this program improves, and especial.J.y that portion of
same concerning payment of our money
for the spreading of the communist
doctrine, I sbaJ.l vote next t~e
against the appropriation of any part
of same. After our hearing ~ believe

that the

~'I"('.bassador ~ill

carr.; the

word back to the state Department that
somethL~g ~~st

be done

L~ediately

or

else future appropriations for this
purpose are gone.
We next heard a supplemental request from Major General Glenn E.
Edgerton in support of a request for
a $70§OOO increase for the a2~owance
of the administrative expenses of
the Export-Import Bank for the fiscal
year 1955. After examining the General,
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and his assistants, a11 Members of
the Subconmittee agreed to reduce
this amount to $40,000. The necessary
supplemental bi~l was ordered prepared.

X then returned to my Subconmittee
Agriculture and enjoyed the statement of James A. McCOnnell, Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture, pertaining
to C'OlilUIOd.i.ty Stab:i.lization service.
The members of the Department of
Agriculture, and their administrative
assistants and staffs, are all experts
and know their subject. Xn many instances their philosophy certainly disagrees with mine, but, to say the
least, they are not easily fl.ustered
and simpl.y know their subjects. X
was amazed at the lack of knowledge
upon the part of the Ambassador and
his assistants, which !l'..akes me believe that the state Department
certain1.y is not as well org':=l1'lizeQ as
the Department of Agriculture.
~n

February 26, 1955
After a great many adjectives,
some kind and some unkind. H. R. 4259,
proc,..·iding for a one year extensiQn of

the Existing COrporate Normal Tax
rates and further providing for a
$20.00 credit against the individual
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income tax for every personal exception. passed by a vote of 242 to
175. I voted for passage of this
particular bill.
On a motion to recommit, I

voted aga:i.nst the motion and on thi s
vote the "yeas" were 205 and the
"nays" 210.
conference reports on Salary Increases for Members of congress and
Federal Judges. quickly adopted after
conference had spent some ten minutes
in agreeing to report what would be
acceptable to both Houses. Under the
COnference Report the salary Increase
goes from $15,000 to $22,500 and
$1.250 expense account. In addition
to expense account, each Member is
allowed five expense paid trips home
~~d back each year in addition to
the round trip now allowed.
February 28, 1955
Legislation calling for a 50%
pay increase for Members of COngress
is headed back for a Senate-House
OOnference after the Senate unexpectedly rebelled against a proposed $1250 tax free expense fund.
The vote was 52 to 7 against the
adoption of the conference report.

=
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Maybe ~;is week will see a final
decision insofar as the pay increase
is concerned.

Each day I

fee1 a

little bit better about my vote
against this pay increase bill. A
great n~.ber of t..."1e people .in this
country are very much incensed over
the amount of this pay raise, and
the Gallup poll shows 62% of the
people against same.
It looks very much like the $20
tax cut bill has a ~d chance to
pass in the Senate today.
Our Joint Chiefs of Staff believe
that the united states is ahead of
RUssia in the development of the socalled ultimate weapon, which is an
inter-continenta~ missile with a
hydrogen warhead.
West Germany's Lower House of
parliament early yesterday approved
an agreement with France for
Europeanizing the saar. The vote was
264 to 204. Four pacts for rearming
West Genttany had been approVed earlier
in the semi-final vote.
We Democrats are being accused
of shahby politics in "'he passage
of the $20 tax bill.
It seems that
~~e

Republicans intended to pass a
simi1ar bill ne-~t year, which. aj
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the way, is Presidentia2 election
y-ear.
presioent Eisenhower's stateconcerning irresponsibles insofar
as t.~e Democratic sponsored $20 per
person tax cut is concerned, seems a
Little unusual when we pause to consider that only last year the Eisenhower Administration threw all its
heavy guns into a fight to grant
special tax favors to corporate stockbolders with the great bulk of relief
going to the families with the
l.argest income from stocks. we
oemocrats fought this plan. 7t now
seems to me that the present Administration's attitude is that
congressmen act with fiscal irresponsibility" when they propose a
tax cut that would do something for
the low income and medium income
families. It becomes especial2y
wicked apparently when the DemOcrats
book such an amendment to an Admdnistration backed Revenue Bill.
thereby placing the president in the
position of vetoing all or none.
~he present Administration's tax
philosophy still is the trickled down
met.~od, and it has always been my
experience L~at t.~e low income and
medium income families never receive
any benefits from ~~at which final~y

~ent

trick.les down.
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March 1, J.955
oongxessrnan clarence J. Brown
of Ohio# has a weekly Television
progra.'n and for a DU!!'.ber of mon ....",s
he has been after me to appear on
this program with him. TOday I met
him in the Television studio here
in the old House Office BUilding, and
we had a nice five-minute program.
We discussed FJ.ood control projects
in the Second District, the critical
situation facing Burley Tobacco.
especially in my District, and several
other things.
We are continuing our efforts
for construction money for the Rough
River Reservoix. hoping to secure
$750,000 appropriations for the
fiscal year o£ J.956.
We are also working for planning
money for Barren p~ver N~her TWO,
Green River NUmber TWo and Nolin
Ri-ver. Allen County will be the location for the Barren River Reservoir
NUmber TWO and a great many people
in this county are not sold on this
project. I have requested the Green
~i-\"er \7a:tl~J'

citi.zens League to go

into Allen county and hold meetings
and see what the attitude of the
people is at the present time. In
the Allen county News of February 23,
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aopeared the following statement concerning the Barren River
Number '1'\<;0:
~955,

_--z _. . _. . ...

"'T"_ne ~_... reen '0; "tic ..... '7::al1~,. ".;: .... .; ~--League, the organ.ization that has
for several years been working to
get a flock of dams built 2n this
part of Kentucky, is still toiling
away at that task. rrheir latest move
i.s to send out pet.iti.on forms on which
they plan to get many thousands of
signatures askin<J construction of the
dams. One o:f the projects this
petition or resolution asks is
"$125,000 for fi.nal desi.gn:i.ng of the
Barren Reservoir". '!'his is the one,
which presumably would be built in
the Port Ol.iver area, which would
flood most o:f the Barren River side
of Allen County. Though the resolution
pt.J.ts f100d contro~ as t..'le :first objective of the project, an accompany.. -
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real main purpose is still to iJnprove
navigation on the Green River so the
coal-mining ~ounties there can ship
more coal at cheaper rates via river
boats. When they get enough signers
to the.ir resolution, they plan to
send copies to

al~

the Kentucky

gressmen in Washington.

oon~
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March 2. 1955
'!'he House yesterday completed
legislative action on a compromise
Bill giving Members of congress a
straight $7.500 a year increase
with no additional tr~inqs in the
way of tax free expense funds and
extra round trips home. By roll call
vote of 223 to 113 the Bouse adopt:ed
a COnference Report raising the pay
of Members of congress from $15,000
to $22,500 a year. X voted against
the adoption of the conference Report
because X still believe that the
amount of the pay raise is too large
at the present time. The measure
now goes to the White Bouse for
president Eisenhower's signature.

'the new Hoover comnission' s
report to COngress on personnel and
civil service is a 94-page document
which contains many of the recommendations that were incorporated in
the report of the first conmission
four years ago. The recommendations
concerning Veterans Preference appear
to be directed toward further whittling
away of this ~rtant benefit.

since I have been a Mer.~er of
the House ~.t. 1s very obvious that
t.."le young me."1 in my District are
not :i.nte:t'ested in a M.ilitary Career.

In several cases I have almost
begged young men to accept an appointment to west poi-nt, Annapol.is or the
new Air Force Academy. Tilis change
has come about since the end of
1."l'orld -;;ar I I . and. in fact, has become so serious generally throughout
the United states that the American
Legion adopted Resolution No. 45 at
the Washington. D.C. National COnvention last year, which set forth
reasons why a Military career is
becoming less and less desirabl.e. The
Resolution points to declining respect
to Military Forces, and the resulting
drop in prestige Which has resulted
as a result of the pay scal.e, whittl.ing
away of fringe benefits, such as
medical care and education of dependents, inadequate housing, retirement benefits and survivors benefits
and the other programs contributing
to the happiness of the Mil.itary
personnel and tbeir families.
The Alaska-Hawaii statehood
legislation certainly does not have
the unanilnous support of the presi.dent's cabinet. The Defense Department was of the opinion that Alaska's
statehood would impede maximum military use of t.~e area, and tlle Interior
Department £eeJ.s t.':Iat state:hood for
!'.laska is not proper at the present

due to the undeveloped and unsound economic condition of this
terri tory. The State Department has
contrary views because it favors such
a move on the ground that it would
support American Foreign policy and
strengthen our position in International
Relations.
t~e

Yesterday the d;tairman of the full.
committee on Appropriations, congress-man cannon, called me and urgently requested that 1: serve with him on
another subcommittee. My two present
assignments are Agriculture and
Foreign Operations. My Chairman requested that I serve with him on the
Subcommittee for the District of
columbia. calling attention to the
fact that last year through ignorance
and lack of attention certain items
Were appropriated which were not
neeessary and that he would appreciate
it if L would serve on this particular
subcommittee during the 84th congress.
My Chairman has been so nice to me
and especially in naming me to the
two best subcommittees on the full
Committee. I accepted and am just
wondering how I will divide my time
between three subco:mmi tte-es. the floor ~
and ~~e necessary duties in my office.
on June 30, 1954, president Eisenhower estab~ished an Advisory committee
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on ~~er~J supplies and Resources
policy. The Director of 1:..1).e Office
of Defense Mob:i.l.ization was designated
as Chairman and the heads of the
fo1.1owing agencies serving as members: Depa~~ents of state, Treasury.
Defense, Justice, ~nterior. COmmerce
and Labor. 'l'he major duty of thi.s
particu1.ar committee concerns the
reviewing of a1.1 factors affecting
the recommendations and supplies of
the major sources of energy, inc1.uding
coke, petroleum and natural gas. The
conmittee reported back to the
president yesterday and in substance
urged that Foreign Governments reduce
discriminatory restrictions against
imports of united states Coal.. The
committee further stated that there
should be no Federal. control of gas
at the source and shou1.d not be
regu1.ated until same went into rnterstate COmmerce commission. A recommendation was made concerning residual
oil imports with the thought in mind
that same should be held down as much
as possible. In reading this report
you can still. see that the present
Administration at the top is repaying
Texas and one or two other states
for t-'h.eir support in t.'I:le year 1952.
I certainly do not fall out wit.~ ~,e
contents
t~e report but was not
at all surprised as to t.'I:le recommendations.

0=
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March 3. J. 95-5
I attended a dinner last night
given by the Arne~ic~n Legion of
Kentucky, ; n honor of the state
commander, Rodney Brown 0:£ OWensboro.
Yesterday we had up for consideration in the House. E. Res. 160
providing for the considexation of
House Joint Resolution 20:2 to amend
the National Housing Act as amended.
The Resolution was agreed to and
a motion to recommit was laid on the
table.

We further took up for consideration
House Res. 161, providing that the
House resolve itself into the committee of the Whole HOuse on the state
of the union for the consideration
of the bi11, H.R. 1573, to repea~
section 348 of the Agricultural Adjust~ent Act of 1938.
The pr~~ious
question of order and the resolution
was agreed to. We next considered
H. R. Res. 202 to amend tbe NationaJ.
Housing Act as amende<!. 'l'his resoJ.ution
increased the authority for Insurance
by the FHA by the sum of $1,500,000,000.
This was not an app~priation but
merely an authorization toO the Agency
to insure home mortgages.
senate Joint
Resolution 42 provided that the
National Housing Act be amended ~
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out $1,500,000,000 and inserting Ln lieu thereof $3,500,000,000.
The senate resolution was ordered
to be read the third time and was
,
H. J. Res. 202 was 1aid on
passea.
the tab~e.
strik~ng

We next took up for consideration
H. R. 1573 to repeal section 348 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938.
The bil.l. was passed and a
motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
My Chairman, Clarence Cannon of
Missouri, told the House that the
late supreme court Justice, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, at the time of his
death in 1935, bequeathed $263,288 to
the united states as a token of his
gratitude to the government under
which it had been his privilege to
live. My Chairman went on to state
that the generous and patriotic
legacy was placed on deposit without
interest and after lying there for
twenty years is still the same sum
of $263,288. My chairman pointed out
that if it had been invested in
government bonds ~~e interest would

have hy

th~s

time

exce~~ea

$150,000,

making 0 tot oJ. of at least $413,288.
At the time congress passed a Resolution
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providing tllat the l.egacy left by
great libera2 justice be used
to estab~ish a Holmes Memoria2 Garden
on capitol Hill. At the t±me it was
estimated that this Memorial. would
cost $400,000.
~~is

March 4,

~955

A Subcommittee of the House
Anned services COmmi.ttee has tentatively approved a pay raise for
career servicemen. The measure contains no increase for men wi.th less
than three years service in the
Armed Forces. The pay increase is
from 8% for privates to 25% for
second Lieutenants, with the cost
estimated at $735,000,000 a year.
In addition to revision of regular
pay rates the bill provides payments
as high as $245 mont.."I11y, whi.ch is
a $30 i.ncrease i.n hazardous pay for
career flying and su~rine officers.
Other fringe benefits include a new
allowance for pennanent change of
station and increased travelling
allowances.
We should have on the f locr
within the next fe!W days t-he pay raise
for postal and classified employees.
Here we will have a bill containing a
several h~,dred million dollar increase in pay.

93l
Ne wi11 next have up t.he Mini.mum
wage LaW increase per hour, and aLl
of this, together with the COngressionaL pay incre~se and the unbalanced budget, shonld keep t..:'le
Bureau of the Budget busy for some
time to come.
I have my doubts that
all of these pay raises, and the
minimum hourly wage ~ncrease should
come at this time.

From Januaxy 5th through Fe~ary
28th, the House was in session twemtysix days, and during this t:ime 4,509
bills were introduced, 236 joint
resolutions. 89 concu~rent resolutions
and 159 simple resolu-tions. We
have had four quorum calls; 12 "yea"
and "nay" votes and 12 House bill.s
passed. A total of 85 measures. Both
senate-House Joint Remolutions, concurrent resolutions azd s~ple
resolutions passed d~ing this perLod
of tL~e. 19.388 nomimations were received in the senate :from t:he Presi.dent of the united states. vllich
included postmaster, ltrI!ry. A.ir Force,
Navy, Marine corps ana civilian
nominations, other than Postmaster.
552 postmaster nominations were submitted~

~nd

unconfirmed.

on ~~rcn ~, 552 ~ere st~il

March 5, 1955
Forty-six senators ~ined up
yesterday behind a bi~l preventing
Government agencies from using unexpended al'nou.."'l.ts carried over from
previous years. I certainly agree
wit:h Senator Byrd r and, in my
opinion, all unexpended balances
appropriated by COngress Should be
set forth in a one package appropriation
system in Which all appropriations
would be combined in a single bill
so that congress and the public
generally can see the Whole picture
as to the spending side of the budget.
At the present time we have some
cwelve appropriation bills each year
and a limitation on annual obligations
Eor expenditures in all appropriations
sho~ld prevail.
Senator ayrd's bill
would further provide for a constant
revision of revenue estimates by t:he
~reasury while the appropriation bill
La being enacted r and would require
committee reports on appropriation bills
to show estimated income and spending.
Since becoming a member of the Committee on Appropriations I find that
unexpended balances appropriated by
congress over the years for long term
projects now total $82,000,000,000.
I certainly agree with senator Byrd
that the new system would mark a stride
toward a bala.!l.ced budget.

On March 3rd the House passed a
bill lifting a restriction which
we imposed last year on SOil conservation payments. under an amendment written into the Farm Law last
year no such payment cou~d be made
to any farmer who knowingly harvests
any basic co.mrnodity in excess of his
acreage allotment.
In the bill which
we passed last week the House Agricultural committee, in recommending
passage informed the Members that, in
'f:he.ir opinion. programs designed to
stabilize the price and supply of
specific agricultural commodities are
and should be kept entirely separate
from those programs which have as
their objective the preservation and
improvement of our soil and water resources. J: voted for passage of this
bill and certainly agree with the
report from theODmmittee on Agriculture.
understand that one of our
senators will propose a constitutional
amendment this year authorizing the
president to exercise an item veto.
Under our present law. the whole bill
must be vetoed or accepted by the
president, and any vicious item
contained therein which lies along
side many. many good items must still
be accepted.
From time to time
constitutional ~~endrnents have been
proposed, but same have never been
I
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well received in the senate. r
favor sucn a constitutional amendment and this will prevent gag rule
bills on £he floor. and give the
president the right to t"ke care of
the interest of the people of this
country.
The EooVer Com:nission Report
recently recommended that twenty
veteran Administration Hospitals be
closed, and that veteran medical
expenses generally be curtailed. I
am against this proposal and was
glad to read in one of the local
papers that the veterans AdminiBtrat~r
Harvey V. Higley, stated that, in
his opinion, same would not "get
any place". Such a proposal would
close veterans Hospitals in two of
the far western states thereby leaving
a vast area across the top of ~~e
country without veterans Hospital
service. 'l'here is a concerted effort
at the present time on the part of
some of the doctors of this country
to close every Veterans Hospital,
and do away with Veterans medical
services. These only represent a
few of our doctors - r hope.
The HOuse Post Office and Civil
service committee reported out
yesterday R.R. 2987, the Administration's
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sa~ary and reclassification bill.
The overall increase under tbis bill.
after reclassification, will amount
to about 7; percent.
The Senate bill
reported. out by the senat<!' pOst Office
and civil service committee calls for
a ~O% raise. 'l'he fun will soon start.

March 7. J.955
The first atomic produced power
for commercial use probably will be
available by late summer or fall.
The land-based copy of the atomic
engine for the sullmarine sea Wolf. at
West Milton. New York, will produce
the power that will be offered for
sale. The experimental plants in
Idaho and in oak Ridge, Tennessee.
have demonstrated that electricity
can be produced from nuclear plants.
At the present time a full scale
plant for production of commercial
power is being built at Shippingport.
Pa •• but officials said electricity
probably won't be produced until
1957 at this particular plant.
syngman Rhee recently stated
that the people of Asia know l'.rnericans
perhaps beeter in some ~ays than ~~e
Americans know f-nl?)"(\selves. R.'1.ee
maintains that A~ericans should trust
themselves a little more and have more
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faith in ~~eir ideals because ~~e
American principals and the American
ideals are the last great hope of
t:he Worl.d.
It seems to me that the u. s.
and the soviet union are engaged in
five armament races today. In two
of the basi.c fronts, manpower and
industrial power, each side has undisputable superiority in one. We
have machinery and the communist
have the men. TO me the five contested races are: Atomic Bomb production, Hydrogen BOIllb production:
Air Power. both offensive and defensive: Research and Development in
weapons and Weapons carriers: and
capacity to wage conventional war.
At the present time we lead in the
first four categories. At the
present time there seems to be no
absolute defense against the H.
Bomb and as long as we lead in
nuclear striking power. this is our
best hope for peace.
March 8, 1955
Sam Ezell of the J.\Inerican
of LaC~r. toge~;er with

F~d~ration

the members of his legislatiVe
committee, stopped by and diSCUSSed
with me certain legislation now
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pending before the House which
deals directly with labor. sam Ezell,
was born and reared ~ Hopkins
county and he has always been my
good friend.
sam is one of A. B.
"Happy" Chandler's strong supporters
in his race for governor this year.
and the AE'L has endorsed the candidacy
of Mr. Chandler. X had the pleasure
of making the principal address before the state AFL convention last
year and was assured at that time
if r would make the race for governor
I would receive the AFL endorsement.
Yesterday. congressman Wright
patman of Texas, addressed the House
using as his subject "Our COngressional
Records and congressional Reports
Printed in Readable Fortl\". congressman Patman suggested that the format. type face and size used in our
(bngressional reports be changed in
order to make same more readable.
He further suggested that the interest
of the average person is discouraged
by the format. type face. and size
of our congressional Records, and
that printin<,J techniques of COngressional Reports and Records, if
~hanged, would increase interest
and understanding. I definitely
agree with COngressman patman that
our present printing techniques should
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be changed for our congressional.
Reports, especial~y in order to make
same more readab~e and of general
interest for ~~e publ~c.
The gentlewoman from Idaho, Mrs.

Gracie pfost, addressed the House
yesterday urging that we save Hells
Canyon. She is a very vigorous,
dynamic, energetic little woman and
ceri:ainly would not be the type that
you would want to have around the
House seven days a week.
She was followed by the gentlewoman from Oregon, Mrs. Green, who
endorsed Hells canyon and we had
other members of the House aligning
the!llselves with the two gentlewomen
until the afternoon bell sounded.
We are finishing up on our subcommittee on Agriculture for +he
committee on Appropriations and i t
now looks like we wil~ have our
bill on the floor by the last week
in March.

I intend to obtain as much
time as possible during general debate a_nO. will. strike t.h~ last 'Word
when the bill. is read.
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March 10. 1955
I shall attend a special commi.tte~
meeting this morning of "'he Senate
and House oo~ittees on Agr~cu1ture
to consider present burley tobacco
problems. There are several tobacco
people from Kentucky who will be
present at this meeting. and as
we are facing a crisis with our
tobacco pxograrn at the present time,
this meeting is really an important
one. The citrus :Industry of Florida
will be before our subcommittee on
Agriculture this afternoon requesting $75,000 for construction of new
laboratory at winter Haven, Florida.
Spreading decline and the burrowing
nematode will be discussed in detail.
yesterday afte:rr'loon Mr. Homer
H. Gr>..te..''lt.l).er, Adm;inistrative Assistant
to the President. and a brother of
General Gruenther, extended an
invitation to me on behalf of the
President to attend a luncheon at
the White House tomorrow at noon.
For the past three weeks the president has entertained the younger
Members of congress at luncheons
from time to t;~e and I a~ looking
forward to this occasion.
princess Margaret of England.
according to the papers. intends to
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marry forty-year old R.A.F. Group
Captain Peter Townsend this fall~
according to London gossip. captain
TOwnsend is a d.ivorced man and the
Princess is only twenty-four years
of age.
Margaret' s marriage to this
war hero,sixteen years her senior,
and father of two children, would
defy the dlurch of England' s ban on
the remarriage of divorced persons.
~e stock market investigation
heari.ng, which has been under way
before a subcommittee of the senate
Banking COmmittee, apparently is
having a lot of fun determi.ning jus~
whether or not the rise in the priCEof stoc~s is healthy and based upon
confidence, or the result of riggin9.
The Associated Press average of sixry
stocks dropped $3.10 a Share yesterday. A New York banker testified before the subcommittee yesterday that
the eighteen month boom in stocks
was healthy, and the result of public
confidence in America's future.

Received an invitation from my
good friend, COngressman sid Herlong
of Florida, inviting me to attend
the annual Easter Spring ~raining
session for the Bouse Democratic BClJ.L
Team to be held at Daytona Beach,
Florida, from April 3 through April ~.
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The Daytona Beach Chamber of
Commerce acts as t.~e host, and, at
the close of the training session,
the DeI'llOcrats and Republicans play
an exhibition ga~e which is a preview to the annual charity attraction
hel.d each year at Griffith stadium.
It will :be impossible for me to
attend this spring training session,
and, in fact, we lost our pitcher
l.ast year as the direct result of
television and pictures carried in
the newspapers f~ the spring ~raining

camp.
March 11, 1955
Received a beautiful invitation
this morning from the president requesting the pleasure of my company
at luncheon on Friday, March 11.,
1955, at one o'c1.ock. Congressman
Lester Johnson of Wisconsin, COngressman Robert T. Ashmore of south
carolina, and I will attend the
l.uncheon, and have planned to drive
down together. I was notified that
my Subcommittee on Agriculture of
the Committee on Appropriations meets
at 12:45 ~~ today, but since I will
be at the w-nite House, I left wor~
f.or roy Su':>commi.ttee Chair:rnan, congressman Jamie Whitten, who only
agrees that Eise~~ower really spells

-
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his name correctly. t.llat r wou~d
be ab:>ut an hour late due to the
fact that J: had to break bread with
t-h@ president.
1: can see the expression on congressman ~~itten's
face when he receives this word.

MY full committee meets this
morning at 10: 30 AM to mark up the
completed bill for Treasury and post
office appropriations for 1956.
Yesterday the citrus Group from
Florida appeared before my subcommittee, and after their testXmonY,
which wasn't very effective. r made
a statement for the record attempting
to bolster their cause just a little.

H.R. 4720 to provide incentives
for menbers of the unifo:rmed services
by inc%easing certain pays and
allowances was called up for action.
The Bouse approved a 6 ..25 percent
military pay increase aLmed at
encouraging trained officers and men
to stay in uniform. A 399 to 1 roll
cal~ YOte sent this bill to the
senate after only two hours of debate.
Representative John Tabor, Republican
of

~ew York.~

the rar..king nd.. nority
Mern};)er on my Committee on Appropriat:i_ons.

and an advocate of austere economy,
was the sole dissenter to the
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$745,000,000 a year measure. This
bill came from the committee on
Armed Services and was well handled
on the floor.
March 12, 1955
Arrived at the White House at
12: 50 PM with my coat and hat received at the front door by a fine
looking colored butler appropriately
dressed. I was escorted to the
Green Room and here, together with
twenty-one other Members of oongressj
shook hands with President Eisenhower,
and proceeded into the state Dining
Room for lunch.
The seating arrangement was such that each Member of
COngress could carry on a conversation
with the President without too much
difficulty in talking over someone
else' s shoulder. We had a lovely
lunch of chucka. The President was
in fine spirits, and quite frankly
informed us that he wished it were
possible for him to break bread more
often with Members of COngress. One
item in the press during the past week
concerned the hot argument in the
Senate over the condition of Mrs.
our Democratic National chairman,
paul Butler, un~~oughtfully - I nope
made the statement that he was
positive that President Eisennower

-
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would not run for reelection in
1956 due to Mrs. Eisenhower's
present state of health. He
ma:inta.ined that she was in very poor
health~ and the next day on the
floor of the senate several of the
Republican Senators lambasted BUtler.
Senate Majority Leader, Lyndon Johnson,
called attention to the many slurring
remarks that had been made over the
years concerning Mrs. Roosevelt
travel~ing throughout the world.
and her general conduct. and one thing
led to another until a great many
of the Senators went on record in
this matter. The president laughed
and said that he had been following
the controversy in the papers, and
that both he and Mrs. Eisenhower had
enjoyed same very much. When the
dessert course was served. a beautiful
plate with a fork and the usual large
dessert spoon, as we11 as the finger
bowl with water .in same, and a beautiful linen doily all assembled on
the plate, was passed to each person.
congressman Lester Johnson of Wisconsin,
was seated directly in front of me,
and When the ice cream, which was in
the shape of a large cake, was served
he a1rnost succeeded in p~acing the
ice cream ;_n t..."'e finger };)ow!,. anc
the waiter leaned over al"ld whispered
instructions. The spoon and £ork
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were removed from the plate, and
the finger bowl placed to the outside of the plate. but my good friend.
Les~er Johnson, just ~u~d not rQI!IO'.I'e the linen doily. and placed the
ice cream right in the center of same.
1. was amused and somewhat embarrassed
for my friend, Lester, who just never
thought. and was talking at the rate
of about a thousand words per minute.
r never have liked our present day
dessert spoon. To me, it is simply
a soup spoon and should be used
accordingly. I used m¥ fork for the
ice cream. which was almost brick
ice ereaJt\, and noticed that only
three of us at the table were using
forks. Therefore. my observat.ion concerning Johnson may not be appropriat.e.
TO say the least, we all had a fine
time, and the president seemed to
enjoy ~~e lunch as much as we did.
In shaking hands with him on leaving
he inquired as to whether or not
we still had a lot of fish in our
beautiful lakes, and I told him we
did, and that even though he came
within 700 of carrying Kentucky in
the general election of 1952. we were
still very Democratic and would
and Johnson of Wisconsin, Congressman
James Roosevelt of cali.fornia, ano.
congressman George HUddleston of
Alabama, and I proceeded on out to
our car.
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The full committee on
Appropriations met to pass upon
the Treasury and post Of£ice Department appropriations for fiscal 1956.
Here we have the first whack at
President Eisen,,":Iower's budget. Our
committee lopped off $77,000,000 of
the president's request to operate
the Treasury and Post Office Departments. and agreed generally that
POstmaster General Arthur E. summerfield
is so enamored with reorganizing the
Post Office Department that i t has
neglected its job of del.ivering mail.
$69,000,000 of the cut came from
the POst Office Department's request
for $2,754,000,000. This is our
committee's fi.rst regular money bil.l.
of the Democratic-controlled 84th
congress, and we cut $7,500,000 from
the Internal Revenue service. The
Service was granted $298,000,000, which
is $4,800,000 more than it got l.ast
year. We voted to abolish the job
of Assistant Treasury secretary
Lawrence B. Robbins and his staff at
an estimated savings of $50,000.
Last year we granted the request for
several Assi.stant Secretaries, and
the subcornmi ttee on the Treasury
and Post Office Departments, after
careful investigation found that
Robbins' position was unnecessary.
My good fri.e..""ld, COngressman J. Vaughan

I

I

I

-
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Gary of virginia, is Chairman of this
particu~ar subcommittee.
After all of t.""e raucous over
J'of.xs. Eisen.""o-"'ex· s health her physician
today indicated that she has a slight
heart condition. but despite that
her health is and always has been
basicaJ.ly good. It is true, the
doctor said, that Mrs. Eis enhower
went to bed on Monday of last week
due to the flu, but that she was much
better and was now out of bed.
For several wee](s now a subcommittee of the Government operations
committee has been investigating the
whys and wherefores of the stock
market. Especially attempting to
ascertain the unusual rise in the
stock market during the past twelve
months. At the present time it is
at its peak of all times. The first
part of this week the stock market
was off $3,000,000,000 with 10sses
being from $1 to $4 per share in a
great number of stocks. some of my
Democratic Senator friends are very
much concerned OVer this and believe
that same is the aftermath of the
present SUnCOltd(littee investig-ation,
and completely controlled by ~'l:le '!laD.

Street hankers.
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Some of the coIllt1lent:s t...l:Iat I
have heard recently are as follows:
"Republicans accuse Democrats

of 'criticizing' Mamie Eisenhower's
cold. Democrats retort that they
were merely protecting :rke. Th~
say the president is not a man to
be sneezed at."
"one G.O.P. senator complains he's
having troUb1e with speech-writers
at Republican headquarters.
"I ask
for a defense speech - and they send
me one defending Mamie's col-d."
"Treasury Boss HUmphrey' denounces the new Democratic tax cut
plan. HUmphr~ is the strong man
of the cabinet. The way he carries
the Treasury on his shoulders,
you • d think he had something in it.«
"Ike gets locked out of his
~ite House office.
RepUblicans say
they' can't ww. They work 20 years
to put one of their boys in the
White House - and he loses the key
to the joint".
"The House votes a pay ra:i.se

for the armed for.ces. It's ~~
economy measure. COngressmen hope
to save themselves the embarX'assment
of being asked 'Why they raised their
own. pay".

- 949 .. Ike says we' J.l continue to
keep troops in Europe. The pentagon
doesn't want to bring our Army home.
They're afraid somebody at the l-rhite
House might cut i t again".
president Eisenhower yesterday
promised that the united states would
maintain fighting forces in Europe
so J.ong as there i.s the threat of a
RUssian attack on the continent.
March 14, 1955
EXtended. my remarks in the
Record today concerning perry Me1oan,
1881-1955. the owner and pUblisher
of the Edmonson News, who died last
sunday. He was an unusual man and
regardless of the fact that he was
a strong Republican he was always
my friend and endorsed me in his
paper.
APpeared before the House Special
COImlittee on TObacco and made statement concerni.ng the present Burley
TObacco crisis in Kentucky. Our
1954-55 crop was 160,000,000 lbs. more
than anticipated and wi~h a supply
now on hand which would be sufficient
for three and one-half years it looks
like our acreage quotas will be
furt..'ler reduced. Unless the penalty
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upon excess tobacco is increased
from 50 to 75% and our tobacco
acreage quotas are reduced, our
Burl.ey TObacco program wi~l s:irnply
go down the drain.
~ to March 10. we had 6,611 bi11e
introduced into the 84th congress;,
154 reports filed: 29 rol~ ca~ls have
been taken and :r have answered everyone.

The Hoover commission'S recommending the closing down of twenty
veterans Hospita1s certainly does not
make sense at a time when there are
some 20.000 eligibles waiting for
treatment.
Received committee notice for
subcommittee on Agricu~tural Appropriations of the COmnittee on Appropriations informing me that beginning
at 1: 00 PM tomorrow we would start
mark-up of our bill. Also received
full committee Notice infocming me
that second supplemental appropriations bill for 1955 will be up
for consideration at lO:OOAM
tomorrow.
In the Rouse ~oday we considered
for passage, H. Res. 22, pertaining
to investigations and authori~ing
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aooronriation
of $700.000 for wit..
nesses and expenses for OOmrn~ttee
on Judiciary. TOmOrrow we will
call the ~n~ and private
calendar.~~ay and Thursday
we will consider Resolution 1eading
to disposa1 of rubber p1ants:on
Friday we will take up for consideration
our second supplemental Appropriations
Bill for 1955.
March 15.. 1955
In this rnornin9' smail J: received a large round lapel button
some three inches wide with the
word "Relaxn in heavy black lettering 'Written across the face of same.
Accordin9 to the note accompanying
this button each Member of Congress
is requested to wear same on the
15th day of March, which has become
known as "postponed Tax nay". Income tax payments now are not due
until April 15th under the law passed
by the second Session of the 83d
congress. According to the note, if
every Member wore the Relax Button
on the f100r of the House and Senate
on March 15th. it would heLp to ease
.... he ten.sion of our l!!Nery day hustle
and bustle.
1: ar~t j U.s'f:. wone.er.ing
if many of the Mer.~ers ~ill wear
this button.
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I noticed in a press re~ease
several days ago to the effect that
Douglas stringfellow, the ex-congressman of Utah, who confessed last year
he had £a~ed a gla'1\Orous war record,
is now lecturing on morals.
I am
just wondering as to what kind of
aUdiences he is drawing, and just
what he says. It is one thing to
forgive error, as J\nIericans may be
doing when they listen to Stringfellow.
:It is another to endow i t with a kind
of weird virtue by following a man
such as Stringfellow.

